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LOCAL AFFAIRS

national ban

BurrillELL8WORTH,

MW ADVBKTISBMBNTS T8M WRICK.
Probat* notice—Bit Nahum B Grant et ala.

ME.-

MONEY

Exec notice—Bat Edmond H Colby.

MES8AQES

can be transmitted to us over the telephone, by our customers. We do a lot

iBANK I

—Bat Wa Boland Mlriiken.
Admr notioe—Bat Leonora Bnrna.
—Bet Samuel J Xorrlaon.
«
■<
-net Hannah S Dodge.
—Bat Benben Hotchina.
—Bat John F Lear.
-Bet Francea B Grlndle.
In bankruptcy—Hotlia M Thayer.
Ella worth food fair.

A masting of the grange fair oommittss
been called for next Saturday, to take
definite action regarding location. Ho reply has yet been received from the Hancock county fair association to the committee’s oiler for Wyman park.

you to me num-

Patrons of our SavingstDepartment not only hare unsurpassed
protection for their funds, bat are allowed a constant and liberal
interest-earning on| thelrJdepoeiU. We are carrying hundreds of
savings accounts with out-of-town people; ought to have YOURS.
Ask us to tell you bow our banking-by-mail methods provide for the
easy and absolutely safe'care of money.
BANKING CO.. BANOOR. flAINE.
Braacfcaa at Old Tawa aad Macklaa.

m.

Han. cLoeaa at ronomca

Qoino Wbit—10.46,11.60, a m; 6.60 and 6 pm.
Oomo Bait—4.80 a m; 4 and 6A6 p m.
No Sunday mail. Poatoffice open on Sunday
from 6 to 10 a m.

BOOST! Ellsworth

Food

Fair,

Feb. 82-26.

money and credit*.

WHERE IS ITS STRENGTH ?
In the character and judgment of the individual*
and the amount of capital in the business.
Apply IHeee ele Meatary principle*

Capital,
StaeUaMart’

Total,

Mri. Mary L Leach, who has been visiting her sisters, Mira Charlotte Morrison
and Mrs. Henry J. Joy, in this city, left
Friday for Massachusetts, where she will
spend the winter with her son in Brockton and her daughter in Worcester.

William P. Campbell,
Frank L. Hodgkins,
Alfred B. Crabtree,
Arno W. King,
Myer Qallert.
Albert E. Mace,
Henry W. Sargent,
Bion M. Pike,
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The Three C class of the Baptist church
will give a “twelfth night social” in the
vestry this evening, the twelfth night of
January. There will be a program of twelve
numbers, to begin at twelve minutes after
8 o’clock. Cooked food and home-made
candy will be for sale. The feature of
the evening will be the presentation of
the Confectionery family of twelve daughters, and a prize is offered to the one who
gets in the first correct list of names. The
admission will be twelve cents; half sizes
(children under twelve years), half price.
Every twelfth person will be admitted
tree.

Oolong1 Tea.

offering.
quantity

I will continue to make all the

popular grades of photographs at
the same price with better satisfaction than at the old place.

you’ll appreciate
pound.

Postoffice Sq.

Also will carry a full line of

Columbia

YOUR

i; PROTECTION jl
!!

Thirty-six years of
successful banking
Is one of our greatest assets, and your
guarantee of honest,
straightforward bustness methods.
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Qrapbopfaones

2 and 4 minute

cylinder records, fit
any machine, at
35c and 50c.
Double-disc records, music on both
sides,

;: Hancock Co.
1!

send for cat-

Savings Bank, !

1
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MAINE.

style Tooth Brush cannot fit
everyone.

Stanwood Studio,
Db1(o Block. Mala at, BUswotth.
TOOTH

Wm. W. Brooks
BOOT and SHOE

All kM« of lb*>er Work warraatod
Main St, Ellsworth
Staples Music Store

over

BRUSH.

The brush that holds Its bristles.
It coims In lour distinct stylos.
Select the one thst fits your mouth.
Examine the KLEANWELL CASE
on our counter. Thumb the brushes
all you wont to; select your style,
end receive your brush la a sealed
box.

PARCHER PHARMACY,

REPAIRING

ELLSWORTH. ME.
A

GROWING

PLANT

MAKES
A New Year'. Greeting
Hat will last the year through. You *111 Sod
ohotoe

ones

at the

ELLSWORTH OREENHOUSE
Telephone 4S.

A word it bettor than a prospect*.
Ncwtpapcr circulation it what counts fv

■tsriuiri.

Sixteen

of per'ormance

to

every
pound of promiee in the advertisestents
of TUX AhiXBlOAtf.
ounce

Henry W, Cushman, Vice-President,
Henry H. Higgins, Asst. Treasurer.
Fred A. Chandler,
Barney B. Havey,

Lacillus A. Emery,
Elias P. Lawrence,
Henry H. Gray,
Frank C. Nash,
Elmer P. Spoil ord.

progress and some new feature added to this exhibition, which will be the
some

biggest thing of the kind

ever

in this sec-

tion.
Hancock hall
booths

or

has

been divided

into

sections which will be sold to

exhibitors, nearly all of whom will be outof-town

manufacturers

or

wholesale

dealers in food staffs.

Borne of the spaces
have already been sold, and inquiries are
coming in daily.
The hall decorations will be elaborate.

Arrangements are being made for an electrical sign of two-foot letters across the
front of the building.
Each day of the fair will have sens
special feature.
Tuesday, the opening
day, will be “Boost day”; or Ellsworth
day; Wednesday will be potato day;
Thursday, grange day, and Friday, Odd
Fellows day.
The hall will be open afternoon

and

evening. Honaghan’s orchestra will tarnish music throughout the fair, and special amusement

features will also be pro-

vided, including talks and demonstrations
on agriculture, domestic science and cooking. There will be dancing every evening;
from 10 to 12 o’clock.

The association has offered first and
second prizes, and a consolation price tor
best window display during the fair.
The annual meeting of the Ellsworth the
The window must be decorated the week
merchants’ association will be held next
before the fair and remain until Friday,
Monday evening at 8 o’clock at the board
Feb. 25. It most include some reference
of trade rooms at Hancock hall. The
or announcement of the food fair, and
meeting prominses to be one of great some
special bargain during the fair moat
interest.
A
and
cordial
invitation
general
The annual meeting of the Ellsworth Deaay, of Bar Harbor. In the evening
be offered. The awards will be made
to
attend
is
extended
to
all
merchants
loan and building association will be held Commander Peary lectured to 1,300 people
either by a voting contest or by a comand business men of Ellsworth, whether
at the office of the secretary, O. W. Tap- at City hall.
mittee selected from among the out-ofof
association
or not.
members
the
Beley, in the First national bank building
Charles P. Dorr left yesterday for North
town exhibitors at the food fair.
sides
the
election
of
some
live
officers,
next Monday evening at 7 JO o’clock.
Carolina. He will put in a few weeks
The fair will involve an outlay by the
topics will be up for discussion. The local association and
Owing to the severe weather of last quail shooting inland, and duck shooting committee on shoe
by out-of-town exof
which
C.
L.
factory,
hibitors of something like fl,000, and to
Thursday, and the inability of the con- later on the coast. Mrs. Dorr also left
is
will
have
a
Morang
chairman,
ductor to be present, no rehearsal of the yesterday to join her daughter Bernice
meet this expense a nominal admission
report of make, and W. A. Alexander will tee to the hall will be
Ellsworth festival chorus was held. To- for the remainder of the winter in Lewischarged. It will be
on
the potato-house project. The
report
at
Miss
Dorr
is
morrow evening, however,
a big thing for Ellsworth and Hancock
Society hall. ton, where
continuing her meeting will wind
up with a “smoker and
music studies.
the long clay “churchwarden” pipes will county.
Wiotiiamtis
Boost!
Lygoma lodge, F. and A. M. last Thurs- be given as souvenirs. Punch will be
day evening elected officers as follows: served. Hon. John A. Peters, John F.
Real Estate Deal ill Trenton.
Harry C. Austin, W. M.; Andrew J. Falls, Knowlton and Henry M. Hall have been
A real estate deal of proportions larger
B. W.; William T. Doyle, J. W.; George invited to addresB the
meeting.
than usual has just been completed in
A. Farcher, treasurer; M. 8. Smith, secTrenton. It involves the aquirement by
E.
F.
8.
retary;
Robinson, jr.,
D., RoyC.
the
one interest of about 230 acres
Ellsworth
Food
J.
T.
E.
BOOST!
L.
Fair, eastern shore near Oak Point. along
Haines,
D.;
Hale, Henry
Moor,
Fred B. Aiken, finance committee; HerFeb. 22-26.
The purchasers are J. J. Rothery,of Welbert A. Ashe, proxy to grand lodge; T. E.
Mass., and H. H. Carter,of Newton,
lesley,
trustee
masonic
ball.
Hale,
Mass. The sellers are E. E. Brady, of
At the annual meeting of the Royal
WEST ELLSWORTH.
Ellsworth; Fred Murch, Mrs. Tuliia
Arcanum held Dec. 28, the following
Young and A. H. Grindle. The property
Asa S. Barron is ill.
Mrs.
officers were
elected: F.
B. Aiken,
is contiguous. There are buildings on the
John A. Meader visited his parents over
regent; W. A. Alexander, vice-regent;
Young lot, but none on the other lots.
C. p. Burr ill, orator; J. E. Parsons, Sunday.
The land is partly cleared and partly
sitting past
Mias Annie Mitchell is home from Bev- wooded, and is desirable property for
regent; O. W. Tapley,
secretary; .F. L. Mason, collector; J. erly, Mass.
farming or for summer resort purposes.
£. Parsons, treasurer; C. 8. McLearn,
Mrs. Harriet Barron is home from Ban- It is not known here what the object of
chaplain; F. W. Rollins, guide; Colin gor for the winter.
the purchasers is.
McKenzie,^warder;. T. E. Brown, sentry.
A. M. Foster has the contract to repair
Miss Annie Emery spent the week-end
A Joint public installation of Rebekah
the buildings on the Young lot, but no
at Mrs. Mary Bonsey’s.
cannot
bo
cough
and Encampment branches of I. O. O. F.
always
new buildings have yet been contracted
B. H. Meader spent a few days last week
traced.
It b sufficient,
will be held at Odd Fellows hall Friday
for.
with his brother Frank in Trenton.
evening, Jan.|21,(;at 7.30, conducted by a
A. H. Grindle lives in Bar Harbor, and
however, to know dial
Miss
of
is
Josephine Harding,
Corinna,
delegation of|grand officers. Members of
the Youngs have moved there.
you'Kave one and ought to get
at
Mrs.
Grace
W.
Barron’s.
all branches o£the order and their fami- visiting
rid.of it! 'Great oaks from little
lies are invited. At 6 o’clock dinner will be
David Torrence, of Seattle, Wash., is
COMING EVEN rs..
acorns grow," and too frequently
served to members of Rebekahs and En- visiting at the home of W. A. Bonsey.
the slight cough of today is the
KLL8 WORTH.
campment only^except that a sister may
Miss Nellie Haynes left tor Ellsworth
pneumonia of tomorrow.
invite herthusband |or gentleman friend, this
Wednesday Jan. 12, at Methodist vestry
morning, where she has employment
and a brother his wife or lady friend.
—Sapper.
for the winter.
A wireless message to Port Townsend,
Wednesday, Jan. 12, at Baptist vestry—
Wash., announces the schooner Erskine
Twelfth night social, by Three C claaa ef
ELLSWORTH FALLS.
M. Phelps as] winner of the ocean race
Baptist Sonday school.
Frank Haslam and wife were np from
from Port Townsend to Honolulu. The
Bar
Harbor
over Sunday.
Tuesday, Jan. 18, at board of trad*
la the bat cough insurance in the world.
is
the
Dana
H. Smith
Phelp
vessel|on>hich
As ■ remedy (or coughs, hoarseness, difa
former Ellsworth boy, sailed for a
Henry C. Hastings is int Farmington rooms, Hancock hall—Meeting of Hanficult breathing, etc., a is without a pea.
cock county league ol postmasters.
voyage to Honolulu and thence around visiting his daughter, Mrs. Addie Cogue.
b soothes and heals the ic&amcd throat
the Horn to Hew York. The Phelps,
Monday evening, Jan. 31, at Methodist
Ira B. Hagan and Mias Dorothy Hagan
and pmsagri and restores the race to its
tbe bark Olympic and schooner Aloha spent Sunday in Orono, guests of Mr. church—Mrs. Ida Jenneaa Moulton, imnatural lone, all in a very short time.
all sailed the same day for Honolulu, Hagan's sister.
personator, in “The New Mayor”. AdCures the most stubborn coughs. Very
26 cents; children, 10 cents.
and tbe race] (attracted much attention,
pleasant to taka, perfectly harmless and
Miss Hattie Cook has been home from mission,
good for children as well u adults. Try
Hancock hall, Feb. 22-28-Food hh
many large wagers being made.
for
a
visit
with her parent*,
Lynn, Mass.,
a bottle!
Admission, 10 cents.
Oscar C. Adams, a! native of Ellsworth, John Cook and wife.
son of the late Daniel and
Friday, Feb. 26, at Ellsworth- District
Mrs. Martin M. Moore left Saturday
Abigail Adams,
convention of Odd Fellows.
died at Green,{Kan., Dec. 19, aged sixty- noon for
E. G.
Washington state. Mr. Moore
seven years.'Mr. Adams left Ellsworth
and two sons, Eric end Gerald, expect to
Friday evening, Feb. 25, at Paul Bever*
Cor. opp. Post Office.
some forty years ago, and had ever since
go there within a few weeks. They will hall. Mechanic’s building, Boston—Ellalived in the West. He will be remembered locate there.
THE REXALL STORE.
worth reunion.

The Cause of a Cold

One
or

■

!
J;

10 State St.,

II ELLSWORTH,

65c.
Call and see me,
alogues and lists.

!I

J;
<

•266,600

■

DIRECTORS:
W. A. Hsvey,
Henry W. Cushman,
L. Elrie Holmes,
John R. Graham,
Edwin G. Merrill,

creased.over $1,000,000.

goodness

;

•

rectors was re-elected with the exception
of Edwin (3. Merrill, resigned. Leonard
M. Moore was elected to till the vacancy
on the board.
The executive board was
re-elected as follows: John A. Peters, president, Luciliua A. Emery, Arno W. King,
Henry W. Cushman, Myer Oallert, John
O. Whitney. The Union Trust Co. has
had a prosperous year, having opened 724
new aooounts during the year.
It now
has a total of 4,994 depositors. It baa paid
to stockholders and depositors in dividends and interest during the past year,
$38,616.30. This is a continuance of the
remarkable growth of this bank. Since
moving to its present quarters in the new
bank block in 1899, its deposits have in-

properly

Hare remodeled the store formerly
occupied by kugene Braou & Co.,
and nave moved in.

66,600
100,000

Liability,

John A. Peters, President,
Leonard M. Moore, Treasurer,

TIP TOP.

Removal

the

•100,000

MipMS ms unsmsss nsfiis,

TOTALLY

J. A. HAYNES,

any other teat to

OF ELLSWORTH.

Ellsworth, Monday evening, Jan. 31, in
Mrs. William Watts, who haa been vlsj “The New Mayor”, founded on the play,
iting her daughter, Mrs. A. W. Austin, haa “The Man of the Hour,” in which she impersonates fourteen widely different
returned to her home In Bangor.
characters.
Officers of Donaqna lodge, K. of P., will
Mrs. Georg* R. Cunningham delightbe installed this evening. The installafully entertained a party of ladles at dintion will be followed by a banquet.
ner and whist at
the American house
Mrs. George H. Grant, who haa been
The dining-room was
visiting her daughter, Mrs. Uarl Holm- Saturday evening.
prettily decorated with smilax and roses.
qulat, in Albany, N. V., la at home.
After dinner a pleasant evening was deW. B. Bllaby and wife, who have been
voted to bridge.
with their son. Sheriff F. O. Silsby, the
G. F. Newman and Mrs. Thomas J.
Calileft
for
a
to
past year,
yesterday
trip
Holmes left Monday night for Cliftondale,
fornia.
Mass., called there by the critical illness
The second dancing class of the season
of their sister, Mrs. Daniel M. Foy, of
will be opened by C. E. Monaghan at Sopneumonia. A letter written yesterday
ciety hall this evening. There will be a afternoon said there was a slight chance
dance at the bail Saturday evening.
for her recovery.
Mrs. Benry M. Ball la patroness of a
The January committee of the Congreclass in dancing to meet Saturday, Jan. 16,
is planning a treat for the
the finest tea flavor when you
You
brew at 2.30 in Odd Fellows hall under the in- gationalinchurch
the form of a stereopticon lecpublic
of
Estelle
Schafer.
struction
Cheney
to be given in Ellsworth, on a date to
You The stewards of the Methodist church ture
my
be announced, by Mrs. Woods, wife of
will serve sapper at the vestry this even- Prof. Charles D. Woods, of the University
more real tea
than that which
cannot
ing. The proceeds will be applied on the of Maine, on the “Yellowstone Park”.
pastor’s salary, and a large patronage Is
Officers of Lygonia lodge, F. end A. M.,
comes from this Golden Pheasant I am
And it is especially
desired.
will be installed to-morrow evening by
Mrs. Samuel P. Ball, a native of Ells- Past Master John B. Redman, assisted
by
makes MORE deeconomical to use, for a little in
worth, died at Bucksport Monday, aged Past Master T. E. Hale as marshal. MemA more extended bers may invite their families. Asooiable
licious tea than any other I know of. Let YOUR next or- nearly ninety years.
notice of her death appears under Bucks- will follow the installation. Members of
issue.
the lodge are requested to furnish cake.
then
de in- for Golden
its port news in this
George March, of Kittery, was called
Among the guests at the dinner given
here last week by the illness and death of by Hon. J. P. Bass in Bangor last Wednes50c per
fine flavor. Sold in
his father, William S. March. Ersstus day evening in honor of Commander
March, of Bampden, brother of the de- Robert E. Peary, were Chief-Justice L.A.
ceased, came to attend the funeral.
Emery, of Ellsworth, and Hon. L. B.

really

or

UNION TRUST COMPANY,

Past-Commander M. B. Smith.

Pheasant;
bulk;

by law to deal In

Eugene Hale,
Oflloers of Irene chapter, O. E. 8., were
John A. Peters,
John O. Whitney,
inetalled last Friday evening by Fast
Warren March and wife have returned
Worthy Patron E. S. Means, assisted by
from a vieit of aeveral weeks at Jonesport.
Mrs. Matilda Friend as marshal. Before
Milton Beckwith haa returned from the installation there was degree work.
and
ia
Brooksville,
reading law in L. F. After the installation supper was served.
by many of the older residents of the city.
FOOD FAIR
Giles’ office.
There will be services at the Methodist He leaves two brothers- Daniel end HerA special meeting of the literature club church
Sunday morning at 10.30. Sermon bert, both living in the West, and four Will be Biggest Exhibition ot Kind
will be held next Monday evening at the
Ever In Ellsworth.
by the pastor, Bev. W. F. Emery. Subject: sisters-Mrs. Elizabeth Shell, of Florida;
home of Mrs. L. F. Giles.
“The Hidden Support of Life.”
Vesper Mrs. Susan Heppner, of Mew York, Mrs.
Boost! With this for its watchword Urn
Mrs. John H. Voae, of Portland, ia the service at 3 o’clock. Address by pastor. Abbie Allen, of Montana, and Mrs. HarEllsworth merchants’ association la hustguest of her son, Charles H. Voae, at the Subject: “An Open Door for Little riet A. Bradley, of St. Louis, Mo.
ling preparations for the food fair which
“Merrymac" on Pine street.
Strength.”
At the annual meeting of the stockwill open at Hancock hall Feb. 22, and
Officers of Wm B. H. Bice post and relief
Mrs. Ida Jenness Moulton, impersona- holders of
the
Union
Trust
Go.
corps were installed Monday evening by tor, will appear at the Methodist church, yesterday afternoon, the old board of di- continue live days. Every day marks

|

IASTM TRUST A

Flow Wam-7.16 a m; 4.26 and (AS p m.
Fnon Baer—11.07 a m; 12.06, SAi and 10A2 p

No. 2.

A group of individual* authorized

ha*

mail* ancaiTun.

imagine

J

WHAT IS A BANK?

■'

urer.

we wouia use ro aaa

splendid Golden Pheasant

L

to

The Dirigo club at its annual meeting
last Wednesday evening elected officers aa
follows: B. C. Osgood, president; Walter
Soott, vice-president; J. A. Cunningham,
secretary and collector; E. F. Small, treas-

aixawoam ronomca.
In •fff* oh. 4, l»oa.

ber.

get

11

iMtttiMtnttttt.

will be held, and all members
be present. The new book of
miscellaneous music is ready, and members are urged to call at Ur. Crabtree’s
office and procure them.

urged

Capt. Daniel R. Hwrth^ol Bucksport,
native ol Surry, and a brother of Dr. A. O.
Hafirtkyi of this city, died last Thursday.
He had many friends in Ellsworth and
throughout tbs county who sinosrsly regret to hear of his death.

& We’ll Help your Cash Grow! ^

TEA

^

■

■ rehearsal

are

of confidential business In this way. Funmir, Mb:
Situation wanted.
enabling us to act quickly in the inter- Auuoba, Ma:
ests of our patrons. We do a comB I. SUaby—Freedom notice.
mercial banking business with the
SCHEDULE OF MAILS.
best business men in the locality, and
at

Liberal interest on check ac4 per cent on savinfs.
counts.
HiBiifiaaaMaMaHMUP

I

<

IIII il^

ELLSWORTH, MAINE. WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON, JANUARY 12, 1910.
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mnmtwninitt.
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Hvxatl
deny Juice Ccudi

Syrup

MOORE, Druggist,
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CHRISTIAN

JHutual B tilth t tfloiumn.

ENDEAVOR.

Far tha Waak
Baginning Jan. 1fl> 1010.
Tapis.—Candles under bushels.— Matt. T,
Rev. Sherman H.
Comment by
P-li
Doyle, D. D.
The topical Inference Is a paragraph
from the Sermon on the Mount. In the
preceding part of this sermon Christ
has In what are commonly called "tha
described the characterlsof those who are members of the
kingdom of heaven, here meaning His
spiritual klndom upon earth. In the
paragraph before ns Be briefly, but
ssost comprehensively, describes the
rotation of the members of His kingdom to the outside world under the
two figures of salt and light- The figure of salt illustrates that His kingdom Is to purify and preserve the
But If the salt loses Its saworld.
vor It Is good for nothing and Is
cast out and trodden under foot of
In the east salt does lose Its
men.
saltiness by exposure and by adulteration by mixing with other foreign substances and Is then worse than worthless. So the church without the qualification described In th» beatitudes
can accomplish nothing so far as purifying and preserving the world are concerned. If It be Cbrlstless It will drive
the world from Christ rather than to

BDITBD

Prayer Maating Tapis

Ctitmice"
>

Him.
The second figure, that or light, is
more pertinent to the subject suggested. The spiritual kingdom, or, rather
its members, are “the light of the
world. • • • Men do not light a candle
[lamp] and put it under a bushel [an
eastern measure holding about a peck],
but on the stand [lamp stand], and it
giveth light to all that are In the
Therefore let your light so
house.
shine before men that they may see
your good works and glorify your Father, which Is In heaven.”
Candles or lamps under bushels!
What supreme folly!
Why light a
lamp to put It under a bushel? The
bushel would but hide Its light and
therefore waste the oil that was being burned. Why should the disciples
of Christ therefore, try to hide the
light of their godly lives and good
Who thus would be led to
works?
God? No one, for light to lead, must
be sees. A covered lighthouse In time
of storm would save no shipwrecked
vessel. Nor do men act so foolishly in
earthly matters. Lighthouse keepers
see that their lights are shining their
bast in the midst of a storm. They desire above all things to turn approachnd shoals
ing vessels from the roc
or. let
and direct them to a safe *.
many Christians put their candles under bushels. Some do so because of a
false modesty. They may well keep
the light from shining upon them, but
never fear to let it shine to the glory
of God. Others may have some doubts
■nd are afraid to speak out and act
out tor God. Others still have a misunderstanding of Christ’s words. “Let
not thy right hand know what thy left
band doeth.” In this Instance Christ
was warning them against the selfish
display of the Pharisees, but to ascribe
our good works to God’s grace and to
let them shine for Him Is a duty and
not a deception. Let your light shine
to the glory of God.
biblx readliras.

1

r

Ps. lrvt 1-4; Pa evil, 1-8; Isa. HI.
7-10; Jonah 1, 1-17; John 1. 1-S; Amoe
vi, l-«; John xU. 42. 43; Matt, xxvt
87-78; 1 Kings xix, 1-8; II Chron. xvi,
1-10.

Itt Motto:

BT

**AUMT XAD01">

"Helpful and Hopeful."

The purpoeee of this column ora •uootnctl;
staled in the title and motto—It la tot the mutual
benefit, tad alma to be helpful and hopeful
com
Being to: the common good. It la tor the
Innon nae-a public aerrant, a pumper of
formation and auggeetloa, a medium for the la

terohanga of Mean. Iu thin capacity H aoUetta
oommuateatloaa, and lta aueceaa dependa largely
on the aupport glean it la thla reaped Communloatlona maat bo algned, but the name of
writer will not be printed exeept by permlaaloa
OommualeeUoaa will bo eubjeet to approval or
rejection by the editor of the column, but none
will be reieotad without good teuton. Addreea
aU oommunleatloae to
Kllaworth, Me.
HOT KHOWIHO.

1 know not what may befall me,
God bangs a mist o'er my eyee;
And o*r each step of my onwarigpath,
He makes new scenes to rise,
And every joy that He sends me, comes
As a sweet and glad surprise.
not a step before me.
As I tread the days of the year,
Bnt the past Is still la God's keeping
CThe future His mercy shall clear.
And what looks dark in the distance
May brighten as I draw near.
I

see

For j>erhaps the dreaded future
Has less bitter than 1 think;
The Lord may sweeten the water
Before I stop to drink.
Or if Marah must be Marsh
He will stand beside the brink.
It may be He has waiting
For the coming of my feet.
Some gift of such rare blessedness
Some joy so strangely sweet.
That my lips can only tremble
With the thanks 1 cannot speak.
Oh! restful, blissful ignorance
'Tis blessed not to know;
It keeps me quiet in those arms
Which will not let me go,
And hushes my soul to sleep
On the bossom which loves me

so.

So I go on, not knowing!
I would not if I might,
I rather walk in tbe*dark with God
Than go alone in the light!
I would rather walk with Him by faith
Than go alone by sight.

My heart shrinks back from trials
Which the future may disclose,
Tet I never had a sorrow but what
The dear Lord chose.
So I send the coming tears back.
With the whispered words;
“He knows.**
—Selected

by Piggy.

Nov.», lfgg.
Dear Aunt Madge:
I don't know whethertyoulare expecting to
hear from me again or not, but as I see my
initial is called for, I will respond by sending
a poem, which I think is very comforting,
and which I prise, as it was sent me at Christ*
mas tide by a friend. I do enjoy the helpful
poems which appear in the column so often,
and am glad I can puss along to others some*
thing that has helped me.
How nicely this mild weather is going to
shorten the winter, which I think I dread
more each year. And one cannot help thinking of the poor people ‘who have so few
comforts for the severe weather, and we can
do so little to alleviate their sufferings. We
have so much to be thankful for, that it is
surely a “truly Thanksgiving time". Hope
you all enjoyed it, even if the weather was
unfavorable—and Christmas is so near.
Some one asked for suggestions for Christmas gifts. One likes to make a number of
small things, so I will mention one or two that
I have found useful, though they may not be
new to all. One half a yard of Christmas
ribbon, two inches wide, cut in three lengths
and fastened together with a crocheted ring
and a similar ring on the end of each piece
makes a convenient holder for different sized

safety pins.
A Road Out of Ruts.
Take a square card
(or oblong) large
One good war ’ get out of ruts In
enough for a Christmas card in the centre, and
Christian Endea. or meetings Is to a small calendar under it. Put a bright
break awaj from the regular topic ribbon in to hang it by, and it makes a pretty
once In awhile and introduce somg and useful gift. I hope to get some new ideas
other subject which mar be treated bj from others.
With greetings to all.
Pnoov.
one or br several Endeavorera, br the

pastor or br a stranger, according to
A note accompanying tbe above poem
.circumstances. There are interesting
and good letter says:
themes br the score. Try a discussion
•‘The enclosed wu returned to me to-day
.or even a description of the institutional church and its work. Get some one
from the Y. M. C. A. to tell about the
jyork and plans of that institution
Make a special meeting to discuss
aome part of Sheldon’s “In His Steps.”
Try also national evenings, if you will,
In socials. Thus you may have a Scottish night with a social run along the
lines of a Scottish soiree, the particulars of which any Scotchman will be
happy to give. An English night may
be tried, with English refreshments;
so also a German night a Dutch night
if socials
a French night and so on.
be impracticable, then have a Scottish
night with Scotch subjects. Take, fot
example, “Christ’s Scottish ambassadors, Knox, Livingstone, Drummond.”
Luther’s life will fit into the German
night and give ample opportunity fot
atereoptlcon views. Plan new things
Keep your eyes open for ideas. They
are floating in the air all around you
Look for them.—Rev. R. P. Anderson
tn Christian Endeavor World.

(Jan. 3), after wandering about since Nov.
It

missent, and is rather a back
now, but 1 sent it to show you 1 had
gotten you or the column. But the
just as good. I wish you and all the
Sister
“Happy New Year”.
was

number
not forpoem is
sisters a
Peggy.

The poem is especially good.forthe opening of the year, and the Christmas
suggestions can be kept in mind or put in
use at once by those who have resolved to

begin making gifts early in the year 1910.
Thanks to yon, Peggy, for all yonr helpfulness, and also to S. J. Y., whose letter,
which follows, is full of interest and information.
We get many a view of the outside
world by the kindness of the nieces who
take time to write ns descrfptions of
what they see in their visits and ontings
—you remember the last was from H—
about her Boston trip.
Dear Mutuala:
After what Aunt

some of the sights, a few of which were
R. H. 8tearns’ fine new store, Bryant & Stratton’s commercial school and the 1916 exposition that was being held at that time. There
were many things of interest to be seen at the
latter place, but will only mention the Cn.rtis
flying machine which took the first prise
in Paris. The sensation of sailing through
the air may be an enjoyable one, bnt I think
I’d rather take my chances on the water, and

ing in

Pm no sailor either.
On my homeward trip 1 had planned to
make a brief visit to an old friend in Portland,
and although it was a severe vain storm when
I arrived, I was met by her at the depot and
was soon welcomed to her cosy home situated
in a beautiful spot overlooking Peering park
and a large area of the city besides. This being my first visit to Portland, we spent the
greater part of the afternoon around the business portion of the city, finishing with a visit
to the large wholesale store of mine host on
Middle street.
The next morning was dear and more favorable for sight-seeing, so we started ont
again, visiting first the public library which
contained many interesting things. Next we
stopped at the Maine historical rooms near
the Longfellow mansion, the site being given
by Longfellow with the understanding that a
suitable building should be erected for the
purpose to which it has been dedicated.
Nathan Goold, who is in charge of the Longfellow home, also librarian of the Maine historical socity, was very courteous, and granted us special privileges not given to all visitors. Many interesting portraits of noted peo-

bow grange, North Rrooksville, and MeeAfter
aapaqua grange. Booth Bloeblll.
receas the flrat and second degrees were
This column In derated do the Orenge, esconferred on one candidate by the newlypecially to the |nu|ee of H uncock county.
The column ie open to nil grtngere for the installed tofflceto in an able manner. It
dlBCUMlon of toplce of general Intercut, nod being a late hour, the lecturer did not take
for report* of grunge meeting*. Make letters op her program. At the next meeting the
■hert end concise. All commnniostion* must third and fourth degrees will be conferred
be signed, but nnme* will not be printed ex- on two candidates.
cept by permission of the writer. All oommunicstion* will be subject to spproesl by
miumu, Ml.
tbs editor, but nose will be rejected without
Mariaville grange bald its regular mastgoodrenson.
ing Saturday evening, with a large atThree rial tori were present,
tendance.
DATS*.
them Brother Boy C. Haines, who
Meeting of Hnnooek among
Friday, Jut. 21
the grange with a beautiful
Pomona grange with Sedgwick grange. presented
picture of President Lincoln. Two canNorth Sedgwick.
didates wore instructed in the drat and
second degress.
Tbs literary program
sooth dm* no*.
skaoikt,
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The newly elected officers of Seagirt
grange ere s* follows: Lyman E. Stinson,
master; Austin E. Smith, overseer; Melvin C. Pert, lecturer; Byron D. Tracy,
steward; Maynard Stinson, assistant
steward; Kate B. Stanley, ohaplain;
Hattie Smith, treasurer; Anna Tracy,
secretary; Ansel Stanley, gatekeeper; lid
M. Pert, Oeres; Fannie M. Stinson,
Pomona; Nina L. Pert, lady assistant
steward.

_

MAMA MIMIC.

224,

_

A Unique Foot-warmer.
When the invalid o( the family complained that the hot-water bottle got colt
long before morning, one of the sisters deSeerstary Shaw’s Surprise.
viaed a new aort of foot-warmer that wai
A pleasant surprise was given tc
aatia factory. It
found perfectly
wai
General Secretary Shaw by the Bndeavorers and friends of his bom<
aimplya email down qnilt or pnft. 8h<
a
of
first
made
cover
satin
a
yard square
town. Ballard vale. Mass., just before
Thia was filled with down. The quanitj
'his departure for India and around tlx
in a large uncovered sofa pillow, bought
world. Not only the young people and
at a department store, was found sufficient. An outside slip was made of som
the juniors, but the Sunday school aa
light pink wool crepe which had ona
well, gathered at a reception in hli
done duty as a wrapper.
honor, and a beautiful jeweled Chris
Before putting this cover on, the pul
Hen Endeavor pin. together with a
was fastened lightly with knitting cottoi
in spaces six inches apart. Soft ribbon
sum of money, was presented to birr
What la a cold in the head? Nothing to
were sewed on two sides of the outeidi
as a token of the esteem and affectlor,
about if you treat it with Ely’s Cream cover. For use the pull was folded to
worry
In which be is beld by his friends andI Balm.
the ribbons tied at the ends, am
getber,
Neglected, the cold may grow into caneighbors
tarrh, and the air-passages be so inflamed1 it was put at the foot of the bed betweei
the sheets. When the feet were slipped ii
that you have to flght for every breath. It is1
they were warm in a few minutes and
Hymn For a C. E. Consecration Sarvioa true that Ely’s Cream Balm masters
catarrh, what was better, would keep so indefl
"MT VOW IN PRATER."
But you know the old saying: nitely.—Harper’s Bazar.
promptly.
Blaaaad Master, 1 ham promised:
about tbe ounce of prevention. Therefore
Hear rxi. solemn row:
use Cream Balm when the cold in the head
Taka this pledge of mine and ami It
Little Bobby’s Ms
shows itself. All druggists, fiOc^ or mailed by
Josiah, Bobby b* 1
Here and now.
been using slang again to-day. Littli 1
Ely Bros,, 5ft Wafren Street, New York.
Stawngth of mine Is only weakness.
Indeed.
Thine la strength
Bobby’s F»—Now, see here, kid 1 You’vi
|
Strengthen me in fullest measure
Simple Remedy for LaGrfppe.
got to cut it out. I won’t stand for it
As I need.
LaGrippe
coughs are dangerous, as tb
See?
Let no worldly cares nor pleasures
frequently develop into pneumonia. Foie]
Call my heart away.
Honey and Tar not only stops the cough, b
heals and strengthens the lungs so that no n
Pneumonia Follows a Cold
Sam me. Lord, and keep mo faithful
rious results need be feared. The
genui
but never follows the use of Foley’s Honey an.
Day by day.
s
and Tar contains no ham!
Foley
which
Honey
Tar,
stops the cough, heals the lung
—Dr. C A. Dickinson ,> AastraUaa CM* drugs and is in a
yellow package. G. A. Pa
and expels the cold from your system, d. A
Ivor Liali

Tb« qaoUtiona below give
retail prion in Bllswortb.

______

OELAND.

MarramUaic grange, daring December,
received live new members. Children’s
pie were u> oe seen, ana couspic joas
night was observed Christmas. After a
the rest wu a fine portrait of Longfellow.
:
served
The first thing to attract my.attention on abort program, refreshments were
entering was a piece of wood taken from Ben- j and all had a good time.
edict Arnold’s sloop Enterprise, sunk at !
Jan. 1 the officers for 1910 were elected
Crown Point, Lake Champlain, during the s as follows: Fred Buck, master; Lewis O.
Revolutionary war. It was raised the past Hubbard, overseer; May L. Back, lecyear ana placed near the fort. The letter
turer; C. E. Valentine, steward; Charles
book of Benedict Arnold was also to be seen.
H. Wood, assistant steward; Gertrude
A bell from the chapel at Norridgewock,
Clara M. Hutcbinsi
erected by Rev. Father Sebastian Rale, French Hutchings, chaplain;
Jesuit missionary to the Indians from 1720-24, treasurer; Clara M. Valentine, secretary;
Glenwood I. Keyes, gatekeejier; Jennie E.
was the next to claim my attention. Also a
collection of old coins used by the earlier set- Eldridge, Ceres; Carrie Crosby, Pomona;
tlers previous to 1776 and presented to the so- F. H. Page, Flora: Mary Cross man Wood,
ciety by Dr. Stevens, of Caatine.
lady assistant steward.
Next was a baptismal font used at Cape
A public installation of officers will take
Elisabeth by Rev. Robert Jordan previous to
Jan. U. The families of members
place
the
British
1676. A piece of the keel from
are invited to be present, and each memTransport Helena sunk at Caatine, 1779, under
water over one hundred years, was of more ber without a family was given the privithan passing interest.
ledge of inviting one guest. Supper will
There was a cheat used on a privateer abont be served._
two years daring the Revolution by Simon
BAYSIDE, 478, HLLSWOHTH.
Drake, of Union; also a medicine chest from
the British armed vessel Margaretta, captured
Bayside gran(re bald iU regular meeting
at Machias June 12,1775, termed “The Lexing- (or tbe installation of officers, which ants
ton of the Seas”, both of which had a very done in a
eery able manner by District
ancient appearance.
Deputy, A. I. Foes, of Hanoock, be being
A portion of the flag that inspired the writchosen to install tbe officers for tbe fourth
ing of the Star Spangled Banner in 1814, a
time. All were well pleased with bis workclock owned by John Hancock, of Boston, a
stateroom lock from the steamer Bohemian, On account of tbe severe cold, there was
wrecked on Cape Elisabeth Feb. 28, 1884, a not so many members present as usual,
Spanish six-inch shell from the Maria There- about forty-five being present. A line
sa, destroyed off Santiago July 4, 1888, were supper was served in the banquet ball,
also of Interest. Two relics of the Civil war which eras made
very comfortable by the
union and confederate
were Gettysburg
new stove moved into the new hall
large
muskets, also an ornament taken from the
on
Tuesday. A program of reading,
stem of the Caleb Cushing, blown up by the
recitations and a little farce, “Tbe Mornre Dels near Portland June 27, 1888. A cutlass
from the British brig Boxer, 1818, Commodore ing Gall,” was given.
Preble’s commission signed by Pres. John
john Donrrr, 381, suijjvah.
Adams, 1798. Commission of Gen. Knox, secAt tbe regular meeting of John Dority
retary of war, signed by Gen. Washington,
other
and
too
to
numerous
1788,
many
things
grange held Friday evening, Jan. 7, there
mention, were among the cariosities.
were fifty members present, and visitors
Mr. Goold brought from hie private office,
from Bising Star, Bay View and Greencarefully preserved in a tiny case with a glass wood
granges. Tbe third and fourth degrees
front, a bonaflde lock of George Washington’s
were conferred on two candidates, and a
hair, and I held it in my hand. That alone
Bro. Julian
supper served.
would have been worth a visit there, even if harvest
I had seen nothing else.
Emery, of Bay View grange, installed the
I regretted very much that the season had officers in a very impressive manner, and
passed for visitors at the Longfellow man- the lecturer presented a pleasing program
sion; but through the kindness of the propri- of vocal and instrumental music and
etor I was presented with a piece of wood from
reading.
the window-seat where Longfellow wrote the
greater part of his poems, and I saw the
HIGHLAND, 384. NORTH PENOBSCOT.
original grapevine that he referred to in his
Regardless of the threatening weather,
“Rainy Day” poem.
about sixty-five patrons, including visiAfter leaving that most interesting spot we
tors from Chstlne, Amherst and East Orstarted for Fort Allen park. On the way we
met at the regular session of Highpassed the city cemetery where lay side by land,
side the two captains of the Enterprise and land grange Friday evening, Jan. 7. The
Boxer, and Just before reaching the park we newly-elected officers were installed in
saw the Cleaves monument that was placed
an able and impressive manner by Bro.
where the first settlers landed at what was John
Dority and wife, of destine grange.
then Falmouth. On arriving at the park 'a
After the installation, all repaired to the
wonderful panorama presented itself of the
dining-room where supper was served and
harbor and some of the lovely islands so
asocial hour enjoyed. The lecturer prenumerous in Casco bay, three hundred and
sented a program of songs, dialogues,
sixty-five in all, some of which are historic,
excellent remarks by
and noted visitors have built many fine resi- recitations, and
brothers snd sisters from destine closed
dences for summer on the different islands.
One small island was purchased the past a very pleasar t evening.
year by Mrs. Perry for her Eskimo dogs,
of which she has several. My stay in Portland
RAINBOW, 203, NORTH BROOKSVUXE.
was a very enjoyable one, and in the words of
Rainbow grange met Thursday evening.
Longfellow, I shall often think of the beauti- Although the night waa stormy, a large
ful town, “seated by the sea.”
n amber waa present.
Officers were InThe season’s greetings to all the Mutuals,
stalled by Alonzo Snow in a very able
if it isn’t too late.
8. J. Y.
manner, assisted by Fred Weasel and Vesta
NOTES.
Hawes. A treat was passed at recess.
Many thanks for the Christmas and
RARVENT HOME, 403, WEST ELLSWORTH.
New Year’s cards received from yon all.
Harvest Home grange met Jan. 8, MasMany of them bear greetings not only to
myself bat to the Mutaals as well. M. B. ter Albion K. Qnptill presiding. After
the regular business, officers for 1910, exB. sends best wishes to the M. B.’s.
Will “Eunice Deering” please send her cepting steward, were installed by the
address to me? X. Y. Z. sends love to all secretary, Clara I. Carter. The marshals
were Austin O. Conary and Emily S. Gupthe Mutaals.
Dell sends word that Sister B. is con- till. Mrs. Linnekln, of Arbutna grange,
fined to her bed by illness. All her M. B. Surry, was called upon to install the seca creditable
friends hope for her speedy recovery.
retary, which was done
manner. The inarch was played by Lillian
Aunt Madge.
Conary. There were thirty-eight members
including visitors from Arbutus
Ellsworth
BOOST!
Food Fair, present, The
grange choir gave a selecgrange.
tion.
Feb. 22-26.

Madge said during my absence, some of you may be wondering if I am
not going to make good the suggestion she
gave of reporting to the M. B. column something of my visit. And^now that the rush of
Christmas is over and the “childers” again
departed, and the household has settled
down to the regular routine,swill endeavor
to put a few rambling thoughts on paper,
trusting they may be of interest to some
who perchance may not have had the privilege of a recent visit from home.
Two weeks of my absence were passed in
Portsmouth caring for my son's wife who was
ill. Then 1 was in Boston and vicinity one
week, visiting relatives and friends and tak-
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VIKW, 267, SALISBURY OOVK.
Bay View grange met Jan. 6, with fifty
members present. Two sisters and two
brothers were instructed in the third degree. The worthy lecturer, Mary Bates,
furnished a most interesting program of
recitations, readings, topics, and some fine
grsphophone selections were given by
Brother Ralph Bobbins. The fourth degree will be worked Jan. 12.
BAT

QRBKirwooD, 383, KAirrBBOOX.
Greenwood grange met in regular session Saturday evening, Jan. 3, with fortyfour members and two visitors. Officers
were installed by Sister Btta Googins, assisted by Sister Mina Gott. After installation cake and coffee were served. The

literary program
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409, BAST ORLARD.

forty in attendance at the
regular meeting of Alamooeook grange
Saturday evening, with visitors from Halcyon, Highland, Narramissie and Verona
granges. Officers were installed by Slater
Abbie Gross, assisted by Sister Bertha
There

f

Ont|a,4oi

hM.

Laiooine grange held Its regular meeting Tuesday evening, Jan. 4. In the able nee of the worthy master, Bro. Hollis
Austin was called to the chair. The offlcers-elect were installed in a pleasing
manner by State Master Stetson, after
which sapper eras served in the appsr
hall. Owing to the extreme cold, only
thirty-five patrons were present. After a
short program. State Master Stetson made
interesting remarks for the good of the

were

Dorr. At recess a harvest supper was
served. A good program was given by the
lecturer.

MARIA V1LLE.
Frank Jordan la lit.
Fred Moore (hot a larp red fox Satur-

day.

Abram Warreoland family are oomfortrivou, 2*5, HAHOOCX.
Pm mo la grange held lta regular meeting abiy located In their new home.
Emery Morrison has cone to Bar HarSaturday evening with ninety-lire memberm and twenty-fire viaitora peeeant. bor to work for Dr. C. C. Morrison.
After basins**, Julian Emery, of BalisOmar Carr was called to Kingman Friday
bnry Core, aaeiated by Gertrude Foae and by the serious Illness of bismother, Mrs.
Ckrl Stratton, i Detailed officers. Sapper Ells Chrr.
wee served. At tbe next meeting there
Lora Frost, who has been working in
will be work In third and fourth degteae.
Bangor the past few months, is at hpme
on a vacation.
HITTERY TO CABIBOU.
Nellie Dority and Edna Warren bate
Ftre building* containing 14,000 bnenela
of potatoee were burned at Eaton, on the
Bangor St Arooetook railroad, laet Tbursday night. The loee la eetimated at (26,-

gone to
term of

Bar Harbor to attend the winter
school.

Blanche Heath has gone to Bangor to
work. Isabelle Frost is working for her
mother, Mrs. John Jordan.
Jan. 10.
S.

000; Inauranoe, (18,000.
Patent* bare been granted to Maine inventor* aa follow*; Victor Begley, TopeA U KORA.
ham, banger for electric fixture* and tbe
The engagement is announced of Edlike; Alvin O. Lombard, Waterville, ma- ward T.
SUsby, of Aurora, and Miss Mary
chine for making road*;
Charles V.
E. Welch, of Bangor.—Bangor .Yew*.
Greeley, Bangor, aatomatic mail-delivering apparatus.
y
Col. Thoma* G. Libby, president of the
Lane-Libby Flaheriea Co., Vinalbaven,
died Thursday, aged sixty-two year*. He
was prominent in tbe Grand Army, and
waa a leading candidate for department
_

commander ot Maine at tbe next annual
meeting of the department of Maine. He
waa a member of tbe Ancient and Honorable Artillery of
Maaeachneett*. Col.
Libby we* a peat colonel of the Maine
Sona of Veterans, and nerved as a member
of Governor Cobb’s council.

Bessie, aged four years, daughter of Edgar Robinson, of Swanville, waa killed
Saturday by tbe accidental discharge of a
rifle. Two boys, who bad been bunting,
called et the Robinson house to eat their
lunch. While handling the rifle in the
shed, it aas accidentally discharged. The
bullet passed through the shed door into
the house, penetrating both legs of the
child above the knees, severing tbe arteries and shattering the bones. The child
died three hours later of Bhock and loss of
blood.
Geese Not Stupid.
Some of the common sayings concerning
bird* are stupidly wrong. “Yon atnpid

goose!” ia an expreaaion constantly beard;
yet the goose, wbetber wild or tame, i*
moat aagacious. Wild geeae, (or instance,
ARBUTUS, 460, SURRY.
never feed without throwing out scouts
Arbutus grange met in regular session
or sentries.
J. G. Millais describes how
Friday evening,.Jan. 7, with aeventy-Bve he saw a flock of geese feeding with senmembers and visitors from East Bluehill,
tries out, and how, after a time, one of the
Harvest Home and Alamoosoolc

granges sentries went
up to a bird that was feedpresent. After regular business, officers
ing and gave it a gentle peck on the
were installed by Mrs. M. E. Linnekin,
back. The latter thereupon left ita gracably assisted by Mrs. Bernice Phillips. ing and went oil to take
up guard, while
A sapper of dam chowder, baked beans,
the sentry took Its torn to feed.
cake, pie and coffee was served during re“Gentle as a dove’' is such a common
oesa
The program consisted of recitaproverb that the dove has become the
tion, Dorothy Conary; song, Elsie Sperry emblem of
peace. Quite a mistake, (or all
and Helen Clark; music, Margaret Ward- the dove and
pigeon tribe are great
well, of East Bluehill, and recitations by fighters, and in the breeding season the
Fred Greene and Florence Carter, of East cock birds indulge in battles royal. The
foolish prejudice against all birds of prey
Bluehill.
includes that pretty little hawk, the
kestrel. Now, if the kestrel were known as
BHDQWICK. 244.
the mouse fal son, it is possible that keepers
held
its
Sedgwick grange
regular meet- would not invariably shoot it on sight.
kestrel lives mainly on mice and
ing Friday evening, Jan. 7. Officers were The
wire-worms. It is quite innocent of killinstalled in a creditable manner by Past
ing partridges. In a game-preserving
Master Herbert Hale, of North Brooklin, district in southern Scotland kestrels
assisted by Sister CUa Thurston and Bro. were practically exterminated a few years
Earl Hanscom. Music for installation by ago. What was the result? Over a tract
of country of 1,200
miles Held mice
Sister Annie Eaton, of Sedgwick grange, increased in such square that the
myriad*
grazand Bro. Cendage, of Massapaqua grange, ing was absolutely ruined. One sheep
South Bluehill, was exceptionally line. farmer lost |B,000 in one year.
At recess cake and coffee were served to
Constipation causes headache, nausea, disabout sixty, including viaitors'from Bainclose*, languor, heart palpitation. Drastic
physics gripe, sicken, weaken the bowels and
Dr. Daniels
Horse Colic —Cure- don’t core. Doan’s Beguleta act gently and
cures or money back— at
eure
constipation. IS cents. Ask your drugany dealers:
Insure your horse against Colic.
gist*—As cr.
—

••Ji
rmnn.it

enjoyed.

Brother A. I. Foss, of Hancock, will install others Saturday treeing, Jan. 22.
All are requested to bring something for
the harvest feast.

::SB

$17000,000

TO FIGHT
A WORM!
A million dollars at been contributed by John D. Rockefeller for the
extermination of the Hook-Worm.
Scientists have now proven that the
pale anomic condition and listless
inanition of hundreds of thousands of
Southern people are caused by an intestinal worm.
The Hook-NVorm is only one of fifty
species of Worms^which are known to
infest the human intestines.
Many
cases of stomach troubles, blood impoverishment and[general debility and
weakness are caused by Worms.
Dr. John P. True, of Auburn, Me.,
was fifty years in advance of his time.
He recognized this in 1861 and gave to
the world Dr. True's Elixir, which
positively Expels Worms.
Whenever a laxative is needed. Dr.
True's Elixir should be taken.
It is
not only the Best Tonic Laxative ever
devised, but it absolutely expels all
animal life (worms) from the system.
Worms cannot exist where Dr. Troe’s
Elixir is taken.
Instead of pills, syrups, or cathartic
tablets, why not take Dr. True’s
Elixir? It fulfills everything that is
asked of a laxative and also insures
the expulsion from your system of
all pernicious animal life, if any
exists there.

Children, especially, are frequently
sickly, peevish and fretful from no
other cause than worms.

Dr. True's
Elixir makes them healthy, strong*and
well.
Mrny a man finds himself listless,
and without energy; does not know
what is the matter with him. Cannot
seem to put any force into the day’s
work; has no vim. A few days’ treatment with Dr. True’s Elixir will correct these conditions.
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Gordon’s

•*»

think but that I was a fool."' be muttered bitterly.
He watched Gerald assist her from
the carriage with wbat looked to his
Jealous eyes like an embrace, and as
she turned to enter the bouse be gave
her the flowers. She tossed them Into
the sbrubbtry disdainfully.
"I don’t
want the withered things.’’ she said.
Gordon gathered one rose from the
apparently despised bouquet and placed it In a book, as If he had need of
a token by which to remember this
ope night
In the meantime Bess, In her room,
was pressing his card to her lips with
tsars and Inarticulate murmnrlngs.

Proposal
k

0«lj Cum

Alter

K*co*>

,ni from ki* BuKhl»u
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•

rale, and then, when she * bowed me
her favor so plainly ;ind I was mob a
tongue tied fool that I couldn't take
advantage of It. ahe mast have thought
—oh, I do not know wbat she could

—
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•That Gordon McFarland," ramarked
Dary Moulton, “la tba limit Ha baan't
courage enough to propose.”
“Hub!

Do yon want to marry him

(bat you are no anxloua about ItT’
“No; I haven’t cherry llpa and dim-

assess*

plea”—

“Never mind the Inventory. Brother
Davy,” she replied.
“All right, ala, but It’ll never happen
la the preaence
unleu you propone,
of his divinity—moaning yon—he la reduced to a pulp.”
The sting to thla teasing was In Ita
truth. Gordon was devotion I tael f, yet
It was a silent adoration. Ho seemed
unable to utter a word In her presence.
She had given him many opportunities
In that unexplainable way a woman
baa. and once or twice he had floundered and stammered with effort until
In vexation she bad retorted so whimsically that she bad silenced him com-

pletely.
“Ob. he’s just too ridiculous, a great
big thing like him, stammering and
blushing like a schoolboy. It fairly
makes me ashamed,” she grumbled.
A woman's motives are difficult to
Bess. In an unusual lit of
fathom.
graclousness, had allowed Gordon to
escort her to a ball. She was Justly
vain of her'escort’s Appearance as she
anuggled beside him In the depths of
the carriage. But by the time they
bad arrived her manner had changed
visibly, so much so that she almost
Ignored him after the conventional
He had tangled hla feet
first dance.
hopelessly In her train and missed
step until sbe was nearly beside herself with mortification.
There was ample excuse tor his beSbe was hitoxica tlngly
wilderment.
lovely, with her draperies floating,
cloudlike, about bar bare shoulders,
-and the flush of exorcise tinting her
face like a rose. Davy’s comment was,
“Gordon looks as if be would Ilka to
eat her.”
Bess was so provoked at-this that
she Intended /to punish Gordon by
flirting outrageously. “Besides, If I
could make him erooa, be might pluck
op a fraction of courage,” she thought.
It vexed her still more because she
felt that be understood her motive. So
did Davy, and be would not fall to
tease her on the morrow.
Carelessly tossing Gordon her bouquet In passing, she walked off with
Gerald 8tone for an Ice.
“Queer duck, that Gordon. Doesn't
appear to have much to say,” remarked Gerald Insinuatingly.
Here the eternal feminine came to
the Surface.
“Oh, I don’t know”'
Her tone was resentful In the exThe next Instant she said
treme.
sweetly. “Here's Just the nook for a
quiet chat Let us sit here awhile.
The Ice can wait; so can Gordon.
He’d hold my bouquet all night,”

laughingly.
ad

Hour liter

uoruon

in

auetraci-

edly pulling at the petala of the roses.
Be had hoped that the flowera might
mbtcj to her that which he found ao
difficult to aaj.
In upon hla musing dribbled the con▼eraation of two acquaintances.
“So Gerald Stone haa won Bessie
'Moulton? I thought Gordon was to be
the man. but be lacked courage. Be
deserves to lose her. Be should know
a woman despises a faint heart," said
a voice be knew.
“1 wonder how she would Uke it if
she knew that Gerald boasted to me of
his conquest? Be told as a great Joke
that she bad left Gordon to moon over
her bouquet Said the; were going to
slip away and let him hunt for her
when be bad tired of the flowers.
Seemed to think it mighty funny," answered the speaker’s companion.
“It’s contemptible. I wouldn't have
thought it of Bessie Moulton!" was the
reply as they sauntered down the room.
The sturdy independence of Gordon's
Scotch ancestry rose within him. Be
attached his card to the flowers and
left them in the cloakroom; then, with
a determined step, he left the house.
Bess loitered in her frivolous chat
with the man she detested, dawdled
over her ice and Anally sauntered back
do the dancing hall, apparently oblivious to the fact that she had promised
this twostep to Gordon. She expected
Sim to be waiting for her. When be
was not to be aeen she was perturbed.
“Come on. let's take this twostep.”
said Gerald, with great familiarity.
“No, thanks," hotly resenting his
hone. "Ton have had more than enough
tf my company for one evening,” she
added lightly lent she betray her annoyance aa to Gordon.
An hour or so later she called Gerald to her side. ”1 claim a woman’s
prerogative—I have changed my mind.
«ou may take me home.”
i Aa he bowed hie thanks he thought
at his boast to Van AsyMne and
MM. “I suspect it was he who tat
Bess kept up

running Are of nonsense all the way home, effectually excluding sentiment.
Gordon waited in the shadow of the
trees anti] they arrived. Be meant to
assure himself that be was not being
misled and that he was doing her no
a

Injustice.
“Not dignified, this, but I must make
■are.
I do not blame her for It. but
She might have been more kind about
It I certainly subjected her to ridl-

|

eves he was satisfied with what ha
had doubtless Intended tor a warning
that if I took Daisy Nolan away from
him I would hare-to face sure death.
The witnesses urged me to go in and
hare something, but I declined, saying
that I was anxious for a smoke and
would go upstairs for another pipe.
The truth is I wanted a chance to go
where I could, unobserved, give way
to my feelings for a few moments,
tbey having been controlled only by
a most desperate effort.
When I was alone 1 staggered to the
bed, fell on It and for a few -minutes
trembled like a leaf. But whan 1 began to recover 1 started to get mad at
the same time.
Men will Ogbt more
desperately for a woman than for any
other cause, and It occurred to me
that, Daisy being the bona of contention, if she preferred me either Barker
or I must die.
I spent some time considering what to do, then went to the
ranch, intending to offer myself to
Daisy. If she refused me 1 would
leave the Held at once to all suitors.
If she accepted me I would have it
out with Barker.
1 found Miss Daisy very much excited.
8he had heard of Barker’s
shooting escapade and had turned bib
terly against him. I told her that I
wanted her and If she wanted me
I was willing to settle the matter between Barker and myself. Her reply
was all I could have asked for, but
she positively forbade my coming into
collision with my rival.
1 told her
frankly that I believed be would kill
me If I married her and that the matter had better be settled before the
wedding. Being a woman, she wished
to get round the matter by subterfuge
and for the time being would consent
to nothing definite.
Daisy was very fond of an old rancher called Jake Huchins.
To her he
was “Uncle Jake.” A day or two after
Barker’s shooting as I was riding over
the country on horseback Huchins
came up behind me and ambled alongside of me.
"I hearn about the shootin’ o’ your
pipe onten per mouth,” he said. “Little Daisy was telling me about it”
"Oh, It was Mias Nolan who told
you, was It?”
“Yes. And, what’s more, she asked
me to suggest some way o' settlin’ the
matter without blood splllln’.”
“That’s impossible,” said I.
“So I thort at fust, but arter awhile
Barker’s mighty
I thort of a plan.
proud o’ his shootln’, and he’s pretty
much made up his mind that he’s lost
Daisy. I reckon he’d agree to settle
the matter by a trial o’ skill between
He'd consider it his
him and you.

A Shooting
Match
At Which One of the Parties
Was Sure to Win.
By AIN8WORTH

RHODES.

Copyrlaht, 1M0, by American
Association.
The first time I sew Daisy she was
over her father’s broad acres

coming

on a horse whose lope was very like a
rocking chair. 8he was riding straddle with divided skirts. No other woman on the ranches thereabout would

Two years later Gordon McFarland
sat In his office writing. It was after
ride In any other costume. Barker was
business bouts, but be bad remained
to think out certain points In quiet and riding beside her, and the two made a
very handsome pair. The brim of his
solitude.
Turning In his chair, be picked up sombrero was flattened against his
forehead by the wind, a lariat hong at
the telephone receiver.
"1 will call Jones and And out wbat' his saddle bow, and his splendid figure
be knows about this business,’’ be eras revealed by bis costume—vis,
soliloquised. He was on the point of flannel shirt and trousers, with boots
calling ’’Hello, central!** when the to his ItneC.
sound of bis own name arrested bis
Daisy had gone out from the east
"That’s the nuisance of a with her father, who became a sheep
attention.
party line," he muttered. He bad no raiser, and she had become fascinated
Intention of listening, but how could with ranch life. Unfortunately she
he help It when he beard his own name had conceived a romantic Idea of the
In that well remembered voice?
genus cowboy, and, Barker being phys“Oh, Gordon McFarland? Well, if ically a perfect type, she had persuadyou’ll never, never breathe It I’ll tell ed herself,'or, rather, be had persuaded
you. He took me to a ball, and, yes. her, that lp was lust the man’for her.
Grace, he left me to get home as best 1 say “unfortunately” because he was
I could.
not an educated man and In every way
“No; certainly 1 don’t think he was beneath her. There were other feato blame. It must have been some of tures about him to render him undeDavy’s mischief.
sirable which will appear-presently.
"Yes. of course Davy denied it, but 1
The couple passed me, all of us saknow It was. Gordon would not have luting, though they were unknown to
done It unless be thought be was Justlme, and 1 rode on to the ranch house,
fled.
where I had business with John Nolan
“What’s that?
Did I really care? with reference to a large purchase of
Well, yes, I did, and 1 don’t care If wool. While dickering with him on
his veranda up the roadway came the
you do know It
"No. no; we weren’t engaged. He couple I had met and alighted at the
was so bashful.
foot of the steps.
Throwing their
"What’s that? Encourage him? I— bridle reins over a post, they walked
I did. 1 tried to make him Jealous of up on to the veranda.. Then I learned
that abominable Gerald StoDe, and— that Daisy was Nolan's daughter.
That’s bow it all
and I succeeded.
As the pair passed into the house 1
noticed a eloud flit over the face of the
happened.
I knew by Barker’s
“Yes, that’s so. It Isn’t the thing to girl's father.
talk secrets over a phone. Those hor- bearing toward her that he was In love
rid operators always do listen. Well, with "her, and I judged that his attengoodby! Come over In the morning- tions were not relished by Nolan. But
824 Fourth street you remember. Good
be said nothing to me then, and we
went on with our dickering. When I
nlgbtr’
Gordon called In hurriedly before ahe arose to go be said:
could bang up. "Hello. Bessie!"
“There's no place about here In
which you will be comfortable except
"Well, what Is it Gracer
■This is not Grace. Bessie.”
my house. Send for you traps.”
“Gordon McFarland!" The exclamaI accepted the Invitation, especially
tion was one of dismayed surprise.
as I was pleased at being under the
I have recovered from my same roof with Miss Daisy.
I knew
“Yes.
bashfulness. Will you marry me now.
she had a lover, but my attraction for
Bessie?"
her did not tben go so far as to intend
"Indeed 1 will not! You're Just too to come between them. I merely liked
awful! You listened!”
the idea of being near her during my
"1 couldn’t help It and I’m glad I stay.
didn't try. Don’t you hang up that reBut I stayed a good while, and it was
ceiver or I’ll be there within ten min- not very long before she and I each
made a discovery. I discovered that
utes." he threatened.
•Then I’ll hang It up. If you want I wanted her, and she discovered that
she didn’t'want Barker. Meanwhile I
an answer to that question come and
get It” And he heard the receiver found out something else—that he had
become frightfully jealous of me, and
clang as it reached the book.
if I took her away from him he would
probably kill me. At first he and 1
The Dear’s Eyes.
to each other when we met ei▲ Canadian banter tells this Inci- spoke
ther on the ranch or elsewhere. Then
dent of how be once came face to face
he only noticed me at the Nolan house.
with his quarry and hadn't the heart
I thought it best after awhile to reto Ore: "It wasn't a case of ‘buck femove to the (so called) hotel, a mile
novice
as
a
might
experisuch
▼er,’
If anything happened
from Nolan's.
ence. for I had been a hunter for many
between Barker and myself I preferred
a
killed
many
had
good
and
years
that it should not happen under Nodeer. This was a particularly fine
lan's roof. So one day 1 removed my
for
three
followed
had
that
1
buck
luggage to my new quarters.
deer
run
can
man
any
days. A strong
One morning I was sitting on the
I
had
at
last
and
my
In
time,
to earth
of the hotel smoking a brierporch
of
a
hill
the
From
top
prey tired out.
Barker came out of the
wood pipe.
I sighted him a few miles away. He
where he had been drinking,
barroom,
had
and
had given up the fight
and took a seat about thirty feet from
stretched himself out on the snow. As
I didn’t know he was there till,
me.
I stalked him he changed his position
turning my bead, 1 saw him out of the
and took shelter behind a bowlder,
corner of my eye sighting his revolver
and. using the same bowlder Mr a
at me.
shelter. 1 came suddenly face to face
culturally 1 siurieu.
with him. He didn’t attempt to run
"Hold on there,” said Barker. “Tour
away, but stood there looking at me
pipe makes a fine target. We don’t alwith the most piteous pair of eyes 1
low people to smoke such expensive
ever saw.
pipes out here!”
"Shoot? I could have no more shot
The words were scarcely out of his
him than I could have shot a child.
mouth when I felt a faint tick on the
Had the chance come from a distance
bowl of the pipe, heard the crack of a
of a hundred yards I would have shot
gun and knew that a bullet bad passed
him down and carried his antlers
through the pipe.'
home in triumph, but once having
“Walt up!” he growled as I was
looked Into those eyes It would have
about to rise. “Your pipe won’t draw
been nothing less than murder. I have
with a hole In It. but it’s still a mighty
hunted deer since then, but I find the
good target”
Whenlittle
me
affords
pleasure.
sport
I snatched a look at him. He was
ever I draw a bead the picture of
evidently under the Influence of liquor.
becomes
eyes
those mute, appealing
1 felt sure that if 1 didn’t let him shoot
fore me. and. though It has not preat my pipe he would shoot at me and
I
the
from
trigger,
me
vented
pulling
nerved myself to stand another shot
when
somehow
felt
glad
have always
Indeed, this was all 1 could do, for 1
mark.”
find
Its
to
failed
my bullet
But a cold chill ran
Was unarmed.
down my back and a cold sweat stood
Mair Sanaa.
Nevertheless 1 put
out all over me.
I sat with
A Scottish lad bad his leg Injured at up a pretty good front
a factory and was treated for some
,comparative composure, occasionally
Him, by the doctor without favorable
letting a faint cloud of tobacco smoke
Malta.
escape from between my Ups, but not
His mother had great faith in a local daring to move a hairbreadth for fear
bone setter and-wanted her son to go of Interfering with the man’s aim.
Several persons from Inside the hotel,
to him. bat the boy objected, preferhaving heard a shot came out to disring. as he said, the "reg'lar faculty.”
Finally, however, be yielded to his cover who had been killed. They ar■pother’s persuasions and was taken rived Jdbt In time to see the second
The leg
shot and the top of the bowl of my
to the famous bone setter.
waa duly examined, and It waa found
pipe cut off. They at once took In the
necessary to pall It very severely in situation, and, seeing me coolly pufforder “to get the bone In,” as the ing, not knowing my Internal condition, they cried out "Good pluck, stranbone setter expressed It.
The patient howled to agony, bat at ger!” "Steady nerve!” "He ain’t no
last the bone was “got In.” and he was Tenderfoot!” and such like complibidden to go home—In a few days he ments.
would be all right and, coaid resume
Presently a third shot shattered what
was left of the bowl of my pipe, and
work.
“Didn’t be do it well 7” said tbs Joy- only the stem remained in my mouth.
Whether my nerve made Barker half
ous old lady as they started homeward.
ashamed of himself or that he was
"Yes. he did, mother,” said the lad.
"He palled It well, but ye ken I was headed off by the admiration of the
others I don’t know, but he desisted
na sic a fool as to gie him the bad
from further shooting. 1 fancy, bowleg.”—London Tatler.

only chance.”
"I’m no shot Such a contest would
Miss Daisy to him, and she
doesn't want him.”
“Not so fast You don’t need to be
much o’ a shot Could you hit a hen’s
egg at twenty feet?”
“I might In two or three shots.”
“Well, I give Daisy my plan, and
she's decided to try It Here’s a note
for you, and here’s a note for Barker.
Whichever hits a hen’s egg with a
forty-two the most outen five shots
she’ll marry.”
He handed me a note to that effect
from Daisy and showed me another
he was commissioned to deliver to
Barker.
"Do you consent?" he added, drawing rein.
“Yes,” I said; “I consent to anything
Daisy desires.”
Without waiting for more he turned
about and rode back In the direction
from whence be came.
The next day Uncle Jake informed
me that Barker bad gladly agreed to
the terms.
On the appointed day I made my
appearance at the barn, wondering
what was to be the upshot of this singular contest. 1 found an egg suspended over a basket by a fine thread.
I won the toss and with it the right to
fire five consecutive shots at the egg.
I missed the first and the fourth, but
put a bole in the egg on the second,
third and the fifth. For my life I could
not see why I had not lost It would
be nothing for Barker to bit the egg
every time.
A new egg was attacnea to tne
thread for him to shoot at, and, whipping out his revolver, he fired with apparent carelessness. He was surprised
to see the egg oscillate violently, but
the shell was not broken. The next
time be fired he took careful aim, but
with no better success. He was thunderstruck.
Since I had hit the egg
three times he could now only tie me.
“You must bit It In the center," said
“If you don’t you’ll
Uncle Jake.

give
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Keep Flour

FARM

Bills Down

HYDE,

41 North Market

Buy William Tell Flour —by
barrel, If poesible. You thus protect
yourself against "wheat corners” and
rises in the price of flour. And you
will always be sure of good flour and
good bread—biscuits—pies and calces.

the

can

St, Boston, Mass.,

get top market prices and will malts
prompt returns.

Market

reports, tags, shipping eertUeams,
stencils, ete., furnished free.

COMMISSION.

STRICTLY

William Tell is made from the finest
selected Ohio Red Winter Wheat. Ask
any flour authority. He will tell you
there is no other flour in the world that
makes a finer grained or more delicious bread, or lighter biscuits. The
wheat for our William Tell is stored
in hermetically sealed tanks—cleaned
six times before grinding—everything,
even the sewing of the bags, is done
by bright, clean machinery.
Ask your dealer and insist on

having

PRODUOB.

WHEELER OO.

PATENTS

/
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William Tell
Whitcomb, Haynes & Co.
ME

CASNOW (s

Remedy* CATARRH

CAMDEN WOOLENS

ELLSWORTH FALLS.

Ladies’ and Gents’ Suitings
sold direct from the mills out-

Ely’s Cream Balm
is

put

quickly absorbed.

Pauper Notice.
contracted with the City of BUafor those who
worth to support and
HAVING
need assistance during the next fire
eare

may

HAY FEVER
—

WRITE FOR SAMPLES.

Agents Wasted is Entry Tews ts Sell these Seeds
F. A. Packard,
Mgr. Retail £)ept
Box 36, Camden, Me.

Gives Relief at Once.
It cleanses, soothes,
heals and protects
the diseased membrane resulting from
Catarrh and drives
away a Cold in the
Head quickly. Restores the Senses of
Taste and Smell. Full size 50 cts., at Druggists or by mail. In liquid form, 75 cents
Warren Street, New York.
Ely Brothers.

legal residents of Ellsworth. I
forbid all persons trusting them on my account, as there is plenty of room and accomodations to oare for them at the City Farm
M. J. Dbummit
house.

years and
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are

Holiday Gifts

of Silverware
Silver is the first
for

thought when considering gifts
any season or

occasion.

No

more

graceful compliment can be extended than
an offering of rich silver elegant b design, per*

feet in

taste

and in the newest

shapes.

1847 ROGERS BR0S.tm>!e
is the mark which represents die highest perfection in silver plate. With this imprint on every
article you can buy
Silber Plate that Wears"
safely as an expat. This stamp also guarnntees that each piece is
perfect in artistic
design and finish.
Sold by leading dealers everywhere. Send for catalogue “C~L**
showing all designs.

as

MERIDEN BRITANNIA CO.
(InternationalSilver Co., Suoeesaar.)
Meriden, Conn.
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Barker aimed long and carefully at
the center and sent the egg bobbing,
but still the shell was unbroken.
Flinging his revolver on the bam
floor, he strode away.
I knew that Barker had been tricked,
It apbut could not conceive how.
peared to me that nothing could be
1 asked
more fair than the trial.
Uncle Jake how he had managed to
let me, a poor shot, beat the best shot
He would not tell
In the territory.
Barker was never seen there
me.
again. Daisy had induced him to sign
a promise that if I beat him be would
leave the field clear for me.
1 married Daisy and took her east
with me. She said she had had enough
of the wild west and had no further
tie for cowboys, not considering them
the romantic creatures she had thought
them when she first went to the country. 8he learned the secret of the
■booting match from Uncle Jake the
day we were married and told It to me
The meat
on our wedding Journey.
had been taken from, the egg Barker
shot at and the featherweight shell
had been moved aside each time by
the wind of the ball. To hit It was

SWELLINGS
BRUISES
Swellings, bruises, sprains, cuts,
etc., should be immediately bathed
with Johnson's Anodyne Liniment.
Always keep it in your home for the
emergency call. When quickly applied and bandages kept thoroughly
soaked, relief is quick and certain.

Johnson's
ANODYNE

1

liniment

FAISONS’ PILLS

luu been famous as the family emergency remedy
for 99 yean. It is as effective when taken internally
for colds, influenza, asthma, cramps, colic, diarrhoea,
•K., as when applied externally.

IS nets am* SO casts

L & JOHNSON 8c

a

the most effective
liver medicine. Relieve
biliousness, constipation
are

and

headache*

tattle.

CO., Boston,

Mass.

Impossible.
Uncle Jake had learned the trick
from a prestidigitator who had passed
through the locality with a circus.
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the Nation*! CapitolWhat Maine Men are Dots*.
Washington, D. C., Jsn. 10 (special)—
The eventful New Year's reception, with
all its show of official prominence and

Busy Times

J

Senator Hale, with whom the President
almost invariably consults before taking
any important step with reference to
Congress, returned here at the very fag
Business communications should be addressee 1 end of the old year. He saw the Presito, and all checks and money orders made pay
invitation soon after his arrival
Able to Thr Hancock County Publishing [ dent by
for the better part of two hours, and the
COn Ellsworth, Maine.
whole subject of the winter’s program
considerable detail.
This week’s edition of Tin , was gone over in
The President had not then finished his
American is 2.400 copies.
special messages, and he asked the Maine
senator’s opinion about various features
of his discussion of the incorporation act,
2,39;
Average for the year of 1909,
or federal license bill, as it is sometimes
called; about features of the conservation
WEDNESDAY JANUARY 12, 1910. message, and also about the nominations
of the customs court, which the President
BOOST! Ellsworth Food Fair, is about to establish here in Washington.
The President has been exercising exFeb. 22-26.
ceptional care in the selection of those five
judges, authorized under the new tariff
and has taken the advice of the memThe voting in Boston yesterday re- law,
bers of the finance committee, especially
of
in
the
election
sulted
ex-Mayoi of Senators Hale and Aldrich. The PresiJohn F. Fitzgerald for mayor over J. dent
their
J. Storrow, G. A. Hibbard, the present mayor, and N. H. Taylor. It was
the first election held under the new
no-party plan of Boston city government. The real contest was between

Fitzgerald
leading by

and 8torrow, the former
plurality of ahont 1,400.
Hibbard was third with a pitiful 1,700
or 1,800 votes, all of which would undoubtedly have been cast for Storrow
bad Hibbard withdrawn, as he was
a

urged

to do, and would have elected
Candidate Taylor fared worse
than Hibbard, receiving less than 700
votes.
him.

The term of Leroy T. Carlton, of
as chairman of the commissioners of inland fisheries and
game, will expire next June. Mr.

Winthrop,

Oarleton’s twelve years’ service as
chairman of the commission has

given

him a grasp on the fish and
game situation and a knowledge of
of varying conditions as they exist in
different parts of the State, which
make him a valuable and efficient
servant. During his adminatration
stud largely under his personal direction, the game laws of the State have

been greatly improved, and as effectively enforced as the appropriation
available will permit.
Under the
established policy of the State to retain in office men of proven efficiency,
Jhis reappointment seems logical.

'If the Ellsworth board of trade has
justified its existence in no other
way, it certainly has in bringing about
the farmers’ institute
the potato
which
meeting, as it may be called
was held it Ellsworth last March. It
is safe to say that a direct result of
—

—

that

meeting

the increase in the
of Hancock county
trom two to three fold, and the increase in 1910 is likely to be still more
marked. At its annual meeting last
was

potato acreage

r

at which orchardthe main topic. The
ing
board expects the co-operation of
the State board of agriculture, and

shall be

hopes

to secure

£. F.

Hitchings
speaker.

State
for

was

in

Miss Edith Brewer has been suffering
neuritis.

from

Watson McGown has gone to Lagrange,
where he has employment.
Miss

Lucy Salisbury returned
where she

last
spent the

horn?

Miss Agnes

Brewer, of Bar Harbor,
spending a short vacation with

has been

her mother here.
Work will begin to-day on Lake Wood
for getting out the year’s

Jan. 10.

they hope

Anne.

NORTH BROOKLIN.
Willie Young is dangerously ill.

People

ol all

ages

are

improving the

to make the gains which
will win them a majority in the next

present good sliding evenings
hill.

Hoase.

Rev. Mr. Small, ol Brooltlin, preached
an interesting sermon here Sunday after-

Of

coarse

they have little

hope

on

Cole’s

of winning any seats in either
Maine or Vermont, the two states noon.
which hold September elections, bat
A clam chowder supper, postponed from
they want to cat down republican Thursday evening on account of the bad
-majorities for Congressmen in those weather, was given in the hall Friday.
two states. It is the same old story
Walter H. Gardner, of E. B. Gardner ft
of elections tor the last generation. Son, Bucks port, was here Friday and adIf the democrats can get any en- justed the insurance on the house of LeAre Dec. 15.
couragement from small republican roy Flye, damaged by
Jan. 10.
Xenophon.
majorities in Maine and Vermont,
they whoop it up vigorously for the
WEST BROOKLIN.
remaining two months of September
Miss Amy Cooper, of Machine, is visitmad October in the rest of the couning Mrs. Moulton Cooper.
try, and try to convince the doubters
Winsor Bridges returned to Hebron
that the democrats are sore to win.
Monday to resume his studies.
Bereaae Cutter Androscoggin.
Thl President having designated the
Androscoggin to cruise and to afford inch
aid te distressed navigators as their circumstances may require, from December
3, UW, to April 1,1910, this vessel will be
kept actively cruising from East port to
Ospe Ann, Mass., particular attention
being given to outside waters, with a view
he extending relief to vessels in distress
mad destroying or removing derelicts,

wreckage, etc.
Oulag the period of winter cruising,
swill will be made at'the following named
pasta and the shore communion ted with
ardor to receive information of vessels
In need of seeiataaoe, etc.: Glonceeter,
JOttsry, Portland, Booth bey, Rockland
Castiae, Southwest Harbor and Eastport.
In addition to the duties above referred
to, the enforcement of the customs and
navigation laws throughout the district
wUl races vs special attention.
m

Miss Florence Seavey, who has been visiting friends at Sedgwick, is home.
Floesie Carter, who has been visiting
her aunt, Mrs. Rena Page, at North
Sedgwick, it home.
Amy Cooper and Mrs. Myra Cooper
went to Rockland Friday to visit friends,
returning Saturday.
Jan. 11.

_

woman.

How’s This?
We oBer One Hundred Dollars Reward tor
case
of
Catarrh
any
that cannot be cured by
Hall's Catarrh Cure. F. J. CHENEY A COi,
Toledo. O.
the
We,
undersigned, have known P. J.
Cheney tor the last IS years, and believe him
honorable In all business traneacone and financially able to
carry out aay
obligations made by his firm
Waldiso, Kisses A Msnvin,
Wholesale
Toledo, O.
Hall a Catarrh Care isDruggists,
taken internally, acting directly upon the blood and mucous surfaces of the system. Testimonials sent free,
per bottle. Bold by all Druggists.
Take Hail’s Family Pills for constipation.

etrfectly

In the past if one Englishman called
another a liar there was something to
pay. The seventeenth century mayor,
sheriff and city grandees generally
were keen on this point of etiquette.
The direct accusation cost Us. tld.
($2.76); the subtle hint 6s. 8d. ($1.60).
And there was a reduction on repetitions.

Swearing, too, was promptly suppressed. In 1650 a law was passed
laying down the penalty for a first
offense.
The fines were graduated.
That for a lord was 30 shillings ($7.20),
for an esquire 10 shillings ($2.40). while
all “Inferior persons” could have a
“few words” for 3s. 4d. (80 cents).
Bolivia.
Bolivia la famous for Ita silver, but
also possesses considerable quantities
of gold, which, however, cannot be
extracted without great expense.
In
the seventeenth century an Indian
near the town of La Pas found a mass
of native gold, supposed to have been
detached from the neighboring mountain by lightning. Bolivia la, on the
whole, in a backward condition, political changes and internal conflicts
having hindered the development of
ita natural wealth.
Not So Very Clever.
“Bilklns' wife found some poker
chips in his pocket."
“Tea?’
“Well, Bllklns told her they were

cough lozenges."
"Clever of Bllklns, wasn’t ItT”
“Very. She swallowed two and very
nearly died.”
He Was.
“Owen Flannagan! Are you Owen
Flannagan?" said the clerk of the
court.
"Tee, begorra.” replied the prisoner,
with a merry twinkle in bis eye. “Pm
owin’ everybody!”—London lfall.

B.

Aim at perfection in everything, though
in most things it is unattainable; however, they who aim at it and presevere will
come much nearer to it than those whoae
laziness and despondency make them give
it up as unattainable.—Chesterjleld.

_

“When eras Louisiana ceded?” asked
the tsar her. “J ust after the spring plowing,” KgdJed the bright farmer boy.

German Dialect In Wisconsin.
It Is two German women who are
■peaking In the presence of an Irish

English

Frank Jordan, of Seal Harbor,
town Sunday.

Entomologist in preparation
the principal supply of ice.

In the coming congressional campaign the democrats propose to make
at big set for votes in the East, where

animals.

“Th’ tap o’ th’ mornln’ t* ye. Mis’
Brettschneider. ’Tls glad I am t’ see
las yer dangbther
th’ likes av ye.
Gretchen goln t’ the Hill th' morrow?"
powerful co-operation
“Faith an’ she Is. Ven me bye Heinsought
last summer in obtaining in the custom rich can get th’ bay baarse away from
law the kind of provision he desired for
j th’ plowin’ I t’lnk I'll go rnesilf, bethose judges, and as the court has to do dad.”
with contentions and litigation affecting
This Is not travesty. It Is a report of
tariff, which class of enactments comes German dialect. The manner of speech
within the jurisdiction of the finance com- came about naturally enough. When
mittee, he has been very glad to avail the Germans arrived here In full force
himself of the advice of those senators in the country was already settled, large
obtaining the right kind of judges.
Iy by Yankees and Irish, and the German bad to buy his farm here or there.
The Maine members of the House will Thus a number of them found themhold a little caucus soon after the holidays
selves located In the town of Erin,
and choose one of their number as a mem- where, of course, they learned the lanber of the republican congressional com- guage of the country.
And I leave
mittee. The preparations for the congres- It to my fellow citizens In Wisconsin
sional campaign this year are to be made
whether a German cannot speak as
early and thoroughly in view of the hard broad and rich a brogue as any son of
have
nevstruggle ahead. The democrats
Erin.—Charles D. Stewart In Atlantic.
er been as confident in the sixteen years
the republicans have been holding control
First Us* of Iran.
of the House without a break. The repubAs a result of his interesting Investilican faith is by no means wavering, but it
gations, Dr. Ridgeway concludes that
is regarded as good politics to meet the
the smelting of Iron originated in
democratic tactics aggressively.
central Europe, and especially In the
Representative Burleigh will be conregion known as Noricum, equivalent
tinued as the Maine member of the comto modern Austria and Bavaria.
mittee if he will consent to serve. He
In Egypt it can be traced back to the
succeeded the late Representative Boutelle
ninth century B. C., and in Libya to
in that place, and has accordingly held it
about 450 B. C. First mention of its
almost ever since he came to Congress.
use in China goes back to 400 B. C.,
Much of the time he has also been a memwhile In Uganda it is said to have
ber of the executive committee, which is
been in use only some live or six
the governing body in the management of
centuries.
a republican campaign for Congress.
The above date for the first use of
The Maine member of the congressional
iron In Egypt refers to the metal obcommittee is especially charged with an
tained by smelting.
The use of naoversight of conditions in that State, and tive iron in the form of meteorites
as the election for Congressmen in Maine,
dates back to remote antiquity. The
like the election of State officers, comes in
weapons made from these were obhis
of
observations
the
trend
September,
tained, like flint implements, by chipof the voters there are of particular conping. And it is interesting to rememcern to the congressional committee.
ber that recent investigations have
shown that the iron of many meteorHULL’S COVE.
ites Is a sort of natural steel.
Henry Sweet was in Bangor last week
on business.
Fin*.
Old

Monday evening a special committee week from Madison,
was appointed to arrange for another
holidays.
meeting in March

When Man Waa a Marina Animal.
It was M. Quintan, a French physiologist, who several years ago wrote
a paper to show that the coiorleaa
fluid In which the red corpuscles of our
blood float and which la called the
"blood serum" Is the same fluid as that
which constituted the primeval sea.
The earliest forms of life which floated in the primeval sea were such that
the cells and tissues of which they
were constituted were always bathed
by this primeval fluid. When silica
became a constituent of the sea these
animals may have coated themselves*
with siliclous coverings, but many ol
their cells were still bathed by the
fluid, and some of them as they passed
from the sea to the land may have
closed up their alimentary canala so
that a distinction arose between their
Internal organs and their outer superficies, but still, for the good of their
cells, they still bathed them in the
saline fluid. To do so more effectively
they took the saline fluid ashore with
them In the form of a blood serum, and
It Is this blood serum which we carry
about with us today, the most evident
relic of the age when we were marine

Hard Luck.
Old Lady—Poor man!
you done to ydur hand!

What have

Unemployable-Broke my knuckles, mum, knockin' at people's doors askin’ for work.—
London

Scraps.
Keep CooL

“Why worry about the childrenT’
“I can’t help It”
"But, my dear, you are hurting your
game of bridge.’’—Kansas City Jour*
haL
A man is never appreciated in his
home town, and he is usually not
known in other places, and there you
are.—Atchison Globe.

Former Major of ElleworfE and One
ot Oldest CltUeas.
Ellsworth's older*
Robert Gerry,
end most prominent citbena, died at hie
home at Ellsworth Kalb last Wednesday
afternoon, aged eighty-eight year*. Mr.
Gerry had been gradually failing for
one

of

oouuMom

OBITUARY

ROBERT GKRRY DEAD.

Law la ymuM'i bom

WILLIAM B. KOMI.

William 8. Murcb died at tala Horn* on
Water atroet but Friday, aged abtty-eix
yea re. Ha bad boon la tailing baaltb tor
aome time. A taw montba ago, on Account
of failing baaltb, be aold bia farm at Bayaide and moved to the city. He recently
bought the John Reed hooae on Water
atreet, and moved there.
Mr. March waa a ihip-carpenter by
trade, and for many yeara waa employed
in the ehipyard in Ellewortb, Bangor and
eleewbere.
He wee twice married. Beeidee bia
widow, he lee ret one ton by bia lint
wife-George, of Kittery; two brotbera
Eraatne W., of Hampden, and Rudolph,
of Cambridge, Maaa., and one titter—
Della, widow of Cbpt. John Whitmore.
Mr. Murcb waa greatly intonated in
maaonry, being a member of Lygonia
lodge and Acadia B. A. chapter. The
funeral waa' held Monday witb maaonic
bonora at the home. Rev. P. A. A. K 111am
officiating. Interment waa at Woodbine

several years.
Robert Gerry area born in Melroee,
Mass., Jan. 29,1822, the son of Robert and
Hannah Lynde Gerry. Hb grandfather,
Reuben Gerry, waa a soldier in the Revolution, and died from wounds received
during the war. Reuben Gerry waa a
cousin of El bridge Gerry, a signer of the
Declaration of Independence and bter
minister to France, governor of Massachusetts and the province of Maine, and vicepresident under James Madison.
Robert Gerry’a maternal grandfather,
Benjamin Lynde, who fought in the
battles of Lexington and Bunker Hill,
waa born and died in Melrose, Mass.
Robert Gerry attended the Melrose
echoob during his boyhood, bat the best cemetery.
of his education waa received from his
WBJT TREMONT.
father, who taught forty-six terms of
school in Melrose and Malden.
Otii Wall* baa opened a bar bar shop
While yet in his ’teens the family moved over the poetoSloe.
to Ellaworth Falls, where the elder Gerry
Daniel Dow baa hauled hia boat dp, aad
purchased a Urge tract of bnd, in what will fo in the woods cutting bis wood tar
b now known as the Boggy Brook section, winter.
cleared up a farm, built a mill on Boggy
The children’s sewing circle met with
Brook stream and manufactured lumber
Theresa M. I.unt Saturday, Jan. 8, with all
for the Boston market. Hera Robert,
the members present except one.
junior, received the training which fitted
The funeral services ot Mrs. Frank
him tot the active life to follow.
embarked in the Rumill were held at the Methodist church
In early life he
lumber business on hb own account, and Sunday, at 2 p. m., Her. Alfred Bishop
of Urge propor- officiating. Mrs. Bnmill had been a great
soon bad an industry
tions which be carried on for many years. sufferer from consumption. The end came
Besides lnmber manufactured for the Friday. Beside her husband, with whom
general market, he got out many frames she spent one happy year, she leaves an
for vessels in the halcyon days of ship- infant daughter, mother and two siatera,
who have the sympathy of all.
building in Maine.
Jan. 10.
Tucurx.
As an example of the energy of Mr.
Gerry, it is pointed out that in one season
alone be loaded ninety-seven vessels with
x WEST OOULDSBOBO.
ibip knees and railroad sleepers. With the
Pauline, little daughter of Guy F. Sardecline of the lumber business he turned gent and wife, is ill of pneumonia.
hb attention to other forest products,
Frank P. Noyes and wife were in East
logging and shipping stave timber and Sullivan Sunday, guests of E. E.
Bragdon
manufacturing stove wood for the local and wife.
market. For many years he
also conF. V. Joy and wife and Miss Letitla Joy,
ducted a general store at Elbworth Falb.
of Winter Harbor, spent Sunday with
Mon than forty years ago be bought
B. F. Leighton and wife.
several large estates on the outskirts of
Quite a number from here attended the
what was then the village of Elbworth.
Among these were the 300-acre Jones Odd Fellows installation and bail at Winpasture and the Peters-Hopkins estate, ter Harbor. A good time is reported.
Jan. 10.
L
rhe price paid was between |U,000 and
P2,000. This immense territory was laid
MT. DESERT FERRY.
out in building lots, intersected by streets
There will be services at the Ferry
built at hb own expense. Later events
demonstrated the wisdom of hb plan, the scboolhouse Friday evening at 7JO. Serlection thus plotted out becoming one of mon by Milton Beckwith. A choir b««
been organized and will furnish music.
the best residence sections of the city.
Mr. Gerry served the town as road comBMnitl«iiLims
missioner and selectman, and was one of
the committee of seven which had charge
of the building of Hancock hall.
Woman Can Have
Mr. Gerry was elected mayor of Elbworth in 1896 as a populist candidate,
Beautiful Hair.
■gainst a citizens’ ticket put in the field
by a joint caucus of the democratic and
Many women do not realize tbe atrepublican parties. He was the first tractions they possess because they do
populist mayor ever elected in Maine.
not give proper attention to the hair.
Mr. Gerry leaves besides hb wife, four
Tbe wotpen of Paris are famed for
ohildren—Miss Abbie Gerry, Mrs. Arthur their beauty, not because their facial
B. Mitchell, and Charles W. Gerry, all of I features are superior to those of other
Elbworth Falls, and Robert Gerry, jr., of i women, but because they know bow to
keep young by supplying vigor, lusBeattie, Wash.
ter and strength to the hair.
Funeral services were held at the ;
Three years ago Parisian Sage could
church Saturday at 1 o’clock, Rev.S. W.
hardly be obtained in America. But
Sutton offiebting. Interment was at now this
deiightfni hair tonic and
Woodbine cemetery.
dressing can be had In every town in
America.
O. A. Parcber sells it for
60 cents a Urge bottle, and he guaranENUMERATORS WANTED.
tees ij to grow beautiful, luxuriant
hair; to turn dull, lifeless hair into
Supervisors of Census Invites More lustrous hair; to stop falling
hair; to
Applies tlons.
stop itching of the scalp. Ask for
A call lor more spplicants for places as Parisian Sage.
census enumerators has been issued by Supervisor of Census Elmer P. SpoOord, of
Deer Isle. He urges all persona in bis disMink neck fur lost between Sorry
trict desiring to serve to obtain their apand Ellsworth Dec. 29. Suitable reward.
plication forms at once and to file them Return to amsuicau office.
with him before January 25, when he must
stop considering new applications in order
Jfor Salt.
to prepare for the “test” of the previous
LAND In McKinley or Trsroonl
applicants on February 5.
containing I non nnd «S rod*. Choice
After this he will examine and rate the building
lot.
For farther particulars, adpapers until about Febuary 22, when be dress Dn. A. L. Dtz, Philadelphia, Pn.
will forward his list of designations as
MOTOR— A t to 4 horse-power
enumeratora, with their “test” papers to
Belknap "Little Qinnt" water motor, i
Census Director Durand, who will care- Good a* new. Jut the thing for light power
in town which ha* waterworks. Will baaold
fully go over and rerate the papers of the cheep. Address P. O. Box «a, Ellsworth.
successful candidates before giving his
consent to,the issue of commissions to
ftelp ESantrt.
them by the supervisor. By the middle
O Y to learn the printer's trade. Apply
or latter part of March all the enumeraAmkkicam office.
tors will have been commissioned and in
aced lady In family of one; to one
of
detailed
instructions
concernreceipt
who will appreciate a food home at fair
ing their work.
wages, a food chance la ottered. Reference la
To quiet any qualms relative to the required. Lock Bos 9. Surry.
“test” of the qualifications of spplicants,
to be made February 6, the supervisor has
CBantcti.
obtained some information from the census director concerning
honeekeep
keeper. Will work
the “teat” of
for e eeull family or attend
etti
nn Inenlld.
twelfth census enumerators. It has been
Up competent. Address B., cue Howard
officially stated that the 1910 “test” will Hooper, Fmnklln, Me.
be very similar to the one in the precedWsii.»
ing census, and will consist in requiring
applicants to All sample schedules from
NOTICE.
printed narratives concerning census facts.
A LL persona holding order, drawn on the
As the rural enumerators are to carry both A
treasurer of the town of Tremost,
the population and agricultural schedule, ■nine, dated prior to March M. IMS, are hereby notified to present the sum* for payment
they will be “tested” with samples of on or before Feb. I, Wit. as Interest wilf
cease
B. B. Ban,
both, but the city enumerators, who carry after that date.
Treasurer of Trcmont.
the population schedule alone, will only
be required to prove their ability by fillNOTICE.
1» to glee ----ing a sample of that schedule.
I hereby gi,e
....
THIS
Edward
T.
*f
eon,
the remalnde
A..
Silsby,
It seems comparatively aim pie, accord- of kts
salnorityi thit' after'thiY" diu I
>ae of hi* aaenlhge, aad shall
ing to the supervisor, to draw out of the rirr-rvrpay m
E. L. Bilsst.
statement which will be submitted the re- bills of his eontraetlng.
Aurora, Me.. Jan.ltTmO.
quired details for the population schedule
and to enter them under the proper colmotiok.
U kmto *ir«n that Percy Hm
umn divisions relating to
location, name, ■W'OTIC*
J3I Higgina, of ■llawortb, Maine, haa made
relationship, personal description, nativi- application to the State Board of Bar Enaml
for NMUIWVII
admission fkr mp
ty. citisenahip, occupation, education, nan for anamination
next aeMton or
of ana
the ooara
.at
Board to ba
etc.
bald at the_
Bangor on tba drat Toeaday of
ms.
raarj,
dona
B. Maniaaa.
About all such a “test” can do is to eviSecretary of tba Board.
dence the legibility of an applicant's hand
writing and his ability to determine when
lUdVOBTH
LOAN
AND BUILDING
to write in the sample schedule the fact
ASSOCIATION.
dearly stated in the narrative.
The agricultural schedule narrative foi
Sbaraholrtera’ Moating.
MOO was very similar, except that the facti
°f “»• Mllowortb loan
Mated relate to farms and terming operaand Bnildlng Aaaoolatlon will ba bald on
*
Janasrr 17.1910, at yds o'clock,
tions.
p. m., at tba
Before the “teM” February 5, the su- MBca of tba association in tba First National
forthefolpervisor will send each applicant a list o J*“ik5olldiB*'MBawortb,Matas,
lowicg pnrpoaaa:
instruction concerning Ailing in the “teat’
th* ***ct*°* °* * board of aaaan dlschedules, which will still further elm imitora'
tba alaction of an auditor.
plify the subijct and insure the passing oi
J J°>
*•
™ tba transaction of
the test by those who pnaiasa only an orany other bualnaaa that may properly come before said
meetdinary common-school education am
O. W. Tsplut, Secretary,
practical oommon sense.
■lliworth, Ms., January g, ISIS.
—
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artUjr.
The tick 1M l» a Ion* om la Gouldaboro
thia week. Many peraona art oooflned to
Mm houaa with aaww ootda.
Alrah Dyer, while at work la hu blackamith shop one day last weak, dropped a
red hot axe on hia toot, Inflicting a bad
born and cut.
Jan. M.
Jan,

ItgallTdtew.
person* interested la either al the estate* hereinafter named.
At a probate court held at Ellsworth, In had
for toe county of Hancock, oa the fourth
day of January, a. d. MM.
Inc matter* haring been arerpHR follow!!
X seated for t
after Indicated,
^_
lice thereof be glean to all person* Interested
by causing a oopy of thia eider to be published three nseka ■ncoeeelrely la the
worth American, a newspaper published at
Ellsworth, la said county, that they may appear at a probate court to be held at Ellsworth, la said county, oa the drat day
of February, a. d. ltto, at tea at the clock
la tht forenoon, and ho heard fhersoa If they
To all

ill*,

•w cause

Nahum B. Grant, late of Hancock, la said
county, deceased. A oertala laatrament purporting to be the last will aad testament of
said deceassd, together with petition for probeta thereof, presented by Orlaado W. roes,

on*

of the executors therein named.

Marxarat A. Leach, late of Baebaport, In
mid eoaaty, deceased. A certain Instrument
pnrportlBf to be the lam will aad testament
of said deceased, together with petition for
probate thereof, presented by the Keoduakeag
Treat Company, the eases tor therein named.
Bdward P. Currier, late of Sedgwtsk. In said
eoaaty, deceased. First aeeoont of Harsh A.
Carrier, executrix, tied for settlement.
Harsh G. Harriman, late of Buck sport, in
told eoaaty. deceased. Firm account of Leland P. Lowell, administrator, glad tor settlement. Also priest* aeooaat of belaud
P. Lowell, died for allowance against said sa-

ute.
Freak C. Parnbam, late of Penobscot, in
mid county, deceased.
Heoond aoooent of
Charles B. Gibbs, administrator, filed for settlement.
Giles H. Sargent, late of Mount Desert, la
mid county, deceased. Plrst and final account
of Walter Sargent and Boderlck D. Sargent,
administrators, filed for settlement.
John B. Dorr, 1st* of Aurora, in said eoanSecond account of E. A. Hickty. deceased.
ardsoa, administrator, filed for asttlement.
Samuel C. Leslie,
Isle of Osstlne, in said
r*t aeooaat of Joseph H.
eounty. deceased. Fir*
Fisher snd William P. ILeslie, administrators.
filed for settlement.
Noah Brooks, late of Castlne, la said county, deceased. Fourth account of Charlse C.
upharn, trustee, filed for settlement.
Isaac P. Eastman, la*e of Orland, la said
county, deceased. Petition filed by Fred c.
Kick,
for lies ns* to sell
administrator,
certain real estate of mid deceased, as described in said petition.
Charles L. My rick, late of Gouldsboro, In
mid county, deceased. Petition filed by Fred
P. Sargent, administrator, for license to sell
oeruln real estate of mid deceased, as described In said petition.
Freeland R. Bunker, 1st* of Wlnur Harbor,
in mid county, deceassd. Petition filed by
Stella A. Pendleton, administratrix, lor license to tell certain rml estate of said deceased, a* described in said petition.
Helen P. Colby, mtoor. of Buckaport, In
mid oouaty. Petition filed by Nyada Colby,
guardian, lor license to mil oeruln real estate
of mid mtoor, a* described la mid petition.
John B. Dorr, late of Aurora, in mid county, deceased. Petition filed by B. A. Richardson. administrator, that an order be Issued to
dlstrlbuU among the heirs of mid deceased,
the amount remaining in the hands of mid
administrator, upon the filing af his second
account.
Caroline B. Dodge, lau of Brooksetll*, la
asld county, deceased.
Petition filed by
George M. Dodge, widower, for an allowance
out of ths personal estau of mid deceased.
George Lewis Harmon, laU of Southwest
Harbor, in mid county, deceased. Report of
commissioner* for partition of th* rml esute
of said deceased, fifed for acceptance by said

jr..

court.

EDWARD B. CHASE, Jade* of said Oonrt.
A true copy of the original order.
Attest:—T. F. Mtsosnr, Register.
subscriber hereby glees notice that
they bare been duly appointed sxeeutor*
of the last will aad tesumsnt of
WILLIAM ROLAND MILUKEN, late of

THE

SURRY,
oounty of Hancock, deceased, no bonds
being required by th* terms of mid will.
All persona haring demands against the *sute of mid deceased are desired to
present
the tame for settlement, and all Indebted
thereto arc requested to make payment Iramediately.
Floss F. Mitutts, Surry. Me.
Howauo A. Millikkk, Hallowell. Me.
UsnaasT E. Milukix. Weterrille, Ms.
Jan.«, 1*10.

in th*

lulwntut hereby gieea

he hu been
TUB
tre
of the
lor

notice that

duly appointed adult me-

eetate

of

SAMUEL J.

MORRISON, late of ELLBWOBTH,
la the county of Hancock, decreeed, and
giren bonda aa the law dlrecta.
All persons
baring demands against the eetate

of eald deceased are desired to present the
same for settlement, and ail Indebted tin r to
are requested to make payment immediately.
William W. Mosul son.
Ellsworth, Jan. t, I91S.
euhacriher hereby fires notice that
he has been duly appointed adminisTHE
trator of the eetate of

HANNAH A. DODGE, late of BROOK8VILLH.
In the conaty of Hancock, deceased, and
Steen bonds as the law directs. All persons
aarln« demands acainst the estate of said
deceased are desired to
present the same for
settlement, and all Indebted thereto are requested to make payment immediately.
North

_

Isa J. Cousin.

...

Brooksrille, Jan. I, ttio.

subscriber heraay fires notice that
he has been duly appointed edmi.is.
traior of the eetate of
REUBEN HUTCHINS, late of BUCK8POBT,
In the oonnty of Hancock. ■*—nnl
and
bonds as the law
All
ring demands against the eetate of said
a sconced are desired to
peessat the same fee
all Indebted
quested to make payment Immediately.
A-

THB

dtaitl

Srea

ihsmlTTrer^

~‘*Shad
Beeksport,

iesJSiS

Jan.1S,S*“L

J

the last will and testament of

BDMUND H. COLBY, late of HANCOCK,
la tkc oonnty of Hancock. iiriMirt
All persona

*!*•
too

^SSTSrmStwff.

haring demands sealant the

so-

are dsalndto prsssat
“ld,forJkdbyed
mmo
lotUonoat. nod nil tndihtnit

hereby gtrea notice that
THBu
he*°.!>*ori1>*r
X
has been daly appointed admin*
1-

lstrator of the estate ol
LBONOBA BURNS, late of TRBNTON.
in the county of Hancock. deceased. and

dlS*. AlHiaSSI
prMonTSbo

fia:law
domndi aniait the nit etc of Mid dow^iif
M«MMd nr* dMiroSto
Mao tor
settlement, and all indebted thlrwto am requested to make payment Immsdletelr.
Ellsworth, B. F. D.

hWif*

fTIHB subscriber hereby firea no
X
he has been daly
1 appointed

Dator of the estate of
iOHN F. LEAR, late of LdMOINB.
of Hancock, deosaaed, a
firea bonds as the law directs
All nerdemands against the estate
am desired to present
the same for settlement, and all Indebted
thinetaam requested to make payment 1m■vamMVs
Pkid L Hoooiiri<
Inmolne, Jan. 6, ISIS.

Ij.'he

SV-A**1.**

subscriber hereby firm notice that
•***tntor of
FRANCES B. QBINDLB, late of ORLAND.
*hs oouaty of Haaooek. deosaaed, and
“ *h* law directs.
All persons
r..7."bo,5d‘
hartag demands aaaiaat the eetate of sold

T^HB

thsTestate ofUl*

1?

deceased

ere

deelred to preoeni the

Mae

Indelftedtkamtow?

settlement, and all
quested to make paymeat immediately.

Orlaad, Jan. S,

ISIS.

tor
re

I

Food Fair,
SCHOONER NELLIE A FLYER.
BOARD OF TRADE.
County commissioners' bill* of cost*:
Criminal action*,
1,79074
and
Annual
Trimmed
Fut
Oaee
Get*
Some
Coroner*’ Inqneata,
378 70
Meeting-Election of Offloera
Herself Talked About.
—Business.
150 08
report op treasurer and
Agent*, cruelty to animal*,
The annul meeting of the Ellsworth
Cbarlee H. Cart Is, builder, owner end
81 90
enmity to children,
COUNTS’ COMMISSIONERS.
Salaries of ofllcor*:
eeptsin of the little eehooner Nellie, board of trade was held in the municipal
of probate,
00 launched last fall, sends The Akbbioan a court-room In Hancock ball laat Monday
FAST TBAB—
Judge
FOB
1,100
STANDING
FINANCIAL
Register of probate,
1,00000 letter te'ling of her behavior on her maid- evening. The attendance waa not large.
SUMMARY OF XXFBMDITUBBS—
The reporta of the aeoretary and treaaClerk hire,
80000 en trip to New York with a load of potajail ratbhbbt.
nrer were read and accepted. For the oomClerk of court*,
2,100 00 toes. He writes:
“When we towed around Indian Point, mlttee on the bleacher; propoaltion, Mr.
Clerk hire,
80000
The animal report of the county comRegister of deed*,
1,800 00 amid the tooting of whistle*, I admit feel- Ball reported aomewhat In detail, and
missioners-O. W. Poee, Find R. Psge end
Clerk hire,
90000 ing a little anzietj aa to how the little made the atatement—apparently not geneM. L. Allen—with report! of County
Sheriff,
1,00000 vessel would behave in a seaway. When rally known—that the phrties in Lewiston
has
Treasurer Holme! end Sheriff SUsby
46000 we reached the spindle at the mouth of who are intereated in thla project have by
County treasurer,
been completed.
County commissioner*,
2,250 00 the river I took the time. Less than live no meana decided not to give EUawortb
The report ihowie net decrease in reJudge Ellsworth municipal court, 000 00 hours later we were anchored at Owl’s further conaideration; on the contrary, it
Last year
eouroe! for the year of 1*96.22.
Head— a run of about fifty-live mile*. I waa intimated that the acheme might maRecorder Ellsworth municipal
there was an increase of *1102)8. In HOT
400 00 did not give this much thought for sail- ter ialiaa after all.
court,
there was a decrease of (B1SJ6; in MOB,
A verbal report of the apecial committee
ing, as I had made aa good time as this beJudge Western Hancoek municipal
«2I2.90; in 1*06, *4^12.06; in 1*04, an Inon the farmer’a lnatitute held laat March
500 00 fore.
court,
increase of
crease of *690.32, and in 190* an
“The next morning we got under way waa made; it indicated that that affair waa
Recorder Western Hanoock municipal
*1,918.84.
300 00 with a fair wind, and in less than ten of marked benefit to thla auction, reaulting
court,
The total expenditure! for the year were
hours we were in Portland. When we in railing from 25,000 to SO,000 more
Judge Bar Harbor municipal
*40,119.08, against *99,160.30 in 1908. The
75000 came through Fox Island thoroughfare, buebela of potatoee in Hanoock county
court,
cash belence this year is *4,470.86 against
6,00000 there were a number of vessels there with than would have been raiaed had it not
Temporary loan,
*6,730.61 last year.
Interact on temporary loan,
80 50 two anchors ahead, and tied up as snug aa been for the holding of thla meeting.
COUNTY TAX.
The diacuaaion of the potato eituation
Hanoock county bar association, 500 00 could be. Some of the men on board of
State treasurer, D. T. Conley One,
25 00 them knew us, and waved their hats as reunited in the appointment of another
County Treasurer Holmes’ report shows
all the county tax collected, except a bal- Supreme court bill* of cost*,
1,407 47 we passed. Going to Portland we were apecial oommittee to arrange, if poaaible,
with the State department of agriculture
842 84 not in company with any vessel.
ance o( $182.28 due from the town of Sor- Grand Jurors,
“We laid in Portland three or four days. for another meeting some time in March(
rento. The assessment for the year was as Traverse jurors,
2,000 28
follows:
167 34 Quite a large fleet of vessels came in, the It waa thought beat to make orchardConstables, serving venires,
*448 78 Court expense* paid by sheriff,
largest of them bound around Cape ing the chief topic tor diacuaaion, and the
f 123 77 Orland,
Amherst,
67 48
Cod. Sunday morning dawned with a desire waa expressed that Prof. E. F.
72 00 Otis,
for deputies, messengers,
Aurora,
384 66
864 31 Penobscot,
54197 nice fair wind. In a short time all hands Hutchings, State entomologist, be secured
Bluehill,
chaplain, telephones, etc.,
344 82 Auditors and referees,
38688 Sedgwick,
867 08 were starting. We were among the last to for the occasion.
Brooklin,
332 28 Stenographer at equity
i'he apecial committee is as followa: H.
12 24 get out, for we were a small vessel and
Brooksrille, 445 18 Sorrento,
hearings,
4 00 went well up in the harbor. That night F. Maddocka, Dr. F. F. Slmonton, John A.
Bucksport, 1,307 18 S W Harbor, 675 29 Messenger service,
818 92 Annotating statutes,
742 U Stonlngton,
20 00 at dark we were the head boat of the fleet Peters, F. W. Bollina, H. F. Weacott.
Chstine,
The old board of offloera wu re-elected
632 06
and almost up to Thituber's island. There
Cranberry L, 31640 Sulliran,
Total disbursements,
286 70
00097 Surry,
$10,119 08 our course was shaped for Cape Cod, and as follows: President, J. O. Whitney;
Deer Isle,
4,470 38 tbe next morning, with very moderate vice-preaidents, J. A. Peters, C. L. Mo144 07 Swan’s Island, 260 23 Cash on band,
Dedham,
40810
92 68 Tremont,
Kast brook,
winds, we fell in with a big three-master, rang, J. M. Higgins; secretary, O. W. Tap$44,889 41 that had
197 08
7,9*108 Trenton,
shaped her course straight from ley; treasurer, F. S. Lord; ^directors, A
Eden,
BXBOCBCBB AND LIABILITIES.
10286
Portland. We were the first vessel in the W. Qreely, A. M. Foster, B. 8. Jellison
Ellsworth, 2^48 85 Verona,
Resource*.
H. M. Hall, A. F. Stockbridge.
107 90
fleet to reech the foot of the shoals.
608 71 Waltham,
Franklin,
On motion it was voted that the presi“From there we had a headwind, the
628 70 Winter Har, 64187 Utah in treasury,
94,470 38
Goulds boro,
182 28 first time we had to try her this way. She dent, Mr. Whitney, be a committee of one
4971 Unpaid taxes doe from town,
46273 Long I Plan,
Hancock,
79 47 did very nicely that evening, beating np to co-operate with the committee of
3240 Unpaid taxes in plantations,
Isle au Haul, 115 83 Plan No8,
289 44 to the north shore, where we got a good grangers to confer with the owners of
49 88 Unpaid road taxes in townships,
28190 Plan No 11,
Lamoine,
74 62 Due from townships fur advances
79 63 Plan No 38,
night’s rest. Tbe next morning the wind Wyman park with a view of purchasing
Marlarille,
for repairing roads after washwas still ahead.
We kept her olf for Nan- that property for fair purposes.
out in September, 1909,
332 81 tucket to see a would-be-buyer of a
It was voted to co-operate in every way
fu^eoss
Amount umKd on town*
Due on probate court fees for 1904,
1148 schooner. Here we laid over a week, with poaaible with the merchants’ association
as above,
*26,980 55 Due for stenographers in probate
a head wind blowing hard.
We sold some in making the coming food fair a success.
Under the direction of Mayor Simonton
Amount aaaeesed on un47 40 of our potatoes here.
court,
|1,182 47
incorporated plaoea,
“Tbe channel out was only 200 feet wide, the large room in Hancock hall used for
Timber and grass on
Total resources,
9M12 90 but when tbe wind had moderated, we banquets has been cleaned and painted,
SB 98
reaerved land,
Liabilities.
beat out very handily and beat to Vine- and placed at the disposal of the board tor
45
1,219
Due on bills of coats allowed
yard Haven, where we laid for another a meeting-place. It only lacks furniture
to make it a most desirable headquarters.
228 49 week.
Grand total,
by supreme court,
*27,200 00

HANCOCK COUNTY,

Due

THKASURKX’S tKPOBT.

Following la a summary of the county
treaaurer’a report, which haa been examined and approved by the bounty commissioners:
Receipt*.
band, Jan. 1,1909,
Municipal taxes,

Cash on

| 5,720 61
25,641 67

156 60
Plantation taxes,
Taxes on unincorporated places,
1,541 69
State treasurer, State roads in town-

bills of costs allowed

Total liabilities,
Total resources, Dec. 31,1909,
Total liabilities, Dec. 31,1909,

342 41

9867

90

95,412 90
867 90

Net resources, Dec. 31, 1909, 94,946 00
Comparative Statement.
Net resources, Dec. 31,1908,
98,740 22
Net resources, Dec, 31,1909,
4,845 00

Net decrease in 1909,
$998 22
The report of Sheriff Forrest O. Silsby,
aa approved by the county commissioners,
318 97 with figures of last year for comparison,
113 65 is as follows: Number of weeks' board of
prisoners for 1909, 317 4-7 againBt 227last
282 06 year. Number of prisoners committed
86 84 during year, 41; 38 males, 3 females
45 50 against 28 males and 2 females in 1908.
60 00 The various offences for wlych they were
282 09 committed were: Assault, 8; breaking
and entering, 6; debt, 4; Intoxication, 6;
2,138 72 illegal sale of intoxicating liquors, 11; lar856 75 ceny, 4; disturbing the peace, 1; perjury 1.
325 00
253 00

ships,
Road taxes in townships,
Fines end costs, supreme court:
For violation of liquor law,
For violation of other laws,
Fines and costs, other courts:
Western Hancock mun. court,
Bar Harbor mun. court,
Ellsworth mun. court,
George B. Fuller,
F. O. Silsby, sheriff,
Fees of county officers:
Register of deeds,
Clerk of courts,
Register of probate,
Alcohol distilled from seized

liquors,
Stenographers, probate court,
Temporary loans,
Interest on bank balances,
Old iron sold,
Total,
JCxpmdUuret.
Repairs

on

by county commissioners,

on

court bouse,

Repairs at jail,

714 65

93 55
42 62
6,000 00
88 59
225

BOOST! Ellsworth Food

Fair,

BAR HARBOR.

“But I built better than I knew. As for
her sailing, I attribute part of this to
Capt. P. W. Alley, who came out with me,
for I do think if there is any sailing qualities in a vessel, he will bring them out.”

S. Clark and
visit in Boston, New York and the South.
Dr. H. D. AveriU is critically ill of
Bright’s disease at the Bar Harbor hosDr.
pital, after a protracted lllndba.
AveriU suffered from a nervous breakdown last winter, and went to a sanitarium for treatment, returning later,
apparently eared and resuming his practice. He soon failed in health, and has
been seriously iU for some time. He had
planned to go to a sanitarium for rest, but
Just before starting, he was taken so seriously U1 that his traveling was out of the

Ward Leach has moved his family into
the William Steel house.

WEST TRENTON.

Grover C. Witham, who has been very
ill of grip, is improving.

eral

weeka with frienda.

|504 83 wife also left last week for
82

E.

NORTH CA8TINE.

a

question.

Mrs. Elmira Davis Is very Ul.
H. H. Hopkins and Addle D. Darke went
to Bangor Saturday.
Mias J. A. Thompson and mother
guests of Clifford Thompson and

GKEKN LAKE.
C. P. Bennoch lost a horse last week.

Higgins and
cutting ice.
A1

were

wife

Sunday.
Rev. Mr. MacDonald, sea coast missionary, preached interesting sermons at the
Union ohnrch at Goose Cove Sunday, to
large congregations, both afternoon and
evening. Arno W. Marshall kindly took
his team and carried twenty of his
neighbors and friends to church.
S.
Jan. 10.

Frank,E. Witham is
attack of grip.
Several families
West Penobscot.

Walter Qrossman, ot Bangor,
Thursday on business.

was

here

George Crossman has been quite ill with
neuralgia ot the stomach.
William Danico, who has been ill the
past week, is somewhat improved.
Mrs. Coster and baby arrived Monday
and will keep house in the Will Garland
home. Mr. Coster is hauling wood for M.
Quinn.
There seems to be no end to the pickerel
at Rocky pond. Andfcew Landworth captured thirty, Eric Anderson forty-two, J.
J. Johnson, sixty-three, and Moran, Braley and Higgins thirteen last week.

Sunday.
Ernest Garland, of Ellsworth Falls, is at
work here.
R. I. Moore, of Green Lake hatchery,
was here Sunday.

ill of measles at

ter.

Arthur Perkins spent his holidays with
his parents in Sandy Point.
Misses Pauline and Josephine Conner
at home from their schools in Surry.

are

Miss Mildred Wardwell is visiting her
aunt, Mrs. Florence Guilford, at Owl’s
Head.
Mrs. Cora Perkins, of Sandy Point, was
a recent guest of her mother, Mrs.
Mary
Perkins.
Archie Perry has returned to Boston
after a visit with his parents, Joseph Perry and wife.

Mias Alice Hall, of Brockton, Mass., is
spending her school vacation with her
GREAT POND.
parents, Dana Hall and wife.
Maurioe Hilton, of Plymouth, Mass.,
Edgar Mclnineh and Mathew LaughUn
got the latest bear.
spent last weak with bis wife, who is with
Claude Archer is at home from Boston, her mother, Mrs. Flora Perkins, for the
winter.
where he has been visiting his brothers.
Miss Grace D. Wardwell, who has been
Hauling wood and getting ice is the
general business. Mr. Maoe has a small in Union several months, has returned to
W. A. Walker’s in Chatlne.
crew cutting stave wood.
Mrs. Isaac D. Dunbar is in New London,
Some of the prominent business men
with Engineer Boucher, have been here in Conn., where she has been called by the
the interest of the new railroad project, illness of her sister, Mrs. Alice Beebe.
Jan. 10.
L.
whieh it is hoped wUl prove a success.
Certainly roads have been buUt in far leas
Every inspiration is a change to greater
promising localities.
E,
Jsn. 8.
duty.
_

ire:

insurano

In companies of established reputation I
O.

W.

TAPLEV,

INSURANCE

BEAL

—

gloom IffflHflftfi

Sour Stomach.

can

offer yon at the lowest rates.

...

ESTATE

Ellsworth, Mo.
INVESTMENTS
—

Real Estate and Insurance
C. W.

F. L. MASON
FOR SALE

The Eastngton Farm, situated on the Surry Boad about 2 miles from Ellsworth. 2 1-2 story
house with ell. 10 finished rooms, lame barn, well 8tied. Wood shed, carriage bouse,
hennery,
all in good repair About oo acres of land, large part of which Is In good condition (or cultivation.
Cuts ten tons of bay which could be easily doubled. Large wood lot Would make a beautiful
summer home. Pleasantly situated and has floe shore privilege on sheltered oove, at the outlet of
Union river, a rare bargain. Price upon application.
THE

QBOEQB

M.

QUANT

CO.,

ELLSWORTH.
BEAL ESTATE.

GENERAL INSURANCE.

The joke is on an editor who went one
evening to report ft party at a home recently blessed with a new baby. He met
his hostess at the door, and alter the
nsoal salnations he asked after the baby’a
health. The lady, who was quite deaf and
■offering with the grip, thought he was
asking after her cold, and answered that
although she usually had one every winter, this was the worst one she ever had;
it kept her awake at night a good deal and
at first confined her to bed. Then, noticing that the newspaper man was getting
nervous, she said she could tell by his
looks that he was going to have one just
like hers, and asked him to go in and sit
down.

THE-

CLARION.
Whether it’s

a

nace—if it is

a

GRINDLE—At Bluehill, Jan 7, to Mr and Mrs
Enoch 8 Grindle, a daughter.
OBER—At Seal Cove, Dec 28, to Mr and Mrs
Winfield S Ober, a daughter.
RUMILL—At West Tremont, Dec 23, to Mr
and Mrs Frank M Rumill, a son.
WOOD—At Ellsworth, Jan 5, to Mr and Mrs
James H Wood, a son.

MARRIED.
ADAMS—BENNETT—At Rockland, Oct 29, by
Rev W O Holman, Mias Ethel Adams to
William Bennett, both of Isle an Haut.
GREENLAW—DOW—At Stonington, Jan 5,
by Rev John P Simonton. Miss Alta H
Gneenlaw to Billings P Dow, both of Ston-

J. P.

fur-

or a

ELD11IDGE,

Main Street,

Ellsworth

DO YOU KNOW BEAKS?
8WASEY BEANPOTS and
crocks are tbe best.
Our
name is on every one. Accept
rno substitutes.
SWA8EV
on sale at all firstolass stores.

^
BEAM POTS are
I. 8WASIV

A CO.,

Portland, Malm

AT CUT RATES

DRUGS

plied at Citjr Prices.
Send for catalogue of
Patent Medicines, Toilet Articles and Rubber Goods

THEARA HILTON &

CO., Portla«d,M«.

ELLSWORTH

Steam Laundry and Bath Rooms.
WO

PAT,

NO

WASHRt.”

All kinds of laundry work done at short notice.
Goods called tor and delivered.

H. B. ESTEY A CO.,
Ellsworth, Me*
Estey Building. State St..

ELECTRICAL 5Sa“*
Full Lines of

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES

ington.

HOLDERNESS- HENDRICK-At Sedgwick,
Jan 8, by
Rev Elisha Sanderson, Miss
Gladys Holderness, to Richard Hendrick,
both of Little Deer Isle.
JONES-CLAPP-At Sedgwick, Jan 1, by Rev
Elisha Sanderson, Miss Kate M Jones, of
Pittsfield, to Cleaves E Clapp, of Brookiin.
JORDAN-BLACK-At Sedgwick, Jan 5, by
Henry W Sargent, esq. Miss Caroline Jane
Jordan, of Bedgwick, to Valerions V Black,
of Brooksville.
LUNT-FARLEY—At West Tremont, Jan 4,
by Rev Alfred Bishop, Miss Evelyn Lunt, of
West Tremont, to Merle A Farley, of Bernard.
ROBINSON-SMITH-At Swan’s Island, Dec
<0, by Rev J O Rutter, Miss Alice E Robinson to Clarence L Smith, both of Swan's
Island.
WALLS—COLE—At filuehill, Jan 6, by Rev R
L Olds, Miss Margaret H Walls, of Eden, to
Allen B Cole, of Bluehill.

range

“Clarion”, it la
■are to meet every requirement.
Made by the Wood Bishop Co*
Bangor. Sold by

BORN.
CHURCHILL—At Orland, Jan 7, to Mr and
Mrs Howard Churchill, a daughter.
CROCKETT—At West Ellsworth, Jan 8, to Mr
to Mr and Mrs Lester Crockett, a daughter.
GRAY—At Stonington, Jan 1, to Mr and Mrs
Stephen W G Gray, a daughter. [Mary Lil-

Warren visited her home

T. C. Nevills expects to be employed in
the woods at North Mariaville this win-

Newell Perkins left Tuesday for Bangor,
where he is employed.

BANGOB, MAINE.

LAKEWOOD.
Miss Isabel

INVESTIGATE!

struction given at Bangor
Commercial School, in same
building, on floor below
Beal School.

Merchants’ Bank Bldg.,
25 Broad St,

Hancock County Porta.
Southwest Harbor—Ar Dec 81, sch Albert J
Lutz (Br), from Digby, N S
Ar Jan 8, sch Hens A Percy,Sid Jan 2, sch Albert J Lutz (Br), for Yarmouth, N S

son was

Tho School for Rosotti

nirana

born to Mr. and Mrs. Albert
Q. Bisson Jan. 5.
A

again, after an

Btnehill, visited

only help students to become good stenographers; but help them
to good positions also.
not

MARINE LIST.

Miss Mabel Wilson has returned to her
school in Brewer.
Milton Werdwell, of
friends here recently.

started Monday

Mrs. Emeline Garland is about again,
after an illness of several days.

out

are

crew

We

Wilbur Crockett is hauling wood tor C.
P. Bennoch.

pocket.

Feb. 22-26.

Hon. L. B. Deasy, wife end daughter
|14,588 41 Blanche left last Saturday for a trip to
Aiken, S. C., where they will epend sev-

78
Court bouse furniture and supplies, 42131
Jail furniture and suppliee,
64 02
Board of prisoners:
82145
Hancock county jail,
5172
Bangor work jail,
8315
Clothing for prisoners,
Medical attendance for prisoners,
K 26
114 81
Lighting, court house end jail,
75 00
Water, court bouse and jail,
708 37
Fuel, court houee and jail,
218 06
Telephone service,
60280
Janitor,
277 77
ftvpreas, portage, telegrams, ate,
28784
Stationary,
Printing, binding and blank books, 887 78
Bond not less,
12 78
State roads In townships,
536 86
884 88
County roads in townships,
Investigation violations of liquor law:
lUlaiw IJOg.
B. A. Flys,
717
Investigation, 1808:
Clarence K. Madden,
434 88
C. A. Richardson,
382 40
Paul W.Boott,
82871
Robie M. Rumill,
14898
N. L. QrindaU,
107 98
P. A. Patten,
183 88
L. U. Bunker,
21882
A D. Brann,
428 88
H. Q. BmaUldgs,
270 30
Ward W. Weaeott,
87 08
P. C. Parkins,
26688
S.P. Wardwali,
848
Judge Western Hauoooh man. court,
42 26
expenses,
220 00
Turnkey,
160 46
Sheriff’s Lncidental>xpenaea,
Book typewriter,
118 60
42 28
Stenographers for probate oonrt,
Indexes in probate court aad|rsgiatry
of deads,
97828
laud damages,
2500
Collection of taxes in townships, due
2600
prior to 1807,
11448
BspairsonBrooksville bridge,
12838
Miscellaneous,

“It was a bead wind wheD we left here
with a fleet of veeeele, and for the first
time the Nellie was out-sailed. A large
six-msster of the Palmer fleet passed us
with ease. We bowed to this very gracefully, tor she was out of our class. But
this was the only time the Nellie wae
‘trimmed’ on the passage from Ellsworth to New York.
“When we got into Long Island sound
we made a harbor in Duck Island roads,
where we fell in with one of those centerboard sound schooners. After I had been
in New York about two weeks, running
around from one ship broker’s offioe to
another, an entire stranger (for this is
the first time I have been here in twentyseven years), I heard the marine men talking about a little, unknown, white
schooner that had ‘trimmed the Qraham’,
one of the fastest on Long Island sound.
I did not let them know who I was, but 1
thought it funny to be in one of the largest commercial ports of the world and
hear so many comments and also have so
many visitors- ten times as many aa there
were in her home town—to see a little vessel that one could almost put in his vest
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Estiaatcs

ea

AND FIXTURES.
Wlrtsf sad Supplies Cbsarfally Ohwa.

MOOR.

ANDREW M.
Estey Building. State St.,

Ellsworth.

RESTAURANT ssfbwsj*

IlkW I rwnnn I
Vegetables from my
farm. Board by day or week. Meal tickets
lor sale.
Handy lor city folka when In a burry.
own

Convenient for out-of-town
•prlng water wrvfd.

Wm.

M.

shopper*.

Pur.

lutlar,

Cor. Main and Hancock Sts.,

Ellsworth

Put* the Stomach in Flue
Shape in Five Minute*.
If your stomach 1* continually kicking up a disturbance; you feel bloated
and distressed; if you belch gas and
sour food Into the mouth, then you
DIED.
need Ml-o-na Stomach Tablets, the
best prescription for indigestion ever
ADAMS—At Green, Kan, Deo 18, Oacar O
written.
Adams, formerly of Ellsworth, aged 67
Mi-o-na stomach tablets give inyears.
stant relief, of courae, but they do BARRON—At Bar Harbor* Jan 6, Robert H
yrofmimul CnU.
Barron, aged 79 years.
more; they drive out the poisonous
FARNHAM-At
N
Jan
that
cause
of
7.
fermentation
food
Poughkeepsie,
1,
gases
Frank W Farnham, formerly of Bucksport,
and thoroughly clean, renovate and
C. E.
aged 42 years.
the
itom.cn
so
that
it
can
strengthen
FRIEND—At Brooksville, Jan 2, Albert P
readily digest food without artificial Friend, aged 69 years, 4 months, 28 days.
aid.
GERRT—At Ellsworth, Jan S, Robert Gerry,
BANGOR,
aged 87 years, 11 months, 6 days.
Mi-o-na stomach tablets are guarAt Dedham. Jan 9, Mrs
anteed to cure indigestion, acute- or GOLDTHWAIT
A
Goldth
8
98
months.
Mary
wait, aged
years,
ohronio, or money back. This means GRAY-At
Bluehlll, Jan 8, Mrs Lissie 8 Gray,
that nervouanea, dizziness and bilousoMPenobscot, aged 47 years, 8 months, 17
will
neas
Druggists
disappear.
H.
everywhere and O. A. Paroher sell GREENLAW—At Ohelsea, Mass, Deo 28,
Thaddeus Greenlaw, of Stonington, aged 89
Ml-o-na for 60o a large box. Test
years.
samples free from Booth's Mi-o-na, QRINDLB—At
AND
Brooksville, Jan 8, Mrs HarOBNKBAL 0LSK1CAL WORK.
Buffalo, N. T.
riet Qrlndle, aged 82 years.
of
the
Union
Both
4
Trust
"I was under the oare of four differAgent
Deposit
Oo., of
KLAGBRTHY—At Bucksport, Jan 4, Oapt
Portland, Me., for furnishing Prohate
ent doctors during nine months and
Daniel R Hagerthy, aged 87 years.
sud Surety Bonds.
was cured of dyspepsia by Mi-o-na." HALL—At
Bucksport, Jan 10, Abigail, widow
of Samuel P Hall, aged 89 years, ll months, Oor. Main and Water Sts. (over Moore's Drag
—Mr. Joseph Grondlne, 197 Fountain
Store), Ellsworth, Me.__
15 days.
Street, Fall River, Mass.
Harrington, Jan 10, Zemro Hall,
Booth’s Pills for oonstipation—35c. HALL—At
aged 74 years.
harry c.
HAYES—At Bar Harbor,
8, Mrs Ellen
Hayes, aged 98 years.
MUROH—At Ellsworth. Jan 7, William 8
March, aged 88 years, 2 months.
RUMILL
At West Tremont, Jan 7, JoseSTREET, ELLSWORTH.
Reed, wife of Frank M Rumill, aged MAIN
I years.
Over Bijou Theatre.
THURSTON-At Rockland, Dec 24, Charles W
Owes catarrh or money back.
Jnst
Thurston, of Tremont, aged 57 years, 17 days.
breathe it in. Complete outfit, including WOOD—At Bluehlll, Jan 9, Robert Parker
Inhaler fil. Extra bottles GOo. Druggists,
Wood, aged 85 years,-2 months, 25 days.
Ml-o-na

DR.

HOLT,

DENTIST.

SCOTT,
ALICE
TTPEWKmN^’ZwOONTINO

DR-

mason,

DENTIST,

—

Shine

subscribers al 101
11 7 post-offices in Hancock county.
Lm HI tn
* drier
papers in the County comA^Jned lo not reach so many. Thk AMERICAN i» not the only paper printed in
Muncoric county, and hat never claimed to
he, but it it the only paper that can property be called a Cocnty paper; all the
rrnt mre merely local papers. The circula**

MERIC AN has

officers: F. E. Blaisdell, president; A. B.
Crr.btree, treasurer; H. H. Havey, secretary.
Vox Popcu.
Jan. 10.

> I 1

SOUTH DEER ISLE.
Branard

NORTH HANCOCK.
Miss Nellie
Ellsworth.

Smith, wbo has been

an

invalid

man; years, is very ill.

Hutchins is employed in

Carl Stanley who baa been visiting bis
ancle, Ralph Buckminster, in 8edg>vick,

Misses Vernie and Marvel Tracy, of
Ncs f The Americas, barring the Bar
Franklin, and Miss Liiaie Tracy, of
Murbor Record's summer list, it larger the Bristol hotel. Sullivan, were recent
%kan that of all the other papers % tinted guests of Mrs. Charles Googins.
fA Hangock county.
Mrs. Chester Bounder and two children
are visting friends at Hancock Point.

COUNTY NEW*

% I;. H *5

is borne.

Mrs. Gustavos Mitchell, who has been
visiting ber sister, Mrs. Otis Oliver, in

Rockland, is borne.
George Robbins wbo has
schooner
Mary Lynch,

been
came

on

the

home

year* ago, when he sold his place
and made bis home with one or another of
his children. Of his largo family of fourteen children, twelve survive him, and,
with the exception of three, all were present at his funeral. Mr. Barron was held
in high estaem by all who knew him, and
his family have the sympathy of all.
Jan.
a

few

10._OSWAN’S ISLAND.

The Bridges Bros', smack, Verna G.,
was
in Portland last week with 3,000
lobsters.
Mrs. Wilbert Stanley was called to
Oceanville last week by the death of her
brother, Thaddena Greenlaw.

of eixtyasven year., two
COUNTY NEW*. I the aye
Bialadell bud been ill from
paralyah
month.

1 Mr.

NORTH PKNOBSOT.
Alfred Saunders, who was taken sodill a short time ago, is rapidly recovering.
J. M. Hutchins, wife and daughter
Chrystal visited their daughter, Mary
Devereux, of West Penobscot, Sunday.

d-nly

Morris Carter and Chandler Hutchins,
who have been attending the seminary

Buclcsport, eatne home Thursday night.
School was suspended until Monday on
at

of some defect in the furnace
which rendered repairs necessary.

account

|
I

o.nyenla!

three year*. He w«* a mao of
disposition, and had a host of friena.
He leaves a widow,* three sons
-Roeem
of Ellsworth; William, of
Lamoine, sm
Maynard, of Brooklln. Mach sympathy h
feit tor the bereaved family.
J*n.

*•_Spec.
M’KINLEY.

Nellie Norwood la- home from
ton.

Mra. Dora Martin is
east Harbor.

visiting

Stoning,

at North-

Mr. Jlelley and daoghter played for ,
Wednesday for the winter.
here Wednesday night.
The death of Mrs. Marietta P. Dorr, dance
in
and
wile
entertained
Small
Vernon
7XMrs. I. W. Stinson and son Basil and which occurred Jan. 2 at the home of her
E. A. Btanley is with Chgt. Martin <*
friends
of
borne
some
their
their pleasant
his lobster smack while Mr. Farley is cotFRANKL1N.
C. E. Scribner, wife and daughter from Stonington and South Deer Isle on Harold Smith have returned to Yarmouth, daughter, Mrs. Flora Croxford, of Brewer,
his winter’s wood.
where Basil and Harold are attending the was a sad and somewhat sudden blow to ting
Mrs. M. J. Springer is quite poorly.
Dorothy, of Green Lake, were week-end New Year’s evening.
Jan. 8.
P. M.
___________
and
here
wife.
academy.
and
her
friends
and
relatives
Butler
of
many
Henry
guests
Miss Fredda Bragdon, is ill of mumps.
The teacher at North Stonington bad
know
of
whom
did
tree
not
Nanonie
council
had
a
Christmas
elsewhere,
who
are
many
Misses Rena and Myra Springer,
the misfortune to lose a watch while
BOOST! Ell*worth Food Fair,
Harry Worcester and wife leave for
and of her serious illness. She was sixty-six
teaching in Lamoine, spent Sunday with coming to her boarding-place to dinner. in Bed Men’s hall for its members
Caribou Thrusday.
Feb. 22 36.
of
and
been
members
of
most
of
her
life
had
Ice-cream
Hockamock
tribe.
wife.
years
and
age,
their parents, David Springer
A search was immediately
made, but
Miss Bernice Dunn will go to Gouldsspent here with her widowed mother, the
watch was the and cake were served.
who has been em- without success. The
Miss
Julia
Sawyer,
boro this week for a visit.
The annual ball and supper In I. O. late Phebe D. Osgood, who for nearly
at Miss Nellie Hutchins’ the past property of Vernon Small.
Thomas Macomber has recovered from ployed
R. M. hsll eras well attended. Music wss forty yean was postmistress of this place
few months, has returned to her home in
of
late
son
the
Tbaddens
Greenlaw,
an attack of chicken pox.
furnished by Stonington band of seven and kept a small general store. The deEben Greenlaw, of OeeanviUe, died in the
EgyptMiss Mildred Worcester is home from
Alton.
pieces. A little over forty fathoms of ceased in early life taught school with exJan. 10.
The
last
week.
hospital in Chelsea, Mass.,
cellent success. She married Otis Marks,
Milo and Bangor, where she has been sevwere received
wampum
funeral
and
the
was
brought here,
body
a well-known business man and teacher,
TRENTON.
eral weeks.
Jan.
10.
Spbc.
The
was
held at OeeanviUe Saturday.
by whom she had one child—Mrs. Flora
The Sunday services of the coast mis- family has the sincere sympathy of
While felling trees last week, Wilson
EAST OBLAND.
M. Croxford, of Brewer, widow of Dr.
Banker broke one leg near the knee. It is sionary at the meetinghouse, Trenton, friends.
Mrs. E. C. Mason has gone to Belfast to Croxford. Mr. Marks died soon after
last Sunday were largely attended, over
a bad fracture.
U.
Jan. 8.
their marriage. Some twenty-five yean
visit her niece, Mrs. Roberta Luce.
service
Unfavorable weather last week inter- eighty being present at afternoon
Miss Marion Abbott, of Buck sport, was ago she married Howard Dorr, of BucluCRANBERRY ISLES.
fered with the union meetings of Pastors and a greater number in the evening.
port, who survives her. She was a most
This town, formerly served
by the
Edward Wedge is working at Islesford. the guest of Mias Bernice Mason over
Bromley and Mayo.
devoted daughter, wife and nAitber, and
Methodist church, the Ellsworth pastor
Sunday.
Frank Johnson and wile are on a week’s
Eugene Banker has been soliciting for
won many friends and held them.
She
them, has been sadly neglected
Mias Pauline Bod well, of Hyde Park,
electric lighting among our townspeople, visiting
visit in Oloocester, Mass.
gave to the church of her means, and was
for years. Coast Missionary MacDonald,
has returned to her'home after a
Maas.,
and has secured several subscribers.
kind to the poor. She was most tenMiss Lena Liacomband her sister Mattie
after calling on many of the families and
week’s visit at W. L. Wentworth’s.
Dr. S. S. DeBeck installed officers of
Much of the chronic lameness
derly cared for by her husband and
learning the conditions of affairs, feels that are visiting friends and relatives this
Charles
Snow
and Miss Hallie Snow, of
foresters court at Goulds boro and Sor- it the Methodists are not able to care for week.
in horses is due to neglect
daughter in her last illness, and they most
visited
his
rento Monday and Thursday evenings of this
BluehilL,
brother, G. H. Snow, keenly feel her loss.
See that your horse is not al.
field, the people ought to be enGeorge W. Bulger spent Saturday and
last week.
Saturday and Sunday.
Jan. 10.
H.
lowed to go lame.
couraged to unite with the Baptists of Sunday at the home of L. R. Bunker and
Keep Sloan's
Clarence Grindle and wife went to the
“X. E. C. 1909” on yellow' ribbon is the tbier town, that a pastor might be em- wife at Sutton.
liniment on hand and apply at
BROOKS vims.
the first sign of stiffness.
village Sunday to visit Mrs. Grindle’s
distinguishing badge of that popular or- ployed in the whole town. "It is a sad
It's
Capt. E. C. Rosebrook, who has spent a
condition of affairs,” says Mr. MacDonald,
Charles Gordon, who is quite ill.
Mn. F. H. Billings, who has been ill,
ganization. The last meeting with Mrs. “when the people
wonderfully penetrating
goes
of a town are deprived week with his son Gilbert, returned to brother,
L. T. Bunker was enjoyable, as usual.
relieves the
Charles Gibbs has gone to Stacyville on is ranch better.
of proper pastoral oversight because they Northeast Harbor Saturday.
right to the spot
B.
Jan. 10.
are divided into two denominations. Over
soreness
limbers up the joints
business connected with the Bah hatchery.
The Brooksville cornet band went to
who
has
Miss
three
Lucy Leavitt,
spent
twenty rode on a big team to attend the
and makes the muscles clastic
W. D. Leach has bought the Churchill Sedgwick Tuesday evening to play at the
WEST FRANKLIN.
services, and the people in both churches weeks with her sister, Mrs. Perley Stanley,
and pliant
seem united and anxious for someone to
masonic
and
is
installation.
extensive
for
her
home
in
Belfast.
place
left Thursday
making
repairs.
Irvin Springer is in Seal Harbor on
preach to them.”
10.
Jan.
M.
Here’s the Proof.
Ralph Roberts and Mrs. O. M. Gray, of
business.
J. C. Crosby and wife have returned
Sooth Brooksvllle, went to Boston Tuesfrom Nova Scotia, where they spent the
Mr. G. T. Robert* of Rosaca, Gx.f
Another store has been broken into, but
LAMOIXE.
SEDGWICK.
R.F.D. No. f. Box
writes:
I havo
day to meet Mr. Gray.
holidays with Mrs. Crosby’s relatives.
nothing missed.
Miu Myra Dority is visiting friends in
Mrs. Myra Young is spending a few days
used your Liniment on * bone for
Harold Herrick and wile, of Bloebill,
Mrs. Matilda Spurling is very ill of Portland.
Charles E. Dwelley is hauling wood (or with Mrs. F. L. Hodgkins.
ney and effected a thorough cure. 1 alwere guests of Mr. Herrick's sister, Mrs.
so removed a spavin on n male.
This
pneumonia. She is the oldest person in
Hiram A. Butler.
Franlc W. Eaton, who has been ill, is L. H.
Mrs. Aribine Wooster, of Hancock, is
spavin was as large at * guinea egg. In
Billing, over Sunday.
town, and her many friends hope lor "'her
Will Rollins is catching pickerel and visiting Mrs. C. M. Stratton.
abont again.
my estimation the beat remedy for LameThe friends of Mrs. Viola (Haskell) Gray
recovery.
ness and soreness is
shipping them to Boston.
Mrs. G. 8. Bridges has gone to Eden for were saddened at the news of her death
Miss Flora Stratton spent Saturday and
Jan. 10.
Roonet.
Harry Grey has moved his blacksmith Snnday at Hancock, guest of Miss Myra
a short stay.
at Cape Rosier. Sympathy is felt for her
WEST EDEN.
shop and is getting out bases.
Springer.
Rev. E. A. Davis, ex-pastor of this
wo orphaned daughters.
Charles E. Smith has a new horse and is
School began Monday, Jan. 3, taught by church, now State evangelist, is expected
Mr. McCartney, of Eilswortn, has purEdgar L. Roberts accompanied his
wood.
Teams
are
in
demand
at chased the place owned by Emery Curtis, Mrs. Maud Trask.
banling
to occupy the pulpit here next Sunday.
daughter Beatrice to Skowhegan Saturpresent.
and moved his family here laat week.
Madeline Mosley is the guest of Nathan He will assist the pastor, Mr. Sanderson, day, where she is to attend school. Mr.
Wood is beiug hauled to the mill. It is
in a series of evangelistic meetings.
Rev. P. A. A. Killam, of Ellsworth, de- Richardson and wife at Hull’s Cove.
Roberta arrived home Wednesday.
expected that sawing will commence livered an interesting and helpful sermon
Dr. R. E. Hagertby went to Bucksport
Congratulations are extended to Pastor
A. P. Friend died Sunday of kidney
before long.
in the Baptist church Sunday afternoon.
Lorimer and wife on th^arrival of a little Saturday to attend the funeral of his trouble. He had been ill some time and
Mr. H. M. Gibbs,at Lawrence, Kaos..
R.F.D. No. j, writes: —* Your LiniThe trains are late almost every day, and
Daniel
R.
John Hodgkins, who has had employ- daughter—Phyllis
brother, Capt.
Hagertby, wbo the end was not unexpected. He was
Mildred^
ment is the best that 1 have ever u«ed.
in consequence mails at West Franklin ment in
died
last
week.
cared for during his illness by his only
Concord, N. H., came Saturday to
The Christmas concert, which was postI had a mare with an abscess on her neck
nxe from twenty-four to forty-eight hours
Jan. 10.
H.
and one 50c. bottle of Sloan's Liniment
spend a few weeks with his father, D. D. poned on account of the severe storm Dec.
daughter, Mrs. Bentley G. Grindle. BeJate.
entirely cured her. I keep it 1 round all
sides a wife, who is ill, he had no other
Hodgkins.
28, wsb held Sunday evening, Jan. 2. The
the time for galls and small swellings
CAPE ROSIER.
The embrodery club met with Mrs.
Jan. 10.
B.
near relatives. Funeral was held at the
; exercises were especially fine, and great
and tor everything about the stock.”
Misses Venia and Kate Haskell went to home Wednesday at 2
<3eorge Springer Wednesday. On their
credit
is
due
Miss
Eleanor
and
m.
Interment
at
Kittredge
p.
There is to be a dance at the town hall
Sloan's Liniment
Boston
way home the ladies had a thrilling adLakeside
Octa
Monday.
who
had
of
the
Hamor,
cemetery.
charge
proThursday evening, Jan. 13. Music by
will kill a spavin,
venture-they met a cow!
Jan.
7.
Mrs.
Fred
Carver
returned
A.
gram.
from
PennWilson's orchestra.
curb or splint, re.Jan. 10,
Ch'e’er.
The funeral of Arden Peach, who was sylvania Saturday.
duce wind puffs and
SORRY.
S. D. Gray is visiting his son, L. F. Gray,
BOOST! Ellsworth Food Fair, drowned in Eagle lake Christmas day,
swollen joints, and
'WEST SULLIVAN.
while skating, took plack at the home of at South Brooksville.
Mrs. Oelestia Gasper and son, Capt. Euis a sure and speedy
Mibs Susie E. Over is a guest at the
Feb. 22-20.
his grandparents, T. B. Knowles and wife,
Mrs. Louisa Gray is visiting her son, gene, have arrived home from Somerville.
remedy for fistula,
borne of H. H. Havey.
Wednesday, Dec. 29. Rev. Mr. Jobe, of Oapt. Ernest Gray, at Oastine.
Lester Kane, who is employed at Bar
sweeney, founder
Hull’s Cove, officiated. Interment in
Charles Clapham, of Boston, spent a
NORTH LAMOINB.
and thrush.
Eugene Jordan gave a supper and dance Harbor during the summer months, is
Mountain V iew cemetery.
few days at his old home recently.
Luther Leach and wife, of Bar Harbor,
at the caaino Saturday evening.
spending the winters! home.
6.
Jan.
M.
Z. H. Wilbur has returned after a two were recent guests of Mrs. Leach's sister,
Price 60c. and $1.00
Mn. Isaiah M. Conary, having spent the
Allie Howard and wife, of Waterbury,
weeks’ sojourn in Franklin and vicinity.
Mrs. Henry Linscott.
past four months at West Lynn, Maas.,
Iwnwt. Mttl«, thvvp
Conn., are viaiting Orlando Howard.
ATLANTIC.
Mrs. W. B. Phillips, of Hancock, was a
with her son, R. E. Conary, has returned
State Master C. 8. Stetson, who was inJan. 8.
G.
L. V. Joyce is building a thirty-six foot
#uest of Mrs. G. M. Farnsworth Sunday. vited here to install officers of the grange boat (or Colson
much
in
health.
home,
improved
Bobbins, ol Opechee.
Dr. Sul 8. Sloan,
ISLES FORD.
B. Morton Havey is visiting his grand- on Tuesday evening last, was the guest of
The town was saddened | by the death of
Mr. and Mrs. Coolen, who have been
Mm, Ksm, U.fcA.
Mrs.
E.
F.
W.
H. Moore ahd wife, at ProsYoung.
parents,
Janie*
left
tor
on Thursday, Dec. 31, at
Southwest
Sprague
Henry
Blaisdell,
to-day
friends
returned
to
Sunset
visiting
here,
pect Harbor.
Grace Eleanor, wife of Harry C. Young, Monday.
Harbor to cut wood.
Josephine Bunker has resumed her du- a former resident of this town, died at
R. K. Stanley, who is attending Shaw’s
L. E. Joyce has sold his boat to William
ties as teacher at Northeast Harbor, after their home in Portsmouth, N. H., Jan. 3.
of Frenchboro. He will build him- business college in Portland, was at home
Teal,
Mr. Young has the sympathy of a large
s vacation at home.
self a larger boat, with some improve- lor a snort vacation last week.
A whist club has been organized and circle of friends here in his bereavement. | ments.
Mr. Norton, one of the members of the
Jan. 10.
Y.
I
beld its first meeting Saturday evening,
Austin Joyce, Evelyn Butter and Goldie life-saving crew, has moved his family
with an attendance of twenty.
MT. DESERT.
Staples, who have been at home for their from Baker’s island, where they have
Vera Smith has returned to Farmington,
been residing since early fall, to the house
Everett Blanchard is at home for a vacation, have returned to their respective
where she is attending school. She was
formerly occupied by Augustus Spofford.
schools.
while.
called home by the serious illness of her
Jan.10.
8.
Seth Joyce has contracts to build three
John
W.
Somes
is
a shingle maadding
mother, Mrs. Bradbury Smith, who is regasoline boats for the fishing business the
chine to his plant.
NORTHEAST HARBOR.
•ooveridg rapidly.
and is talking with other
Franklin Leland and William Ward coming winter,
The Granite Producers’ association held
Mrs. Frank Dorr is in very poor health.
He anticipates a busy winter.
parties.
have a job at Seal Harbor catting stone.
ats annual meeting at Crabtree & Havey’s
Harrison Kimball has closed his store
Mrs. A. C. Smith, who is in Bockland
store Tuesday, and elected the following
Capt. Lester Pray imbuilding a motor
and gone away for the winter.
boat. Capt. Pray does a large business with her husband, who is taking medical
Mr. CofBn, of Bangor theolgical semiduring the summer months taking out treatment, came home for a day Thursday.
It is expected that Mr. Smith will be able nary, is supplying the pulpit of the
and
pleasure parties
freighting.
Baptist church.
to return home Monday.
for Feeble Old People, Delicate
Jan.10.
J. C.
Weak, Run-down
Jan. 8.
Mrs. Charles Martin, of McKinley, with
B.
and to Counteract Chronic
little daughter Dorothy, is visiting her
OAK POINT.
Coughs, Coldt and
GOTT’S ISLAND.
is because it combines the two most
aunt, Mrs. Francis Bartlett.
Urs. Shsan Colson is very ill of heart
world-famed
Mrs. Holsey Moore, who has been ill
Jan. 10.
B.
trouble.
of asthma, is improving.
ofCod Liver Oil and Tonic
Samuel Gray and Leland Morton have
INDIAN POINT.
Iron, without oil or grease,
Mrs. Edwin M. Joyce, of Atlantic, is
familiar Feature Well Known gone to Brownville to work in the woods.
with every one.
her
Mrs.
Mrs.
Nettie
is
Moore.
her
visiting
son
daughter.
Higgins
Philip
visiting
Mrs.
Remick
Ethelyn
pleasantly
to Hundreds of Ellsworth
John M. Driscoll is spending a few Frank at Bar Harbor.
W® return your money without
entertained a party of friends Saturday
tfsVinol
qua
weeks la Boston, the guest of his sisters,
Mrs. John Abram, who has been very
*•* not
Citizens.
evening.
all we Aim for it.
Mae and Sarah Driscoll.
ill of measles, is fast recovering.
Rev. A. P. MacDonald held services in
In the cold wave this week the mercury
GEO. A.
School commenced Monday, with Miss
Goose Cove church Sunday afternoon
Ellsworth.
dropped to 8 below zero, a point aeldom Paula Williams, of Qardiner, as teacher.
and evening.
reached at the island.
Jan. 10.
Capt. Leroy Walls, who has employment
C.
A familiar harden in every home.
Miss Bessie Young, of Corea, who is at Trenton, spent Sunday at his home
MARLBORO.
'The harden of a “bad back”.
teaching here, is boarding with Mrs. Vina here.
Mrs. Nahum Hodgkins is quite poorly. Moore at the Hillside.
Jan. 10.
A lame, a weak or an aching back
B.
The people of Gott’s Island greatly apMiss Eunice Coggins, of Lamoine, is
'Telia yon of kidney ilia.
SEAL HARROR.
with Mrs. Clara Ford, who is ill.
preciated the Chriatmaa gift by Charles
Doan's Kidney Pill* will core you.
Ralph Woreeater, who is ill of tonsilitis,
K. Ovingten and wife, of New York, of
Shirley Hodgkins, who has been emHere ia EUaworth testimony to prove it:
is improving slowly.
ployed at Mapleton since September, is sixty-four volumes of nicely-bound books,
Mrs. John L. Smith, EUaworth Falls,
as a starter for a public
Charles Southard spent Sunday with
library. Mr. and
home.
Mrs. Ovington are the owners of Calico his
Ellsworth, Me., says: “1 cannot say too
sister, Mrs. Vesta Clement.
Mrs. Hannah Copp, of Trenton, on Sat- Bock cottage.
orach in lavor of Doan’s Kidney PUls, aa
The young people gave a suprise party
called
on her sister, Mrs. Abbie
Jan.
7.
urday
Chips.
they have been of the greatest benefit to
A good cup of coffee has as much to do with it as
to Miss Maude Eddy Saturday evening.
who is ill.
any one thing,
one. 1 had trouble from my kidneys for a Bowden,
PRETTY MABSH.
Mr*. Warren Smallige, who hat been
Jan.
10.
in
Asa.
me to work in the
at peace with the world.
long time, evidenced by • dull, heavy
C. W. Moffett has returned from a visit visiting in Bangor, has returned home for'
•ehe ia the smaU of my back. I also had
WEST HANCOCK.
“And friend I can tell you this, She
to friends in Massachusetts.
the winter.
does knowhow
dizzy spells and feelings of distress in my
C. P. Graves is in Boston'.
Jan. 10.
Elk a.
School reopened Jan. 3 with a new
to make
coffee. In my
Hoad accompanied by an irregularity in
I've been a traveling man
Harvey, youngest child of Monroe Mc- teacher— dintoiyE. Gray, of Center.
the passage of the kidney secretions. 1
SEAL COVE.
covering eleven states; have been served coffee in every conceivJan. 3.
G.
dozily read shoot Doan's Kidney Pills, Farland and wife, is very ill.
Mrs. P. S. Bobbins it ill.
of
and psoemred a box at Whitcomb, Haynes
able
and lunch room
Irving McFarland, who has been emThe remains of Robert H. Barron, a
and this cup
C. M. Reed, who has been quite ill, is
A Oeu’s drug store. They freed me of the ployed in Portland, is at home.
former resident of this plaoe, were buried
and
a half of T & K
blended
somewhat
better.
coffee
that greets me at
fcaoknche right away and regulated the
Daniel Galliaon, of Hancock, is with here on Sunday. Mr. Barron died on Jan.
Much sympathy is felt forth rank Rurnlll
home
table
is
passage of the kidney secretions. I have his daughter, Mrs. Pearl McFarland.
6 at the home of his daughter, Mra. WashCoffae
that la Coffee.”
my
lakaathe remedy three or four times since
Jan. 7.
burn McFarland, at Bar Harbor, of heart in the lost of his wife, who died Jan. 7,
Sumac.
If you would like
Wife’s
for agood
coffee,
when I have noticed that my kidneys
failure. He was seventy-nine years of after a two-weeks illness. The young
warn not anting properly, and 1 have never
us a line; we mail it free of
age. Mr. Barron came here from England mother leaves an infant son, born Dec. 23.
Jan. 10.
■sited to get relief. Doan’s Kidney Pills
h.
fifty-five years ago, and resided here until
THURSTON &
are a asoeedy that era be relied upon.”
Maine.
*
Foley’s Kidney Bestedy will cure say case
Hev. I. w. Williams Testifies
far sals by all dealers. Price 80 cents.
of kidney or bladder trouble that la Bet beY«e
Hev. I. W. Williams, Huntington, W. Va.,
Hearse Mllhnrn Oo., Bufialo, Maw Fork,
the
reach
of
medicine. It invtRorstea
writes us as follows: “This is to certify that yond
the entire system and strengthens the kid*om.~
cmpiii—IF YOU INSIST—•< you
hole agents for the United Bates.
I used Foley s Kidney Remedy for nervous
neys so they eliminate the imparities from
exhaustion and kidney trouble, and am free to the blood.
TUT A Kte«(Uut YELLOW PACKAOB, aid T4kK
Bsmsmbsr the name—Dora’s—and take
Backache, rheumatism,
“7 that Foley’s Kidney Remedy will do all and bladder trouble* are all cured kidney
by this
aa other.
Fitnrk an food paadocti which hr, buo— Jw andud far
yon claim for it.” G. A. Pascals.
great medicine. O. A. Pasoans.
€tawmtn Neves

see

Thomas Macomher and John Williams,
of Franklin, were recent guests of Mrs.
Clarence Stratton.

~
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THE REASON WHY

ViTibl

IS THE BEST STRENGTHENING TON

Know it Well.

Children,

Persons,
Bronchitis,

!■■■■■

medicinal,"strinigtlieninglTIoJIynHnlSTngelements

)^£fj»ggdjjtndagrees
accomplish

PARCHER, Druggist,

TkgMxfejuyS
sending

morning

certainly

good

day,

_

style

dining

imaginable,

perfectly

“My

drop

Recipe”
cupof
charge.
KINGSBURY, Bangor,
a1ld)roB.lM<lT*Kco<Mkw«lwMtfcyil«.

COUNTY NEWS.

f

OOST! Ellnrorth Food Fair,
Feb. 28-20.
BLCEHILL.

Thorn** Grieve mi in Ellsworth Mon-

fday.

[

is at the BlueHay Hinckley, of Boston,
blll bon**.
Eoyene Mirick returned from Hew
York Jan. 4.
Miss Lena Maddooka spent tbs holidays
with Mis* Adelaide Pearson, in Brookline,
Mass.
Thomas I. Hinckley, wife and two children are visiting relative* in Fell River,
Boston and Chelae*, Maas.

Addle Gray;
treasurer, Susie Abbott;
chaplain, Louis Hortell; warden, Etta
Stover; conductor, Mabel Webster; L G.,
Hannah Sargent; O. G., Ernest Osgood;
R. and L. S. N. G., Elisa Herrick, Mina
Parker.
After the installation, ISO sat down to
tbs well-fllled{tables in the banquet hall.
Phase installations am always very enjoyable ioocaa ions.
Jan. 10.

_M.
SOUTHriBURRY.

Eversrd

Young la

home for the winter.

Henry Young and wife

am

Young’s for a visit.
Mias EvelynJ.Hamblen,

at Edward

who has been

COUNTY NEWS.
BUCKS PORT.
Frank W. Farnbam, a former Buckaport boy, died in Poughkeepsie, N. Y.,
Saturday, Jan. 1, aged forty-two years. Mr.
Fern bam left Bnckeport about twenty
years ago and went to Boeton. From there
be went to Yonkers, where he eetabltahed
the printing department of the Waring
Company and was at Its head for some
time. Later he became purchasing agent,
which position he held until he was
obliged to glee it up on account of 111
health about three years ago. He leaves
a widow and one daughter.

leaching hem has returned to her home in
Btonlngtoa.
Clifford Coggins returned to Biuehill
academy last week, and Mm. Curtis Young
Miss Leighton arrived from her home in to Pretty Marsh.
Harrington Jan. 8, to begin the winter
Mm. Grant, of Sorry, who has been
tern of grammar school Jan. 10.
keeping house tor F. H. Harden some
who
has
bean
H.
W.
McBride,
Rev.
months, returned to her home Saturday.
away on a two weeks’ vacation, oocopied Mm. M. A. McCollum, of Mllbrldge, has
church
the
of
taken her place.
Congregational
the pulpit

Oapt. Daniel B. Hagertby died suddenly
at hie home here Thursday, Jan. 6. Ha
had been In poor health for some time and
about two weeks ago came home, saying
that he did not expect to go to sea again.
He was born in Sorry fifty-seven years
ago, one of a well-known Hancock county
family. He leaves a wife and one son,
Dr. A. B. Hagertby, of Ashland. CSpt.
Hagertby bad been a successful shipmaster all hla life. His last command
Jan. 9.
Them will be an old-fashioned donation was the schooner
Sedgwick, of Boston,
I. W. Dow sod wife spent a few days party at J. Cunningham’s Thursday even- which he took about nine
years ago and
with #. C. Co nary and wife in Bucksport ing, Jan 13, to raise, money to make np
had been sailing in the southern and offlast week, and attended Peary’* lecture what is due on the salary of the minister shore trade.
in Bangor.
for the last quarter of the year. A supper
The President has named John Q.
Robert P. Wood, a respected eitlsen of will be served,and a good time is anticiWood, formerly of Buckeport, to be consul
at
the
of
died
Jan.
pated.
9,
the town,
age
of the United States at Venice, Italy. Mr.
The family of R. A. Coggins was treated Wood has been connected with the
eighty-one years and three months. He
conwas the last of Robert Haskell Wood’s deto a surprise party Dec. 28. There were sulate at
Milan, where James E. Dunning
scendants to bear the family name. One about twenty-five present, and the even- was
formerly stationed as consul, for
sister, Mrs. Catherine H. Osgood, at the ing passed pleasantly with games and about a
year post, and his appointment
Fruit and confectionery were to Venice is in
age uf eighty-seven years, lives in Ceredo, mnslc.
the nature of a promotion
West Va., among her children and grand- served. Such gatherings of friends and
in the service. Mr. Wood has been in the
children. Although living alone and afar neighbors shorten the winter and keep a consul service but a
comparatively short
from bis nearest relatives, Mr. Wood had kindly feeling alive.
time, but bis advancement has been rapid.
the best of care and attention given him
Jan 10.
Tbaxp.
For many years after graduating from the
by his neighbors(and friends in his last
East
Msine Conference seminary at
NORTH SEDGWICK.
illness.
The annual meeting of James A. GarHeld W. R. C., was held Jan. 1, and the following officer* were installed: President,
Mrs. Abble Billings; senior-vice-presi-

Dalits Carter it very ill.
Mrs. Annie G. Allen it very ill.
Mrs. Mildred Wetael, who bat been ill,
it better.

Bucksport

and

university,

Wesleyan

Mr. Wood was engaged in teaching and
later became interested in sugar plantations in Hawaii while a resident of
Honolulu. Returning to this country he
dent, Mar/Waecott; Junior vice-president,
M. Allen, who was in Bangor took a course at the Harvard law school
George
Mary Peters; treasurer, Chrrie Snowman; laat week, it home.
and was admitted to the bar, but has not
chaplain,
secretary, Gertrude stover;
practiced his profession extensively,
El
wbo
hat
been
Mra.
R.
A.
visiting
well,
Augusta Osgood; conductor, Hannah Barhaving shortly entered the consul service
borne
her
New
returned
ton In
York,
after taking high rank in civil service
gent; guard, Edith Kane; patriotic inSaturday.
structor, Eliza Herrick; musician, Florexamination. Mr. Wood and his wife,
Mra. G. M. Allen and daughter Eatber who was Enrichetta
ence Merrill; assistant conductor, Nettie
Qodard, a famous
it
the
are
Hebron.
Mitt
Eatber
at
at
Leach; assistant guard, Sadie Snowman;
vocalist, were in Bucksport for a long stay
color-bearers, Nettie Bettel, Emma Bar- sanitarium.
in the summer of 1806, Mrs. Wood going to
Mitt Abbie L. Elwell, who hat been in Italy in the fall for further study. It is
rett, Etta Stover, Ada Townsend; press
corespondent, Alice Butler. Mrs. Nettie Portland and New York tinee September, reported that she ip to sing in grand
Bettel installed the officers In a very ac- returned bAroe last week with her mother. opera at Maples this winter.
ceptable manner. Mrs. Eliza Hinckley, She will spend a few weeks with her
who has faithfully served a* president for' titter, Mrs. Annie G. Allen, wbo it ill.
WEST BROOKSVUXE.
two years, was presented with a past-rank
Ran.
Jan. 10.
The ladies’ circle was entertained by
badge. After the installation the corps
BROOKUN.
Mrs. John Fsrnham Thursday.
and post Joined in a banquet served to the
members of both organizations and inMitt Rachel Cole waa in Bluehill last
Jerome P. Tapley, jr., has been laid np
week.
vited guests.
for a week, having stuck a rusty nail in
__

ragraLLeTioHS.

There was a Joint public installation of
Odd Fellows and Rebekahs last Thursday
evening. The installing officers were
District Deputy E. H. Bridges and Orand
Marshal Bracy, of Brooklin, for the Odd
Fellows lodge, and D. D. P. Annie Qray,
of Ellsworth, with D. D. M. Belle B.
Bridges, of Brooklin, for the Rebekahs.
The officers are as follow*:
Biuehill lodge-N. Q., Albion Saunders;
V. G., George Morse; secretary, Frank
Greene; treasurer, I. E. Stanley; chaplain,
J. H. Morse; warden, Horace Herrick;
conductor, Arthur Herrick; I. G., Frank
Stover; O. G-, Morton Gray; scene supporters, Alonzo Witham, E. E. Fullerton;
K. and L. 8. N. G., Ernest Osgood, Austin
Parker; R. and L. H. V. G., Roscoe Grin-

Bert Marks

came

borne

from New York

Tuesday.
A.

£. Farnsworth returned from Boston

Wednesday.
Eugene Kane hat purchased the Smith
Watson farm.

Maynard Blaisdell and wife have returned trom Surry.
Alton Herrick and Mahlon Hill returned

his right toot.
William Davis will move his family this
week into the house recently purchased of
Domingo Smith.
Mrs. William Stevens was called to
Brewer Friday by the critical illness of
her sister, Miss Rose Saunders.

Frederick Hawes, little son of Fred
Hawes, injured his left eye severely last
Wednesday, t?y failing against a sewing
to Colby college to-day.
machine key.
E. H. Bridges and wife were at Bluehill
During the gale here last Tuesday
and Ellsworth last week.
morning, several motor boats sank at their
Miss Cooper, of Mac hiss port, is the
moorings, several small boats were damguest of Mrs. Moulton Cooper.
aged and a few of the fish weirs were
Victor Gott and family have returned wrecked.
from Boothbey, where they have been visINSTALLATIONS.
iting friends.
The joint installations of Gov. Brooks
Use Femme.
Jan. 10.
lodge of Odd Fellows and Cecelia lodge of
die, Ingersoll McIntyre.
Rebekahs were held Friday evening.
Rebekah lodge—N. Q
Beulah Osgood;
PENOBSCOT.
The officers of the Odd Fellows lodge, inSadie
financial
secretary,
secretary,
Snow;
Mrs. Llewellyn Gray died at the home stalled by District Deputy Franklin Farof her sister, Mrs. Boltins Grnv, in Bluerow, are as follows:
Jlramianwiut
of fortyN. G., John Jones; V. G.,Irving Cousins;
! bill Monday, Jen. 3, at the age
I seven years. Mrs. Gray had been in poor secretary,
Barker Blodgett; treasurer,
health for some time, bat not until a few
Fred J. Perkins; R. L., Ivan Farnham; L.
weeks ago was it realized the end was near.
8., Walter Novella; cbaplain, Albert
Everything that loving hands could do Wilson; I. G., Benjamin Jones; O. G.,
Her death causes sorrow in the
was done.
Henry Young.
home and in the community. Mrs. Gray
The officers of the Rebekahs, installed
all
who
knew
and
was
loved
respected by
F. Q. Moore Offers a Remby District Deputy President Annie Gray,
her. Always patient and cheerful, ready
of Ellsworth, with Grand Marshal Belle
The and willing to do for others, she lived a Bridges assisting, are: N. G., Flossie M.
edy for Catarrh.
life of usefulness and self-sacrifice and
V. G., Mrs. Einnie Blake; secrescattered sunshine along the pathway of Jones;
Medicine Costs Nothlife. The trials of life she bore bravely tary, Mrs. Katherine Davis; treasurer,
and cheerfully. .She leaves a husband, on Miss Nellie Jones; warden, Lora Farnwhom the blow falls heavily, two daughing if it Fails.
ham; conductor, Mrs. Einnie B. Arey;
ters, one sun, three sisters and one broth1
interment was at Mt. Rest cemetery. chaplain, Inez A. Stevens; I. G., Mrs.
When a medicine effects a successful er.
Izetta H. Tapley; O. G., Allen M. StewSpec.
Jan. 5.
treatment in a very large majority of cases,
art.

30 Years of Success.

when

offer that medicine on our
BLL'EHJiX. FALLS.
own personal guarantee that it will cost
the nser nothing if it does not completely
Lyman Kane in In Surry smelting.
relieve catarrh, it is only reasonable that
A. B. Conary left for New York to-day.
people should believe us, or at least put
Mrs. I. 8. Candage is the guest of Mrs.
our claim to a practical test when we take
(
F. Candage.
G.
all the risk. These are tacts which we
Austin Chatto is in Portland in the
want the people to substantiate.
We
automotile school.
want them to try Rexall Mucu-Tone, a
Mrs. Rufus Chatto spent Sunday with
medicine prepared from a prescription of
her mother, who is still very ill.
a physician with whom catarrh
was a
Ross llall is bow watch on the steamer
specialty, and who has a record of thirty
Richard Peck, running on Long Island
years of enviable success to his record.
We receive more good reports about sonnd.
,
Crumbs.
fiezall Mucu-Tone than we do of all other
Jan. 10.
catarrh remedies sold In our store, and if
EAST BLUEHILL.
more people only knew what a thoroughly
dependable remedy Rexall Mucu-Tone is,
Emery J. Carter is ill.
it would be the only catarrh remedy we
Miss Vandelia Carter, of Sedgwick,
would have any demand for.
visited friends here Sunday.
Rexall Mncu-Tone la quickly absorbed
Mrs. Lillie Johnson, of Bluehill, is
and by Its therapeutic effect tends to disher
few weeks here with
infect and cleanse the entire mucous 1spending a
C. Long and wife.
membraneous tract, to destroy and re- 1brother, E.
The Willing Workers thank the ladies
move the parasites which injure the membraneous tissues, to soothe the irritation of the social library at Bluehill for the
of books received at Christmas lime.
and heal the soreness, stop the mucous gift
l
K.
Jan. 10.
discharge, build up strong, healthy tissue and relieve the blood and system of
WEST BURRY.
diseased matter.
Its influence is toward
stimulating the muco-cells, aiding digesM. G. Saunders is critically ill.
tion and improving nutrition until the
All regret the sad news of the death of
whole body vibrates with healthy activ(
Daniel R. Hagerthy, of Bucksport,
In a comparatively short time it Capt.
ity.
of this place.
(
formerly
about
a
in
noticeable
brings
weight,
gain
Mrs. Mary E. Saunders and Fred K.
color
of
and
strength, good
feeling
buoyof Bucksport, were called here
1
Saunders,
ancy.
1
the serious illness of M. G. Saunders.
We urge you to try Rexall Mucu-Tone, by
Jan. 10.
beginning a treatment to-day. At any
time you are not satisfied, simply oome
A TRAVELLING SALESMAN
and tell us, and we will quickly return
H. F. Beers,S17-7th Ave., Peoria, 111., writes:
with kidor
without
your money
question
quibble. “1 have been troubled for sometime
at times I could
We have Rexall Mucu-tone in two sixes, ney trouble, so severely
scarcely carry my grips. After using one
50 cents and fl.00. Remember you can bottle of Foley’s Kidney Pills I have been enand cheerfully recommend
obtain Rexall Remedies in Ellsworth only tirely relieved,
them to all.” Foley’s Kidney Hilo are healat our store —The Rexall Store. E. O. ing and antiseptic and will retore health and
G. A. Paacaas.
1strength.
1
Moons, cor. opp. postoffice.
and

we

Tompson.

Jan..10.
EAST SURRY.
Jerome Young lost
horses last week

one

of his work

All regret to hear of the serious illness
of J. F. Staples at the village.
Bmelt fishermen have been getting
very good catches the past week.
Mrs. C. C. Johnson fell on the ice last
week, and sustained severe bruises.
The

Mrs. Lizzie Conary has returned home,
after several months spent with her son,
R. E. Conary, at Lynn, Mass.
with sadness the people of this
learned of the death of Capt. Daniel
Hagerthy. of Bucksport. Both he and
his wife were born and reared in this
town, where they have hosts of friends.
Mrs. Hagerthy was Miss Clara Bellatty.
Much sympathy is felt for her and her
son, Dr. Herbert Hagerthy.
C.
Jan. 10.
It

was

town

__

“Queer case, this. Four years ago a
fellow got into an argument with another
fellow and was forced to swallow his
words.” “Well?” “Now they have just
removed a small dictionary from his left
side.”

CHILDREN WHO ARE SICKLY.
Mothers who value their own comfort and
the welfare of their children, should never be
without a box of Mother Gray’s Sweet Powders for Children, for use throughout the
season.
They Break up Colds, Cure Feverishness, Constipation, Teething Disorders, Head*
THE8E POWache and Stomach Troubles.
DERS NEVER FAIL. Sold by all Drug Stores,
26c. Don't accept anyjubatitute. A trial package will be sent FREE to any mother who will
address Allen 8. Olmsted, Le Roy, N. Y.
It is a dangerous thing to take a cough
medicine containing opiates that merely stifle
Foley’s
your cough instead of curing it.
Honey and Tar loosens and cures the cough
and expels the poisonous germs, thus preventing pneumonia and consumption. Refuse substitutes and take only the genuine
Foley’s Honey and Tar in the yellow package.
G. A. Pauchek.

A WOMAN’S WOMAN,
B/ ALMA SWARTZ.
tCopyrlfhl. 1909, by American Preu Aasoelation.]
"If I were thinking of marriage,” t
■aid to Edith. ‘1 would not trust to
my own

Judgment

of the girl of my
1 would dUcoTer If ibe stood

Mjtgu Wotto*.

SULLIVAN HARBOR.
Paul Simpson is st home on
leave ot absence.

extended

an

Mrs. Lena Jo; bad charge of the la;
service Honda; afternoon.- Mr. Purdy
gave a atereopticou lecture on John Banyan at the evening service.
Mias Florence

Hamblen,

ot Bates col-

lege, Is teaching in the high school

as as-

sistant.

choice.
Miaass Marjorie and Elisabeth Biinpeon
well with members fit her own sax.”
will be guests of Mrs. Phillips Eaton in
"It 1 were thinking of marriage,” Portland this winter.
Jan. 10.
H.
replied Edith, “I would go to the
__
mother of the man 1 thought of mar.
BOOST! Ellsworth Food Fair,
lying and ask her If she could recommend him."
Feb. 22-20.
I could not say whether Edith was
Nerer om toll when you'll muh ft finger or
speaking Ironically or not 1 dropped
■offer ft cut, braise, bora or scold. Be prethe subject
Dr. Thomas' Electric Oil instantly reI had gone to Florida, where Edith pared.
lieves the pftin—quickly core* the wound.
was spending the winter, to ask her
—itifel.
to be my wife. Since we did not reside In the same place when at home
1 had had no opportunity of knowing
how she stood with any one except
myself. Therefore before making her
■ware of roy Intentions 1 resolved to
covertly draw forth the opinions of
certain members of her own sex.
There were a number of girls at the
same hotel with her, and 1 thought 1
might gather evidence from them. But
after a couple of days’ stay among
them it seemed to me that Edith either kept herself voluntarily aloof
from them or bad been left out of
their little coterie. 1 soon became good
friends with them and proceeded to
elucidate the matter.
Wbat was my
surprise to discover that not one of
them would speak well of her, and
many of them spoke 111 of her.
This was a shock. 1 had supposed
that good opinions of one who seemed
to me to be so deserving of them
would come merely for the asking.
But no.
If 1 were to sum up her
character upon the evidence of those
who must know her. rather than marry her it would be better for me that
I bad never been born. One declared
that she was vain, another selfish, another untruthful.
Indeed, every one
Not
attributed to her some fault.
willing to condemn her without a
hearing, 1 asked her why she did not
make companions 4>t the other young
ladies in the hotel.
she
“Ob.”
disdainfully,
replied
“they’ve got up a mutual admiration
society and have no use for any girl
except themselves.”
1
The reply was not satisfactory.
The only
was bitterly disappointed.
thing for me to do waa to go back
north and drop Edith from my mind.
But she was attractive to me—very attractive. She waa pretty and engaging. 1 didn’t wish to give her up. 1
made up my mind, however, to be true
to the principle I bad enunciated to
Edith herself at the beginning of this
story. 1 packed my trunk and paid my
J>lll at the hotel. Then 1 did wbat men
are constantly doing when they apply
principles to their love affairs. 1 subordinated my judgment to my InclinaHere were six girls, some of
tion.
whom refused to speak well of Edith,
Her
while the rest condemned her.
her own behalf
own testimony in
would on principles of evidence be
worthless. Nevertheless, on the evening before my departure 1 walked with
her into an orange grove and asked
her how she had come to antagonize
so many girls of her own age.
Her reply was that If I declined to
consider her superior to every one of
them she bad no further use for my

acquaintance.
1 confess 1 was taken aback by this
illogical method of handling the subject. Take the evidence of one against
six! If 1 were to make the most Important decision of my life on such evidence, heaven help me! 1 called her
attention to the fact that all these
young ladles .were her peers and their
concurrence In condemning her was
not to be put aside by her bare asserShe replied that If our action.
quaintance were to continue It must be
upon the condition she bad stated.
We walked back to the hotel in silence, and at parting Edith didn’t
I went to my room
even look at me.
and wrestled with myself. That night
1 slept but little and the next morning
awoke with a languid feeling, not only
of body, hut of mind. All day 1 struggled to prevent myself rrorn marrying
a girl condemned by her associates. I
went to the railroad station, but saw
Edith
the train leave without me.
when I met her on the tennis court
took no notice of me. She seemed to
In
have forgotten me over the net.
the afternoon when she appeared,
beautifully appareled and with a rose
I
In her hair, I raised the white flag.
asked her to walk with me in the
orange grove. Once there 1 told her
that If all the saints In beaveD condemned her 1 would feel honored to
kiss the bem of her garment.
"You told me,” she replied, “that If
you meditated marriage you would
discover If the girl of your choice
You
stood well with her own sex.
know what the girls here think of me.”
“They are unworthy to express an
opinion of you.”
She laughed.
“I admit.” I stammered, “that I have
gone back on my principle. Perhaps
1 have been a fool, but I can’t help It.”
“Yes, you have been very stupid.
In the first place, I knew what you
came down here for.
Any girl would
have known that. In the second place,
you should not have told me that you
-were going to ask my friends their
•pinion of me.”
“Your friends!”
“Yes. All these girls are my friends.
I told them if you asked their opinion
of me to condemn me.”
“What in the name of conscience
did you do that for?”
“Do you suppose I would marry a
man who would go to some other woman for an opinion of me?”
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16 88 111 05 fi 66
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4 28
4 28
4 84
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7 85

Trains leaving Ellsworth at 7.18 a m and 4.28
p m, and arriving at Ellsworth 11417 a m, 10.82
p. m. connect with Washington Co. By.
X Stops on signal to conductor,
e Stops only to leave passengers from points
east of Washington Junction,
a Stops to leave hut not to take passengers.
These trains connect at Bangor with through
trains on Main Line, to and from Portland,
Boston and St John.

Passengers

are
earnestly requestly to protickets before entering tne trains, and
Ellsworth to Falls and Falls to
Ellsworth.
F. E. BOOTHBY,
General Passenger Agent.
•
morris McDonald.
Vice President & General Manager.
Portland, Me.

cure

especially

Easters Steamship Crapy
Reduced Winter Fares,

STATE OF MAINS.
Ha NporK M.
To the HoaorabU. the Ooaat, (
of Hanoock coont.v:
rrIHB utdera.gatd. W. F. Oolliaa, ol Oloa
ter, Borah L. Oolliaa, Aaole Cell
Frank I. Oolliaa and Willard V. OoUlaa,
Wattrtowa, Aaale B. OolHae, widow of i
L. Oolliaa aad Mra. W. O. Oolliaa ,
the late W. O. Oolliaa, all of aaidWiw
belag all the heirs, locladlae the
the late W.C. Oolliaa. reepeotfallr
that the Oaetiae Water Ooaij
tloa exlatlag a ad or the lawe <
taeot chapter IN of the ;
lawa of the rear UN. aad the bom

JL

thereof aad
in
poratioo he leg
avwa aader
wuwtf JHMf
l, in,
eoaatp, on eaaiiai;
January At
mn» took
authority off tl« charter ud gftvt notice that
It eheuld take, boM atdtiMM foe public pa
the following described tract or pareoFoC
land situated in aald Casino, to wit:
Beginning on tbo northwest «M« oft
kireet at land off Thomas K. Hair; tl
westerly along said iferrat aboat right baadr «d and amstv-tw frrt to land ol tbolato
Geo. H. WitberW; tbraor at nearly right
angles along <suid Wltbrrl* line northerly
about two handrrd and twenty* three f«5%

lawaiid *TaUOa2£»,

vwwueji

j

UN

dike »nd itonei; tbrnor northrertrtlj ilttf
line of lapd of s«td Wltbrrl# and lard ofn.
J. Aboou abc ut fit* handrrd and sevrofty-ahufrrt to atakr and atone* on land of aald Hale;
thrnca southerly on lino of aald H*lr aboat
nineteen f#et to at be and a<e»naa; tbMnr
easterly along said Halt's land ao« at two
hundred and fortjr*trr fart to state aad
stones; tbrncr along aald Male’* land southerly about four hundred and hlrty-nine feet
to place of beginning, the above described,
premises being known as tbs Coil inn efevanp”.
Tbat the undersigned nave sustained damage by such taking and using of said landed
which they are the owners;
That the undersigned and said Water
pany do not agree upon the amount of
ensaiion for soch taking and using;
pensalion
Wherefore, your
t>ur petitioners
i
pray that daw
notice be given by your
honorable board ...1■
y
that you cause the damsgt s lor such taking
to be assessed as provided in the act of incorporation of said Water Company.
And farther, your petitionees allege that
said Water Company baa begun to orcapp
such land before tl»e r< utfition of any juaflp»
ment for damages for the taking thereof.
Wherefore, your pe nioners pray tbat tbo
said Water Company uiiwr p required to die
its bond with your ncombie board in each
sum and with such surf ties as may be approved by you ©outfit !«r.ed for the payment
of said damages, or a de posit with the clerk
of sucb sum as may < e finally awarded an
damages, with co&ts when recovered by your
petitioners, within ninety days after notice off
the final Judgment shall have been received
by the clerk of courts.
Dated at Ellsworth, in said county, this 14th
day of December, 190®.
W. F. Collins,
Sarah L. Collins,
Annib Collins,
Frank 1. Collins,
Willard F. Collins,
Annik E. Collins,
Mrs. W. C. Collins,
All by John A. Peters, their attorney.
"•

STATE OF MAINE.
Hancock ss.:—Court of County CommUalonerr, October Term, A. D. 1900.
Upon the foregoing petition the commissioners being satisfied that the petitioners
are responsible, that an
inquiry into the
merits is expedient, and that the petitioners
ought to be heard touching the matter set
forth in their petition;
Order—That the oounty commissioners meet
at the Castine Bouse, in said town of Castine*
on Wednesday, the 16th day of February, A.D.
1910, at 10 o’clock A. M., and thence proceed to
view the property mentioned in said petition*
immediately after which view, a hearing of
the parties and witnesses will be had at some
convenient place in the vicinity, and sue)*
other measures taken in the premises as the
And it is
commissioners shall Judge proper.
further
Ordered—That notice of the time, place and
purpose of the Commissioners’ meeting aforesaid be given to all persons and corporations
interested by serving an attested copy of ths
petition and this order thereon, upon the
clerk of the town of Castine, a like oopy upon
the Castine Water Company by serving saidl
attested copy upon the deck of said corporation. and by posting up attested copies as
aforesaid in three public places in said town
at least before
the
time
thirty days
and by pubappointedthefor said view,
lishing
petition and order thereon*
three weeks successively in the Ellsworth
Amerioan, a newspaper published at Ellsworth, in the county of Hanoock, the first
to be thirty days at least before
publication
the time of said view, that all persons andl
corporations interested may attend and. be
heard if they think fit.
And whereas it has been made to appear
that the said Castine Water Company has began to occupy the land described in the foregoing petition of W. F. Collins and others before the rendition of any judgment for said

taking, and,

$3.00
Between Bar Harbor and Boston

Steamer Boothbay leaves Bar Harbor 10 0
m, Mondays and Thursdays for Seal Harbor,
Northeast Harbor, Southwest Harbor, Manset,
Stonlngton, North Haven and Rockland, connecting with steamer for Boston.

a

Catherine leaves Bluehltl 9CO am,
for South Bluehll),
Mondays and Thursdays
Brook tin, Sedgwick, Deer Isle, Sargentvllle,
South Brooksvtlle, Dark Harbor and Rockland,
connecting with steamer for Boston.
Steamer

RETURNING
New turbine steel steamer Belfaet leaves Boston at 5 p ni, Tuesdays and Fridays for RockLeave Rockland at 5.15 a m, or on arrival of
steamer from Boston, Wednesdays anti Saturdays for Bar Harbor, BluehlU, and Intermediate landings.
E. L. Smith,

Agent, Bar Harbor.

Banking.

6%
is what your money will
Invested in shares of the

earn

tl

Eilswortli Loan and Gulldios Ass’n.
A
tf

now

open.

NEW SERIES
Shares, SI each; monthly pay
mentst SI per share.

WHY PAY
when

RENT

you

can

borrow fon

your

shares, give a first mortgage and
reduce it every month? Monthly
payments ana interest together

will amount to but little more
than you are now paying for
rent, and in about ten years you
will

OWN YOUR OWN HOME.
For

particulars inquire of
O. W. Taplby, Sec’y,
First Nat’l Bank Bldg.
_

A. W/Knro. President.

legal Notice*.
Notice of First Meeting.
In the District Court of the United States for
the Hancock District of Maine..
In the matter of
Hollis M. Thaybb,
In Bankruptcy.

Bankrupt,

J

To the creditors of Hollis M. Thayer, of Stouington, in the county of Hancock and district aforesaid, a bankrupt:
is hereby given that on the 18th
°I December, a. d. 1909, the said
M.
waa dulv
Thayer was
duly adludicateri
adjudicated
bankrupt; and that the drat meeting of bia
creditors will be held at mv office
in
Ellsworth, Maine, on the Slat day of January, a. d. 1910, at 2 o’clock in the afternoon,
at which time the aaid creditor,
may attend,
prove their claims, appoint a trustee, examine
the bankrupt, and transact such other buaineea ae may properly come before said
meet*“*•
William E. Whiting,
‘n B*“kraplCy'

NOTICE
da£

Ell,worth. Me.. Jan.

Whereas the petitioners have asked in their
petition that the said Castine Water Company
may be required to file its bond to said petitioners with the county commissioners iu
such sum and with such sureties as they may
approve conditioned for the payment of snch
damages as may be awarded for such taking,
or a deposit with the clerk of said county
commissioners of such sum as may be finally
awarded as damages with costs when recovered by the petitioners within ninety days
after notice of final judgment shall have been
received by the clerk of courts;
It is therefore further ordered that the said
Castine Water Company file its bond to the
with the county commissioners of
petitioners
Hancock county in the sum of three thousand
dollars (93,000) with sureties to be approved
by the said county commissioners, conditioned for said payment or deposit as.required
by the charter of said Castine Water Company. And that notice of this order be given
io the said WTater Company together with notice of the petiiton.
Attest: -John F. Knowlton, Clerk..
A true copy of the petition and order thereon.
Attest:—John F. Knowlton, Clerk.

NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE.
is
given that theflfcuder-

hereby
NOTICE
signed. Union Trust Company, of Ellsclaim by mortworth (corporation), holds
a

gage on a certain lot or parcel of land situated in Amherst, in said Hancock county, described as follows, to wit:
Beginning at the northwest corner of Elijah
Richardson's home lot, near the store occupied by William Johnston; thence running
easterly by the line of said Richardson’s land
to the s. w. corner of lot No 39; thence northerly by line of lot No. 39 to the center of the
Main road leading from Amherst corner to
Aurora; thence westerly and southerly by the
center of said road to tne place of beginning,
containing two acres, more or less, with all
buildings thereon.
Also another lot of land in said Amherst being all and the same lot described as conveyed in the deed from .leremiah T. Gilts to
William J. Johnston dated October 14 i885,
and recorded in Hancock county registry of
deeds, in book 201, page 529, to which n cord
express reference is hereby made for more

particular description.

Said mortgage is dated August 7. 1908, and
recoided with Hancock county deeds, in
The conditions of said
book 451, page 440.
mortgage have been broken and remain unperformed, by reason whereof the undersigned mortgagee claims foreclosure of said
mortgage and gives this notice for that put'
pose.
January 1,1910.
Union Trust Company, of Ellsworth,
By L. M. Moore, Treasurer.
J. A. Peters, attorney.
NOTICE OF

FOKKCLOSURl!..
Daniel S. Bunker, of Sullithe county of Hancock, and
Maine, by his mortgage deed dated
November 20,1893, and recorded in Hancock
county registry of deeds, book 278, page 837.
conveyed in mortgage to Patrick Mulhern, of
said Sullivan, a certain real estate situated in.
said Sullivan, and bounded and described as
follows, to wit:
Bounded north by College
land so called; on the east by lands now or
formerly of John W. Hall, Sullivan Harbor
Land Association, S. S. Bunker and Jesse
White (separate lots); on the south bv land of
said Jesse Whitfc, and on the west by'the College land so called; being the homestead of
said Daniel S. Bunker and wood lots connected therewith; being lots Nos. 29, 30 and
81, Division 2, on the town plan of said Sullivan.
And whereas said mortgage and debt
thereby secured was assigned to Carrie E.
J°yce. of Mt. Desert, in said county, by Bedford E. Tracy and John H. Mulhern,
istrators of the estate of Patrick Mulhern, bv
deed of assignment dated March 21, a. a.
1902. and recorded in said Hancock conntw
registry of deeds, Mar.M, 1902, book 372, page
457. This is to give public notice of my elaun
by said mortgage and assignment on said real
estate, and that the conditions in said mortgage are broken, by reason whereof 1 claim a
foreclosure of said mortgage,
Dec. 10, a. d. 1909
Cabbib B. Jovca,
By Ggo. R Puller, her attoramr.
in
WHEREAS
State of
van,

admin-

Subscribe for Thjc Axkbjoab
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REJECTED
MANUSCRIPT
An Editor’s Telegram That H»d
A

By

Double Meaning.
LOUISE

OSBORN.

Copyright. 1909. by American Press
Association.

“Miss Bradley!"
“In a minute, Mr. Dunn,” said Helen
Bradley as she tossed her hat on the
top of her desk, hung her coat carefully on a peg in the wall and crowded
her gloves into a pigeonhole marked

“Becipes.”
Then she gave an adjusting pat to
her hair and hurried through the door
connecting her little room with the
office of the Sunday editor of the Star.
“Good morning. Miss Bradley,” said
Mr. Dunn, just as he had said it every
morning since, five years before, Helen
Bradley had begun to work on the
I'm going
woman's page of the Star.
away tomorrow morning, and I'm going to ask you to do some of my

nembered that from the time she had
begun to work for the Star Mr. Dunn
had never shown her more than the
whole hearted friendliness he showed
every one who worked for him.
“Well,” she said to herself one morning as she looked into his empty room,
“he’s been gone just a week. I don’t
know whether I’d rather have him
come back or stay away. Anyway, I'm
a

WHO SHOULD OBEY?
By SADIE OLCOTT.
[Copyright, 1910. by American [Yes* Association. 1

•‘Tom. there Is one word In the marriage service that 1 won't say.”
“What’s that, dar’.ing?”

silly goose.”

“Obey.”

She went resolutely back to her desk
and sat down before the pile of letters and manuscripts addressed to “Mr.
Dunn.”
Among them were a few letters for
herself. She put these aside and tackled the manuscript first. After a
couple of hours’ reading she had two
plies, one labeled “Rejected” and one
Between them
labeled “Accepted.”
was a

"I m

"Well, sweetheart, you needn’t."
"1 won’t say It—1 won't, 1 won't!”
“But why should you say It?"
“Why. it’s In the service, isn’t It?”
“It’s in the Episcopal service, but we
needn’t be married in that church.
Some of the others are not so particular.”

•“Tom, I've been brought up Id the
Episcopal church, rod 1 won't be married by any other service.”
“Well, well, darling, you needn’t.
Why be so positive about it?”

long envelope.
not

sure

about

tnat

one,

thought Helen. She reread the brief
note accompanying the manuscript

“Because l won't.

‘Please wire If you do not find It
I have a duplicate, and I
available.
think 1 can place it here.’ Well,” ahe
added to herself. “I’ll think about It
while I read my own letters, and then
I’ll wire.”
She began mechanically to read and
file her own mail—recipes, fashion
notes. Inquiries and requests—the same
kind of thing that came every day.
Suddenly she stared as she hurriedly
tore open an envelope bearing Mr.
Dunn's handwriting.
“What can he be writing to me for.
I must have made some absurd blunder about a story, but I don’t see how
he'd know yet.”
As she read the letter her eyes sparkled and her cheeks glowed with pleas-

work.”
Helen gave a startled “Oh, I'm sorry
you’re going!” blushed and regained
her usual businesslike voice. "Very
What work?”
well,” she said.
“I’ll tell Jimmie to give you all
manuscripts addressed to me. Open ure.
them. Bead the stuff that's sent iu
“I have often thought of telling
and pass on it. You've helped me out
but I
said the last paragraph,
you,”
•o many times, I guess you know a
felt that It would be unfair to
always
good thing when you see it as well as let you know, for of course I know
I do. I'm putting it right up to you,
that you regard me simply as a busiMiss Bradley. That's all. thank you.”
know also that
ness associate, and I
John Dunn swung round in his chair.
you would not want to work with an
“Hello!” he said into the telephone
editor you knew wanted to marry you.
“Give me the composing
receiver.
So you leave the Star, and I’d be alone.
room.”
“Something, that last iflght when I
Helen beard him calling emphatically
came to say ‘goodby,’ gave me an idea
and nngently for overdue proofs as
perhaps you did care, after all. Anythe closed the connecting door beway 1 must know, and if you don’t I
tween the rooms.
can go west to a paper that has made
Then she sat down to wonder why
me an offer out there.
Mr. Dunn was going so suddenly
•That's what I came here to see
away and to map out her two pages about. It
may seem strange—I’ve waitfor the next week’s Sunday paper.
ed so long, but now I'm impatient.
The day was a hard one for the edPlease wire me—just a word or two, so
itor of the Star woman’s page. The
that I may know.”
photographer telephoned that there
"Dear, stupid, digni&ed John!” smilwasn’t enough sunlight and the fashed Helen to herself after she had read
ion photographs wouldn’t be ready un“Jimmie."
the letter through again.
til the next day.
she called—“please, Jimmie, come here.
The “beauty” writer sent word that
Do you think that you could send
ahe had a cold and couldn't get her
away any one who comes to see me in
copy in on time possibly.
the next hour? You see, I—well, you
Hr. Siddons, the managing editor,
see, I Just don’t want to be bothered.
came in to say that he didn't think
And, oh, Jimmie, please bring me two
much of the new series of fashion artelegraph blanks.”
ticles Helen was running.
“Sure, Miss Bradley,” said Jimmie,
Her typewriter broke down, and she
good nature from the tip of his snubhad to wait two hours for a man to
by, freckled nose to the tips of his
fix it Five o’clock found her still at
stubby boots.
her desk, struggling to think of someThen Helen settled herself to the
thing besides hash to tell about in the
composition of two telegrams, and
column she was writing on “How to
when in the course of three-quarters
Make Attractive Leftover Luncheon
of an hour they were done she again
Dishes.”
: called the faithful Jimmie.
“Oh, Miss Bradley:” Mr. Dunn came
“Here, Jimmie,” she said. “I want
Into her room, his coat on and his hat
i these two telegrams sent right off.
“1 forgot to tell you.
in his hand.
This one's to go to this man,” and she
Don’t be soft hearted and accept things i
handed him a slip of paper containing
Just because you think the writer looks the name and address of the owner of
pinched and poor, the way you did the doubtful
manuscript, "and this
those fashion articles Siddons kicked
one's to Mr. Dunn.” Then Helen put
about To go the stuff's got to have
: the doubtful manuscript In the pile
plenty of human interest, you know. ! labeled
“Rejected."
It’s got to have personal appeal. ReThe next day passed quickly, and in
member that”
her excitement and happiness Helen’s
Then he looked at her flushed cheeks
work piled up on her desk. When she
and shining eyes in the bright circle
tried to read proof she found herself
under the green drop light over her
i absently counting the “J’s” and “d's"
desk.
Instead of looking for missing words
“What’s the matter?” he said, for a
and misplaced letters. And she found
moment the tone of the businesslike
It much easier to draw plans of vieditor giving place to that of a symsurrounded by shadpathetic fellow worker. “You’re tired. sionary cottages
Miss Bradley. Shut up your desk and owy gardens than to dispose of the
manuscript before her.
go home. Tomorrow you’ll be fresh,
“I don't care,” she thought as she
and things will go better. Jove,” he
heard the neighboring church bells
added, “it’s a shame to pile extra work
chime out 5 o’clock. “I’ll quiet down
on you!”
now and stay until 6 or so and finish
i aom
un, Air. uunn, saia Helen,
everything up. Let me see—he must
a bit mindl And I’m awfully glad to
do it for you. I’ll try not to make have got my telegram today, and tonight maybe he'll write, and I’ll get
any dreadful blunders.”
Helen smiled as tbey shook hands. I his letter tomorrow, and then I can
write again, and—oh!”
“Goodby,” she said. “I hope you’ll enI Helen stopped suddenly as the dooi
joy your trip.”
Then us he went out of the room she opened. Breathless from running upaaid to herself: “Now, I must remem- stairs, mystification and uncertainty
ber. Human interest and personal ap- In his kind eyes, John Dunn burst
Into the room. Helen started Impulpeal.” And she scribbled the two
phrases down on a slip of paper and sively toward him, but when she saw
i the look In his eyes she hesitated.
pinned it to her calendar.
“Why—what’s the matter?” she exBy the time John Dunn had been !
away from the office a week Helen had claimed.
“Helen—Miss Bradley,” he said, “1
several times had recourse to the two
! came to see—I don't understand—youi
watchwords he had given her.
1
The task of passing on manuscripts answer.”
“Didn’t you get my message—a telewas always a bard one for Helen. She
knew a good article when she saw it, gram?” demanded Helen, as mystified
In her turn as John.
as the Sunday editor had said; but, as
John held a little slip of yellow pabe had also hinted, her sound business
per out to her.
“Cannot accept,” It
sense was too often overcome by her
“Not enough human Interest
Imagination.
j said.
Needs
more personal appeal.”
Then
If the copy she read was written
with a well worn typewriter ribbon, if Helen laughed as she gave the slip of
the paper seemed cheap or the ink paper in her hands to the still uncomlooked watered, Helen was always dis- prehending Sunday editor,
posed in favor of the article.
j “Don’t you see?” she said. “It’s
“I suppose,” she said to herself more Jimmie. He sent you the wrong mesThat’s what you told me to
than once, “that a really good editor- sage.
like Mr. Dunn, for instance—doesn’t say—It’s for a man who sent in an
article I didn’t want. I'm afraid we'll
pay a bit of attention to anything but
have to take the consequences and
Che story itself.”
And with the desire always before patch up the story, for, you see, he’s
her to discharge her added responsibil- got your answer, and that says—
ities in a way that would please the ’Accepted.’ But. John”—Helen smiled
absent editor Helen read the articles up at him—“I shouldn’t mind a little
submitted to her in her most profes- more personal appeal!”
The personal appeal was made then
sional manner and submitted them all
to the tests of “human interest” and and there. Fortunately there was no
one present to witness the fervor with
"personal appeal.”
As the week passed Helen found which such an appeal should be ma
that her desire to please the grave and so the fervor wag forthcoming. Jc
dignified Sunday editor was not only a said afterward that he rolled off t* .-e
edesire to do her work well. With some or four columns of It, bnt bis v
annoyance she realized how much she c la res there wasn’t more than a “stickhad grown to depend on his friendly ful.” Anyway the matter was settl d
satisfactorily to both parties, and they
"flood morning” and “Good night.”
8he called herself foolish, for she re- j are now one happy couple.
—

Death on tha Guillotine.
Pardon, Id order to be present at the
elocution of Tropman In January.
1875, spent the night before with La
Roquetfe. the prison director. In his
description he says: “At daybreak the
guests went out npel) the cold, bleak
execution place, where the guillotine
The behad already been erected.
draggled crowd, which had spent the
night In drinking places, saug ribald
songs and from time to time shouted
for Delbler. the executioner, who
meanwhile was explaining the mechanism. The basket In which the head
was to drop was brought, and while
looking at it 1 was horrified to see
the lid arise and a human form
‘Don’t worry.’ said Delbler,
emerge.
with a smile: ‘that is only my wife,
who wanted to see the execution, and
I chose the simplest way to secure a
good place for her.’" Clemenceau saw
Emile Henry decapitated on May 22,
1894, In his capacity as a Journalist
and. describing bow the culprit was
dragged to the machine, strapped upon
the plank and there tortured by awaiting the pleasure of Delbler till the
knife finally ended It all, said that the
“horror of It” made him sick.

And I won’t say

‘obey’ either.”
Tom and Jenny

!

were married in
church, but there was no one present
except members of their respective
As the clock struck high
families.
noon the couple stood before the altar
and a clergyman in proper vestments
began the marriage service. The responses were made by tbe groom In a
modest tone, but decidedly by tbe bride
until the words love, honor and obey
were to be spoken.
Jenny promised to
"love, honor,” and stopped.
“Obey,” said the clergyman.
"1 won’t,” replied the bride.
The clergyman looked surprised, then
shut up tbe book.
“Jenny!” exclaimed her father.
“Too
“Say it,” said her mother.
needn’t pay any attention to it after
you're married. 1 haven’t.”
“Can 1 do that?” asked Jenny of the

her stern determination to have the
blinds drawn closely down on the Sabbath was but carrying on the traditions of her great-grandparents. The
Scot of the early eighteenth century
had a reason for drawing bis blinds
on Sunday.
Ur. Thompson In his
"Weaver’s Craft” gives it
“Sometimes the minister himself.” he wrote,
"when be got a colleague to preach for
him would make the rounds, accompanied by an elder, to spy with his
own eyes the sins of the absentees.
Here one man is found romping with
his bairns, another as the minister
peeped through the window was detected kissing bis wife, two men were
found driuking ale. and one was found
with bis coat off. as if be were going
to work, and still another was seen
eating a hearty dinner. Ail were pulled up before the session of the kirk
and repentance forced upon each.”—
London Standard.

clergyman.
“No.”
“Leave it out,” said Tom to the domlnee.

“That is not permitted. This service
1 have
la prescribed by the church.
no power to add to It or take away
from it”
“Oh, Jenny!” exclaimed an aunt
“Say It sweetheart” whispered tbe
“I'll give you your way in
groom.

everything.”
“I won't” said Jenny.
“Jenny,” said her father angrily,
“I’m ashamed of you.”
Jenny began to cry, and from crying
Her mother
she became hysterical.
put her arms about her and attempted
to quiet her. but without effect

Bread and Chsese.
A couple advanced in years got mar
ried lately.
The husband had a room in the bouse
securely locked, the inside of which
his wife had never seen, and. being
curious of Its contents, ahe begged
again and again to see the room.
At last he consented, and. lo and behold. the room waa full of whole
cheeses!
He explained matters by telling bar
that for every Sweetheart be bad in
his young days be bought a cheese.
His wife began to cry.
“Don’t cry. dear,” be said. ’’I’ve had
no sweethearts since I met you.”
“It’s not that.” she replied, still sobbing. “1 only wish 1 bad been as
thoughtful as you and bought a loaf of
bread for every man that kissed me.
We could have bad bread and cheese
enough to last us all our days.”—London Tit-Bits.

“Can’t you slur it over?" the groom
asked of tbe clergyman. “It’s only a
form anyway.”
“Slur It over! Only a form! Every
word of this service has been carefully
considered, and every word means

something.”
The hubbub commenced anew. Tbe
clergyman stood waiting while efforts
to Induce the bride to speak the objectionable word were renewed. Finally the clergyman, with a twinkle In his
eye, said impressively:
“Dearly beloved, whereas Thomas
and Jane haring come to me to be
Joined together in the bonds of holy
matrimony, and whereas tbe church
in Its wisdom formed this service to
give to every family a bead, and
whereas Jenny refuses to acknowledge
Thomas as that head. I see but one
way by which the intention of the
church can be carried out in this case.
Let Thomas acknowledge Jane as tbe
head of the family; let him promise
the required obedience. If be will do
this I will proceed with the cere-

SUFFERED THREE YEARS
WITH CHRONIC CATAiiift

BUCRBPORT.
Mrs. Mitchell, of Brewer, Is visiting her
daughter, Mrs. K. B. Stover.
News was received Monday of the death

ft!■ Disch.of IdmisviUe^Gives Pt-ru-nm

of Mrs. Jere Bridges, of Brewer, formerly
of Bocksport.
The funeral of Oapt. Daniel R. iisgerthy,

the Credit/or Hu Recovery,
and
Rt nunends it to His Friends.

who died Thursday, was held Saturday
Rev. Carl F. Henry, of Bangor,
officiated. The cearers were F. F. Smith,
p. H. Ward well, F. M. Mooney and R. W.
Page. The death of Oapt. Hagorfhy has
caused profound sorrow in town, his
genial disposition, sterling integrity and
afternoon.

sympathetic nature baring won tor him
hosts of friends, whose hearts go out in
deepest sympathy to the widow and son,
Dr. A. B. Hagerthy, of Ashland.
A very pretty shower party was given at
the home of Miss Abbie Reed Saturday
evening in honor of Miaa Marian Hutch*
ins, who will soon be married to William
R. Beaxley, of Augusta, a former Bucksport boy. The table decorations consisted
of a prettily decorated parasol bung with
tiny bells. The favors were tiny parasols,
and the place cards, hearts decorated with
forget-me-nots. Fruit salad, chocolate
and cake

Why Blinds Wsrs Drawn.
The Edinburgh landlady of the seventies who astounded James Payn by

®>btrtf«nntnti.

COUNTY NEWS.

served.

were

Miss Hutchins

was

generously showered with gifts of
linen, china and cooking utensils.
most

J.

Jan. 11.

_

OBITUARY.

JOSEPH F. DI8CH, 4M W. Jcf.

Mr.femon 8t„ Louisville, Ky., writes:

In the death of Mrs. Samuel P. Hall,
Buckaport mourns the passing of one of
the best beloved of the older generation.
She died Monday, Jan. 10, having nearly
reached her ninetieth

birthday,

as

she

“I takogreat pleasure in recommending
your valuable Peruna as a catarrh

remedy.

was

Her
Jan. 25, 1820, in Ellsworth.
maiden name was Abigail Bond Treworgy.
She was married to Samuel Prescott Hall
Nov. 28, 1839. Mr. Hall, who was a promi;
nent citizen of Bucksport, died July 20,
born

1888.

the mother oft eight children—
lieutenant in Co. Q, 1st Maine
Heavy Artillery, who lost his life in the
Civil war; S. Edwin and Ellen M. Godfrey, of Bucksport, Anna M. Kendall, of
Denver, Col.; Charles G., of Silver Plume,
Col.; Mary E. H. and Harry D., of BucksShe

was

James E.,

a

port.
For

than half a century Mrs. Hall
faithful and honored member of the
Methodist church. She was endowed
with a bright and cheerful temperament
which brought sunshine to every one she
met. Brave in troubles and adversity,
generous to the unfortunate, untiringly
devoted through her life to the loved ones
of her family, some of whom were privileged to tenderly care for her in the last
years of her life, her death leaves the
community saddened and mourning with
the sons and daughters, who have lost a
mother so true and faithful.
more

was a

Man-a-lln
|

was turned upon Tom,
in evident expectation that be
would accept this solution of the problem. some knitting their brows and
giving vent to their disapprobation In
subdued muttering*.
“I’ll be—hanged if I’ll do It!” exclaimed the groom.
The bride wept on.
“Tom,” whispered his mother, “the
word doesn’t mean anything. A woman always expects her husband to be
If he Isn’t
at tbe bead of the house.
she doesn’t respect him.”
“Never!” cried Tom, growing excited.
“Tommy,” pleaded his Aunt Mary,
“do be reasonable and stop this fracas;
It’s disgraceful.”
“Thomas." put in his Uncle Josh,
“yon might as well promise. You’ll
have to knuckle down anyway.”
“It isn’t that.” replied Tom excitedly. “I don't care who's head. I’m a
I’ll never knuckle
man, and I’ll be.
under to a woman—openly.”
"Me, too,” said Uncle Josh, “but 1
give In all the same.”
“You give in?” snapped the wife.
"Everybody knows how I have to sacrifice to your whims.”
“Beloved." said the clergyman, raising his voice to surmount the din, "remember that you are in a church dedicated to tbe exclusive service of God.
Inasmuch as neither party to this solemn contract will promise to obey the
other, a requirement prescribed by the
ritual, I pronounce a marriage impossible.”
The bride gave a shudder.
“And I want It distinctly understood." cried the groom at the top of
his voice, “that I’m not going to make
a guy of myself. I have some self respect, and 1 have friends whose good
opinion I wish to keep. If 1 did that
every friend I've got In the world
would chaff me to death.”
“Not the married ones." put In Uncle
Josh.
Tom had left his hat In a pew near
by, and. darting to It be picked It up
and was going at a rapid pace to the
door when the bride darted after him.
caught him by the coattail halfway up
the aisle, whispered something In bis
ear. and the two went back to the
altar.
“Go on." said Tom to the dominie.
The ceremony proceeded, and Jenny
promised to obey with becoming meeksome

Onoe Greene, who hu been ill of pneumonia, is much improved.

his

returned to

parents,

Bar

Rodgers Co.,

A Piano Club.
Mra. Hutton—We are organizing a
piano club, Ur. Flatlelgb. Will yoo
With pleasure.
Join us?
Flatlelgh
Wbat pianist do yoo
Urs. Hutton.
propose to elob first?—Chicago News.
—

ness.

I

Bott*r Lett Unsaid.
Hostess—It’s
beginning to rain.
Ton’ll get wet. I think yon’d better
stay to dinner. Departing Guest—Ob,
dear, no! It’s not raining so badly as
all that—Sydney Bulletin.

has secured a large cutting Job for a New
York bollding, and will start In about
March 1.

was

Harbor

a

settlement,
weeks.

few

coal

laden.

A

part of the cargo will

be saved.

Thursday.

which has been closed down

Up* and Down*.
“Tbe world Is foil of ops sod downs,”
quoted the wise guy. "That’s right,”
agreed tbe simple mog. “We are either trying to lire op to a good reputatlon or trying to lire a bad one
down.”—Philadelphia Record.

Icfcal Laxative.

Harbor View chapter, O. E. S., will have
public installation of officers Wednesrepaired.
day evening.
Mias Rena Saunders, who has been emCapt. Samuel Goss arrived home Saturployed in Boston, is spending a few weeks day. He has been to look after bis schoonthe
Maud Seward,
anchored
at
er,
with her parents here.
sound.
The vessel has been
Guy Torrey, employed with the Bar Vineyard
condemned and it being stripped. Sbe
Harbor Trust Co., who has been visiting

a

|

Leftover Material.
Barbara, aged four, bad always been
allowed to make small cakes out of tbe
scraps of dough left from the morning’s baking, so one morning after being sent to gather the eggs she came
running in with a very tiny one and
exclaimed: “Ob. mamma, see this little
eggl It must be that’a all the dough
tbe hen had left!*’—Delineator.

an

Miss Alta Greenlaw and Capt. Billings
Dow were married at the home of the
bride’s sister, Mrs. Fred Bobbins, Jan. 5.
The bride was the recipient of many
presents. Capt. Dow will remain at home
for several weeks while his vessel is being

DEEK ISLE.

The Bar Harbor basket-ball team played
Trouble For Creditors.
the Deer Isle Friday. It was a fast and inEven tbe simplest law transactions terestiog game, with the score
slightly in
seem to be beyond the comprehension
favor of tbe visiting team.
of some people.
An old farmer went
Marine lodge, F. and A. M., held its
Into a grocer’s shop a short time ago.
anrual meeting Tuesday evening. The
ordered a sovereign’s worth of goods
reports showa the lodge to be in excellent
«Dd when they were ready for delivstanding financially, and with over 100
In
laid
down
a
five
ahilllng
piece
ery
degrees worked in the last two years.
payment thereof.
Tbe following officers were elected: W.
The shopkeeper called out. "Here,
M., Dr. H. W. Small; S. W., Emery W.
this isn’t tight T' as tbe customer startBickering; J. W., Paul W. Scott; 8. D.,
ed to leave.
Charles A. Pressey; J. D., Edwin S.
“Oh. yes. that’s all right,” replied the
Pickering; secretary, Moses D. Joyce;
“I've got permission from tbe j
man.
, treasurer, Augustus O. Gross.
In
the
to
S
pay
shillings
pound."
Judge
Jan. 10.
Rex.
A heated discussion revealed that |
the man bad lately settled an insolSTONINGTON.
vency npon this basis and expected to
|
Capt. Kelley, of the J. Frank Seavey, ie
continue
that
method
indefinitely.
in port to load stone.
WbeD he was shown bis mistake be
C. U. Hues will hold an old-time ball at |
was very Indignant and evidently considered himself a much abused man.— the opera house Jan. 19.
I
London Globe.
Mrs. lewis Cool broth, of Portland, is
!
visiting her mother, Mrs. W. L. Oreenlaw.
|
Shs Wasn't Superstitious.
Mrs. John Grant, of
Waldoboro, a
“Mary. Mary,” cried Mrs. Johnson former resident, is the guest of friends in ,
to her maid, “what shall I do? I've Stonington.
just bad a anost dreadful accident and
District Superintendent H. B. Haskell
don't know what's going to happen.
held quarterly conference at the MethoI’ve broken my new hand glass, and
dist church Sunday.
yon know bow unlncky it is to break
Mrs. H. B. Haskell, with two children,
It means seven years’
a looking glass.
ol Ellsworth, is visiting her parents, W.
unhappiness.”
“Lor.’ mum.” replied Mary, “don’t S. Thurlow and wife.
Saturday evening an entertainment was
you set no heed on that. Look at me.
I’m not fretting, and I’ve Just broken given by the schools of Stonington to
the large pier glass in the drawing finish paying for the piano.
room.”—London Fun.
The J. G.
at the

mony.”
Every eye

“I have been suffering for the pant
three year* with catarrh, and had tm«l
almost everything In the market until
1 read of your wonderful Peruna rent*
rtiy. After using two bottle* of Pern*
na I can cheerfully recommend It to
any one having the aame disease.
“I was almost compelled to give up
my business, until I used yonr remedy,
and I have never been bothered with
catarrh since.”
Hon. C. Slemp, Congressman from
Virginia, writes: “1 can cheerfully
ray that 1 have used your valuable remetly, Peruna, with beneficial results,
and can unhesitatingly recommend
yonr remedy to my friends as an Invigorating tonlo and an effective and permanent cure for catarrh."
People who object to liquid n< Heine*
can now secure Peruna Tablet.;.
Hold
by drugglsta, and manufactured by The
Peruna Drag Mfg. Co., Columbus, Ohio.

Mrs. Nellie E. Knowlton, pact matron,
installed the officers of Juanita chapter,
O. E. S., in a pleasing manner Thursday
evening: Mrs. Emma P. Grindle, W. M.;
Arthur D. Smith, W. P.; Mrs. Lizzie Sellers, A. M. The retiring patron, William
McKenzie, in behalf of the chapter, presented Wilmot B. Thurlow with a past patron’s Jewel. Mr. Thnrlow was the first
patron of Joanils chapter.
Jan. 10.
Nihiu
__________

BOOST! Ellsworth Food

Fair,

Feb. 22-20.
HANCOCK.
Walter Hodgkins and wife are visiting
friends in Boston and vicinity.
Julien Emery, of Salisbury Cove, wan
the guest of Augustus 1. Foss Saturday.
A. B. Crabtree and wife, Mrs. Ellen
Crabtree and Merrill Stewart attended the
Peary lecture at Bangor.
Miss Margaret Koch, State evangelist)
at Union church Sunday afternoon
to an appreciative audience.
Miss Gertrude Crabtree returned to
Portland last week, after a brief visit with
her mother, Mrs. L. Crabtree.
Mrs. P. E. Walker, who has been in
poor health some time, is in Portland for
medical treatment. All are glad to learn
she is being benefited.

spoke

Miss Ethel Crabtree and Mrs. Harold
have Bpent the holidays with
their parents, A. B. Crabtree and wife, left
Monday for Medford, Mass.
Jan. 10.
C.

Foss, who

flODittiBcmciu*.

Doctors Any Good?!
Foolish question! Yet some
people act as if a medicine
cou.d take t!ie place of a doctor! The
best medicine in
the world cannot do this. Have a
family
doctor, consult
him frequently, trust him
fully. If we did not believe
doctors endorsed Ayer’s Cherry Pectoral for
coughs and
colds, we would not offer it to you. Ask your doctor.
fro alcohol in th s cough medicine.
JXlAyer Co.,LoweltM<m.

Hiils '"constipation, biliousness,"jJckh^l‘inOlbt‘itVf,d'>Cl0rVnd::r^~"''s
would
offer them to you. Ask
doctor about this.

headache,

we

not

your own

Protect Yourself

_

Against sudden attacks of constipation, indigestion, sick headache, biliousness, torpid liver, by always keeping on hand the
true “L. F.” Atwood's Bitters. An occasional dose safeguards the system against the ailments most common
to men, women and children.
For nearly sixty
years they have stood for health and happiness
in

thousands of homes,

jj

cents a bottle.

